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My hands were steady along the shaft of the rifle, my concentration keen. Not only was I looking for

the sneaky target, I was also in expectation of the powerful jolt of the weapon itself. Instead of fear this 
time, I felt exhilarated. Well, maybe a little fear. I still found it disconcerting to use, but my skills were 
growing. At least that's what Fred said. I could sense the growing strength I'd acquired over the months 
of working out. I was rather proud of it. 

The target moved across the wall again, this time it was a ghost bird, barely perceptible. I was 
quicker this time, holding the shaft of the rifle still and straight, lifting it up just enough to get a bead 
on the image fluttering in and out of sight. It disappeared again and I stilled myself until all around me 
was utter silence and stillness except the thundering of my heart in my ears and the faint trembling of 
my own breathing. I stopped breathing and even in this tense moment I felt relaxed. The target flew up 
again this time to the right, near the top of a fir tree. I arched slightly upward, fixed the rifle on the 
target and pulled the trigger. Missing the first time and undeterred, I lowered it a centimeter and fired 
again, this time a small explosion flying up as the power of light from my ancient retrofitted atomic 
rifle exploded out. I felt the physical power of the weapon surge through me, even into my back and 
spine, but I held my ground against its force as Fred had showed me. He'd said to anticipate the power 
and ride with it. Until I'd had lots of practice I had no idea what he meant by “ride with it”. Basically, it 
meant to not fight the power of the weapon or fear it. It felt satisfying. I could handle an atomic rifle 
without dislocating a joint now. Atomic rifles were unpredictable though, which is why few people 
used them. The federal government had even banned the use of these particular kinds of rifles. They 
were only supposed to be decorative, not used by civilians and the vast majority had either been 
destroyed or collected by museums. Normally, I always followed the law, but lately. . .well, I had an 
attachment to this particular rifle, for obvious reasons.

I'd been practicing with a few other weapons as well, especially the longbow and arrow, a truly 
ancient weapon that one needed a certain amount of strength to use. I'd also taken up broadsword 
practice, which I was terrible at, and also target practice with various laser guns. I wouldn't say I was 
masterful with any of these weapons, but I was proficient in using some of them. With work and 
family, I didn't have enough time to progress in weapons training as much as I would've liked.

My phone beeped. I tapped my ear piece which erupted in a flutter of blinking light.
“Yeah, what's up?” I could tell by the ring that it was Jerome, head of security at Vartan Inc.
“Bob! Glad I got a hold of you. You know the flight lessons you asked about?”
“Yeah.”
“Well, we've finally arranged for someone to help you out. My younger brother James is a pilot. 

Used to be military but now he's an indie contractor carrier-pilot. Flies cargo for different companies 
and owns a few ships of his own. I don't know if you've ever heard of him, but a long time ago he made
a name for himself among the Firewake set.”

“Firewake? What's that?”
“Young daredevils. Let's just say they have their own way of doing things. Anyway, word got to me 

you needed some lessons and that's the guy I know. I sent his number to your phone. Best pilot this side
of the west coast! Anyway, I gotta meeting. Gotta go!”

“Jerome-” he hung up with a click. 
Firewake? Looks like I had some research to do.



. . .

You see, what Jerome didn't tell me was that this brother of his also had some mighty shady 
connections. I took it that Jerome may have had an inkling but didn't truly know all about his brother's 
other activities. Jerome was the type of guy that was always on the straight and narrow. Which was 
why, I found out later, why they didn't really get along. 

Gangsters, drug dealers, illegal arms dealers, illegal traffickers and all kinds of other rogues with 
something to trade or sell often kept tabs on and sought out young people who participated in Firewake,
I'd later learned. He not only worked as a cargo carrier, but he was a smuggler. I'd already figured that 
if he was part of the Firewake crowd, those brave young souls, or fools - depending on one's take on it -
that go out to the Antarctic or the Kalahari Desert with their aircraft and do amazing, insane stunts, then
he was a bonafide, highly skilled pilot. I had no idea about what he was smuggling. But more on that 
later.

I contacted him and instead of another voice on the other end I got a message with directions to go to
a specific location. A place called Burning Man's Field. I was already not liking this. But my little 
network that I was trying hard to grow wasn't exactly official and I needed all the help I could scratch 
up. It was small and secret as of now and those of us in it wanted it to stay that way. When I thought 
about it, I guess I couldn't really look askance on James, given my own current shady situation. I 
chuckled a bit at that and then my heart started pounding when the seriousness of the undertaking hit 
me. Learning to fly a spacecraft was frightening to me but I was sure that sometimes auto-pilot didn't 
work. I didn't want to get out in the middle of the great black maw of space and find that the auto-pilot 
program on my ship had stopped working.

I kissed Pam goodbye after dinner. It was late evening in September and a year after my first mission
to Mars. Pam was my rock and I'd told her enough of my situation without going into too many details 
that she understood that I had extra duties assigned to me from Mr. Vartan – of which no one had seen 
in a great long while after his supposed ouster. That was a confusing situation that none at work talked 
about. A fascinating black-out of information on that. I say so because the rumor mill at work usually 
went full tilt on things like that.

So, I went to this field of fire. It was really an abandoned meadow surrounded by walls of unruly 
blackberry bushes in the middle of the city. Above, the sky was crowded with traffic to the east. To the 
west, there was still a good view of the stars. Standing in the middle of the field with a small civilian 
ship behind him and leaning across it lazily was a tall, slim young black man who looked as if he could 
pass for Jerome's eldest son. He grinned as he saw me approach.

“So you're the mysterious daredevil Jerome's been talking about,” I said.
“Jerome's been talking about me? I thought he'd given up speaking to me or talking about me. 

Anyway, I was told you needed some flight training.”
“I do. How do we get started?” I asked. He looked me up and down and then grinned.
“Well, the first thing we do is get acquainted with the ship. Oh, by the way, the name's Diamond 

Dog. That's what everyone calls me.”
“Diamond Dog? What kind of name is that?”
“A damned fine one,” he flashed me another toothy smile. “Ready for lesson number one?” I nodded

cautiously, still suspicious of what I might be getting into. 
“Good. My brother told me that some big wig at his company was looking for a pilot instructor. So 

they called me. I'm the guy that's gonna teach it to ya. Never had a student before. This should be very 
interesting,” he said with great relish, clasping his hands together. Oh great.
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Diamond Dog, aka James Jenkins, was a great pilot. A great teacher? Well, I don't know about that. 

Over the next few weeks, in the mornings if I didn't have work, I practiced on flight simulator software 
that I'd downloaded from the Dappa network. I would meet Diamond out in Burning Man's Field at 
night for real time lessons. I did a lot of yelling, vomiting and panicking while Diamond Dog did a lot 
of laughing and trash talking, which only enraged me further. He didn't seem to have much compassion
for my predicament. I suppose he wouldn't, given his history, but that didn't change the fact that I was 
mad as hell after each lesson. His lessons felt more like ridicule sessions and there were times when I 
wanted to tear his head off.

We used his fly-car that he usually had towed behind his own ship, or sometimes he only brought the
fly-car. I could drive a fly-car just fine if you were merely driving it as a terrestrial hover car. He 
programmed it in ship-mode which meant that it could then serve as a low-flying spaceship. Our last 
flight session ended in a huge shouting match in which I wanted to punch him in the face. He regarded 
me steadily for a few seconds after we landed.

“Look buddy! I've had it with you and this nonsense! This isn't a lesson, this is playing games with 
my life!” His expression had changed from irritation to slight sympathy.

“I apologize, Mr. Astor. I realize that this is hard for anyone, especially for rank amateurs. But out in 
space there is no pity, no mercy, nor quarter given, whether you're talking about human enemies out 
there or Nature itself. And considering what we are all facing – yes, I know all about your travail to 
Mars 'cause I work for some of the same folks you work for -  it would be best if you decided now if 
you can do this. You're being groomed for hero status by The Boss. In case you didn't know.”

“What are you talking about?”
“What do you mean what am I talking about? You flew all the way out there to Mars without any 

training or knowledge at all and took care of business and came back in one piece? Wake up, man! We 
need folks like you, but first you need training. Training is hard if you want to do things right. You did 
a grand thing, but it won't happen a second time without knowledge. The next time you could end up 
stranded out there, which means death. Luck holds for only so long.”

“Alright. But why all the crazy maneuvers?”
“I'll admit I'm a daredevil. I love stuff like that, but you never know when a difficult maneuver will 

mean life or death. Being a daredevil has saved my life on many occasions. But I guess we started out 
too advanced. I'll start at real basic for you.”

“Thank you!” I said, relieved. “But sometimes I really don't know if I'm cut out to do this. I don't 
think I have it in me to be a pilot.”

“It's a mental thing, you know. Most things are. If you don't have it in you, it's because you've trained
yourself to think that way. You've been working as a cog in a huge corporation for too long. It's my 
personal belief that your job has trained you to think that you are merely part of a collective and useless
without that collective. That ain't so. I can't believe that anyway, considering what you've done.”

“I really think that was a fluke.”
“Nothing wrong with flukes. Doesn't mean it can't be done again, this time with intention.” I sighed.
“Diamond, your brother said that you used to be in the military. Is that true?” His expression 

darkened.
“It's true. It's a part of my life I prefer not to talk about. At all.”
“I see. Sorry.”



“No worries.” 
“You've said you've worked as a smuggler in the past.”
“Yeah.”
“What sort of things did you carry?” He frowned and took a long pause before speaking.
“Well, usually that's my business. I'm not proud of everything I've done in my life and I've seen some

frightening stuff out there. One memorable job was when I carried supplies for a company doing 
business with one of the mines on the moon. I have no idea what it was I was carrying. As a 
professional, I didn't ask questions and these folks don't volunteer information. Anyway, I saw the 
strangest stuff out there. I'm not even sure how to explain it.”

“What did you see?”
“Well, that's the thing. I don't know how to describe it. Words fail. But it was creepy as hell. One of 

the companies that contracted me was NCO, I think. The other was some dummy corporation, called 
International Emergent Medicine. Lane Pharmaceuticals was the real company behind it. Through my 
own contacts, I found that they shipped a special patented drug to a medical center which services 
workers employed by one mining company on the moon. Drugs no one else uses. In fact, I believe it 
was that same mining company that NCO does business with.”

“NCO?” The name sounded vaguely familiar.
“Yeah. They were doing business with one of the worst mining companies out there, from what I'd 

heard. They put some of the bad actors here on Earth to shame.”
“Why did you do it?” I asked. He shrugged.
“At the time, it paid the bills and I needed the money. After I was discharged from the military I 

joined the Firewake vagabonds, traveling from place to place with them for a while. Later, I was 
recruited by an old smuggler that liked my piloting. I was seduced by and enjoyed the glamor and the 
danger. I guess at the time I was aimless, lost and broke. I needed some excitement and meaning in my 
life. I like to think I was rescued from going too deep into smuggling by The Boss. It can get ugly 
depending on who you're dealing with. To be honest, I'd gotten myself into a bad situation with a 
smuggling group that wanted to boil me alive, claiming that I'd crossed them.”

“Did you?”
“I sure didn't!” He said indignantly. “But when you're dealing with bad folks there's no telling what 

they'll try to cut you over. You can just give somebody the wrong look and they're ready to chop your 
head off. Literally. There's one smuggler out there who has a large collection of glass jars with heads in 
them. Heads of smugglers and dealers who'd crossed him. I was a hot head and I was moving up, 
building my own smuggling crew and getting my people some of the most lucrative work in the 
business. My crew was efficient, fast and trustworthy. We had a good rep among the various smuggling
rings. Some of the old established crews felt threatened. They put a stop to it and even though I can be 
a bad-ass in a ship, I'm no cold-blooded killer. If The Boss hadn't convinced me to leave the life, I'd be 
dead by now.”

“I'm glad you got out, James.”
“Me too. And just call me Diamond.” 
“Alright, Diamond. I'm also glad you came over to the Light side. We need folks like you with us.” I 

sighed heavily. “Okay then,” I said, blowing my breath in and out to psyche myself up. I stretched my 
arms out, trying to get my mind in the right space for this, even though I still felt queasy. I was going to
have to do this thing. Like Yoda once said: “Do, or do not. There is no try.” Yeah. Thanks, Yoda.

“I'm ready to continue my lessons. . .Diamond.”
“Good. Let's get real basic from here on out. First, banish the word “can't” from your mind. It'll do 

you no good right now. You can ponder on your limitations later, once you can actually fly the ship.”
“Alright.”
“And stop whining so much. It's pitiful, grown as you are. Like I said, outer space gives no quarter. 

Besides, in space, no one can hear you whine anyway.”



. . .

Work was going well at a clipping pace. We were coming to the end of one more project, the 
building of pre-fabricated domiciles for another city that would be built in space in the near future. I 
looked over at the digital clock in the wall. It was 9:00 A.M. And who walked in but Fred, right on 
time. I smiled broadly.

“Hey, hey! How's it going? You and Bev have been gallivanting all over the world lately. Finally 
decided to come back to work, huh?”

“Well, you  know. I have to make money to do all that gallivanting.”
“I've noticed you've been coming in earlier and staying later this week, Fred.”
“Overtime. Bev wants to remodel the house. Again,” he grimaced.
“Ah. I see.” Was the overbearing black and gold get-up she had in her house not enough?
“Anyway. I didn't come here about all that. I came because I've got news.” He rubbed his hands 

together with an excited look on his face.
“Don't keep a guy waiting, Fred.”
“I've heard that there's going to be a Green Room meeting tomorrow. A surprise one.” Rarely was 

anything like that a surprise around there. My grin disappeared. I raised an eyebrow and gave him an 
expectant look.

“But this meeting is about the new city poised to be built north of Langrenus, Bob!”
“Really?” I perked up. Now that was news. “I thought that was just wisps of rumor, Fred. This has 

been rearing up its head every few years. They aren't poised to start building the new city until 2169.”
“Nope. I assure you that this issue will be brought up and expanded upon in the next meeting. Which

will be happening next week. Besides, what do you think all these housing modules down there are 
being built for?” He grinned like a Cheshire cat. I knew better than to doubt Fred's ability to ferret out 
accurate information from the web of gossip at work.

“Good point.” A year ago we were building housing modules that could be used on Mars. Now, I'd 
heard talk of these particular modules being shipped off for building on Venus, considering the extreme
heat and pressure proofing the materials had gone through before being assembled. But Fred was often 
right. I guess the human Martian city had been put on hold – probably a good thing, considering. . .

“Word is, they have a building plan. A model already made about how it's going to look. From what 
I've gathered, the terrain around this city will be near the highlands. North or northeast. Not far from 
the dark side of the moon.” I raised a brow.

“The highlands. If so, it'll be a beautiful city. And difficult to build.”
“And probably one of the wealthiest cities. Besides Langrenus, this one will be near some of the 

richest sources of ore and minerals on the moon. If you need anything else or any information at all, let 
me know and I'll try to help,” he said. Fred made to leave and then turned back at my office door. “Oh, 
and I almost forgot. The new city will be named St. Anthony.” He shrugged and he was off.

I cocked my head to one side. I had inducted Fred into my little network that I was trying to build 
with Genevieve on Mars. So far, I wasn't sure how successful we were. It seemed as if things had 
turned back to the normal, daily grind. Even though I knew things had changed the semblance of 
normality was deceptive and it had a lulling effect on me. However, my allowing Fred in on a bit of 
what I'd done had helped and I could see that he really was very important to me. Robin, of course, was
on another level. She was the head of the operation here on Earth though she didn't know about 
Genevieve, I don't think. I hadn't told her. In my opinion, I still had the right to have my own secrets 
until I got to know some of these people better.

“St. Anthony,” I said quietly and went through my stretches for the morning before drinking down 
my coffee. Then I turned to my blinking and humming computer consoles, watching and sifting 
through the 3D image holograms of real-time work being done on some of the assembly rooms on the  
other floors of section C-30. I grinned appreciatively about Fred's ability to fish useful information out 



of the vast Vartan drain and my reliance on him. Then I got to work.
By lunch time, the green alarms went off throughout the campus. Then came the inevitable 

announcement by the Virtual Voice.
“Attention, all Vartan management employees of section C-30. Special required meeting in the Green

Room, Friday, 9:00 am. Attention, all Vartan management employees of section C-30. Special required 
meeting in the Green Room, Friday, 9:00 am.” We would also get this memo by company mail. 

I was intrigued, for once, in a very long time about a company meeting. Normally, I was exempt 
from company meetings after the mess last year. Not from Green Room meetings, however. But I 
wanted very much to hear what they had to say about St. Anthony, the new moon city.

. . .

It was now lunch break. Fred, Chip and I took a gander on the promenade above to watch the fly-
cars and roving cargo ships flying below.

As many times as I've been up here it never stops amazing me how beautiful it is. And the sky! Bluer
than blue.

“It's as beautiful as the lights on the moon. Heard they were having an unusually active amount of 
light showing up there,” said Fred waving at a freighter ship whizzing by a few meters out from the 
promenade.

“What do you mean?”
“TLP. You've been there. You should know about that stuff. Reminds me of the time my wife and I 

went to Alaska and saw the northern lights. Gorgeous sight!”
“I'll bet,” said Chip absently. “Aren't those fly-cars supposed to be on the first traffic level, like way 

below here?” He asked, giving a hard look at the freighter ships passing by.
“Things have been getting busier. More people moving here. Besides, if they're headed either from 

space or headed out to space they're allowed to cross traffic levels. Chip, you're talking about fly-cars, 
not freighters,” said Fred authoritatively, as if that ended the matter. It did, verbally, but Chip and I 
shared private looks full of misgivings about this. I think we were wondering where all that extra traffic
was coming from lately. A worrisome thought.

“So what do you think?” Asked Chip.
“About?” I asked.
“The name and the meeting?” 
“St. Anthony is an interesting name. People invoke his name to recover things that are lost. I believe 

his name is also invoked to protect Pilgrims. If memory serves me right,” I said but this jostled 
uncomfortable memories of my time on Mars and what I'd learned there. Humanity and all its rich 
cultures and tapestries of history would be lost if we didn't act and I was learning over time that many 
preferred to believe a lie – that we were fine and things were getting better. It didn't mean that things 
couldn't get better, but it made no sense to believe in lies. But that was always the way with human 
beings. Nothing on that front had ever changed. I changed the subject. I didn't want my friends to see 
me brooding.

“I'm feeling like bratwurst, sauerkraut and a good hot pretzel and a soda. How about you guys?”
“Sounds good,” said Fred. “Let us know a bit about what you learn there. My reputation's at stake 

Bob,” he added.
“Don't worry Fred. You've got my back, I've got yours.”
“I've got something else you might find interesting, but I wanted to wait until we got outside. You 

know how many ears are plastered on walls in there.” He cast a glance around.
“What?” We both asked.
“The president of the company is supposed to be meeting with you guys at this meeting. Last minute 

change. Don't mention I told you.”
“The president of Vartan?” Exclaimed Chip as we made our way to the company beer garden. “Who 



is the president now anyway?” We all glanced at each other and shrugged. Even Fred didn't know. I'd 
assumed it was Elias Vartan, the one who had been here since I'd been working here. But a year ago 
that was put in doubt. Truth was, no one talked about it openly. No one knew.

“Let us know. Only you will find out before we do now,” said Fred.
“I'll definitely let you know,” I said and moving in line, I ordered a weisswurst and a soda. I 

wondered whether any of this new information was somehow related. How could I piece these things 
together? After work, which would end right after lunch for me, I was going to have more vomit-
inducing fly-boy lessons from Diamond Dog. I looked over my lunch skeptically, just thinking about it.

All the while after lunch I wondered, why St. Anthony? My friends had seemed to find the choice 
interesting, as well as a few other employees at the beer garden.

Why St. Anthony? Who chose that? And who was running the corporation now?
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The Green Room was a large assembly-like meeting hall of different shades of green. It had a serene,

calming effect on people. This time the walls had shrunk inward to accommodate a smaller group than 
the usual gatherings here. I was sitting on an end seat as others were still filing in. There were about 
fifty of us gathering for the meeting. And it was about the new moon city being proposed. 

On the front podium streaming holographic images were building, one on top of the others as we 
were taken through a panoramic, inside view of an artist's creation of what it might look like. It was 
beautiful, if I had to say so. Something almost “Old World” like, instead of Modern. A very different 
design from Langrenus, which possessed architecture of a Bauhaus-rooted aesthetic. I wondered at it. 
Excitement and gossip would build soon after. I had been given a tip just ahead of the crowd about this 
project. People would be wondering and critiquing the name and the fair look of the city. It reminded 
me of Old Vienna, as the Mayor's palace looked a bit like a miniature, plainer version of the 
Schoenberg. I recalled the housing modules nearly ready to be delivered. They looked noting like that. I
was still in the process of making quality inspections with my Q.A. team. I supposed only the wealthy 
would be living in the Old World-style domiciles while the regular folk would be living in the 
nondescript, dull looking domiciles. Class snobbery was still alive and well.

Surely, I thought, the artists and designers of the holographs were having fun. Buildings were made 
to be useful these days, not beautiful for their own sake, a time and a way of thinking, sadly, that was 
long lost. Today, if a building happened to have beauty to it, and a few actually did, it was only by 
happenstance and the wonder of the clouds, blue sky and the lighting helped to make it so. But I 
digress.

It was really a preliminary meeting of the beginnings of the project. Engineers, architects and city 
planners from all over the country and from Portugal and Italy, interestingly enough, were there to talk 
about what they were planning for the city. Excitement for the project was building. They planned to 
start construction on it in three years. That was news. Big news. In the buzz of the more concrete 
issues, I'd forgotten to ask about the name. But I took numerous notes on my little pad, tapping and 
swiping away. I swiveled around in my chair during a break only to find Grant glowering at me from 
behind. I smirked and he seethed even harder, but his gaze bugged me. Three guesses why. I had no 
proof and humans could be just as devious and frightening as any alien, but still. I turned around and 
joined one of the conversations around the room with a young Italian architect from Florence. I decided
to keep far away from him and continued taking notes.

 . . .

Later after work I went with Fred and a few others to have a drink before going home. He grilled me 
with the details and I filled him in. Fred was buzzed and I felt I needed to weigh his words carefully 
with the amount of beer he had to drink, but Fred had some more unexpected - and unpleasant news for
me.

“The word is, Grant is going to be taking over the client customer services department in section C-
30 next month.” He took a swig from his bottle of brown ale. I felt heartburn searing through my chest 
and down to my kidneys. Suddenly, my deliciously bitter IPA was a little too bitter to bear. He also 
happened to drop some manna along with that big piece of dung. He made mention again of it. That the
light displays on the moon were strange and unusually active right now according to his nieces and 
nephews, who had come over to visit him and Bev. 



The first time I shrugged it off thinking of it as a slightly interesting but non-essential aspect of life 
that we hear about and don't give much thought to. I was wrong. However, right now I was more 
interested in the fact that we seemed to have an acting CEO for the time being named Henry Weiss. We 
all met him near the end of the meeting and the name got around just a few hours after. Most people 
were wondering which direction he would take the company in, myself included. We wondered if he 
had the leadership ability to keep us soaring in the air as the lead aerospace company in the world, or if 
he would be a do-nothing CEO, merely existing to collect a fat payout.

“Guys, he did say he was acting CEO. There's only so much he can do before the real CEO is finally 
voted in,” I said to another co-worker. He and the others shrugged that off and kept up the tongue 
wagging. You know how people are.

When I got home I mulled over the things that stood out to me. I was learning to examine the  
expansion and the other things that excited others and weed them out for other, subtler issues. Whether 
they had any importance I didn't know but my mind glossed over the things that others saw as 
important. I focused on things like the name. Not too many thought about it after the initial news.

“Tell me Pam, why do you think someone would name a city built in this day and age St. Anthony? 
Seems old fashioned.”

“St. Anthony? Is that the name of the new city? I'd heard it was going to be Crater City. I'm not 
sure.”

“Well, I certainly hope it won't be Crater City. How boring would that be?”
“Honey, don't get excited. It's just a name. I'm sure they have far more important things they need to 

worry about in planning and building it.”
“Yeah, but names are important, Pam. A name can set a mood, tone or describe the personality of a 

place.” I protested. Pam, ever the pragmatic wife, just shrugged and continued folding clothes and 
handing them to me to put away.

“But really now, just on the top of your head?”
“Hmm. Well, from what I know as cursory knowledge, he was Portuguese and those who pray to 

him do so for lost things,” she said. “Or pilgrims. He died young. He was also a follower of St. Assisi. 
A most excellent thing in my book. It's all so mysterious. I suppose I do like a small mystery. Lost 
innocence, perhaps? A city for people looking for some kind of salvation or seeking penance? Or 
peace? I get the feeling that whatever you saw up there, something about the future, it's no longer there,
Bob. Something is lost and we must find it again. Maybe,” she said quietly, folding and putting away 
the last shirt.  

“See? Lost things are what caught my attention too, hon. Lost things.” 
“Yeah. That is interesting,” she said pensively. I was silent after that. We both got ready for bed. I 

kissed her good night and we turned out the lights. As I lay in the dark I thought about my adventure on
Mars, as I did from time to time. I also wondered about the lunar lights. Was there really anything odd 
about them? There could be. There were many “hidden things” around us now. And thinking of things, 
some things truly were lost. Others had been found. I wasn't yet sure which was which and whether this
was ultimately good or bad.
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In the passenger freighter to work I received a personal message marked “PRIVATE” on my data 

pad. That was always Robin. As soon as I arrived at the campus, instead of going to section C-30 and to
my office I went to the West campus. I'd been given a special red badge-card that I kept hidden from 
prying eyes on my own South campus, that allowed me access to this part of the grounds. I had pretty 
high-level security clearance through this badge. I passed through many floors in the airlift, then in the 
elevator, passed by a group of security officers I'd never seen before. They nodded at me curtly and 
kept on their way, seeing my red badge displayed on my chest. I made my way to the thirty-ninth floor. 
I passed by administrators and other high-level white collar types and pink collar types. Most took one 
look at my uniform – dark blue and white - gave me a curt nod and went about their business. Some did
not make eye contact at all but most greeted me with a look of surprise and even- did I imagine it - 
appreciation. There was a new thing for my mind to absorb. At the end of the floor was Robin's office. 
This floor was soft white and silver. I almost felt I was walking in the sky, as it gave that feeling of 
serenity and floating. 

I knocked on her office door: Robin Baez – Social Administrations Director. I heard a soft, short 
command giving me leave to enter. Robin's office was mostly cream, wood, and white. It gave one a 
feeling of both presence and authority but light tranquility as well. I sat in one of the plush chairs facing
her desk as she turned from her computer consoles to greet me. She smiled. She looked a little gaunt, 
something I hadn't noticed before.

“So how are we doing today, Robert?”
“I'm doing fine. Thanks for asking. Came as quickly as I could.”
“Thank you. Things have been silent for a while. We're mostly observing certain things and 

gathering data. Soon we'll be making some important moves and we'll need you for one of them.”
“I'm ready when you guys are.”
“I trust you've been building a list of possible contacts for the network?”
“I've done my best. It's slow going right now.”
“That's fine. I don't expect much right now anyway. I was wondering. How is Chip coming along 

with the brain wire, or was it red wire?”
“Oh, yes. The hive wire.”
“How's that coming along?”
“So far, Chip hasn't said much except that he's still examining it.”
“That was a gold mine of a find, Robert. We really hope he can do something with it. Something that

can help us all on this planet. Anyway, the reason why I called you here is because we do have an 
interesting situation going on in Langrenus. The Boss has been observing it for a while and feels like 
we need to get someone on the ground to take a closer look. I don't know if you've heard about it?”

“You mean the TLP?” I asked. She nodded and tapped something on her screen, then used her hand 
to open one of the holograms on the screen up wider so that I could see. 

“We've been watching and building models on the data we've got so far.” It was a moving 
holographic image of the Langrenus Crater and its now famous lunar lights. The lights were 
unnaturally bright and active and moved like sheets of curtain, or wide walls of mists rising up and off 
into space from the crater. There was especially furious activity near the northerly areas of the moon. 
She pushed the images of the city back into the screen until it widened out into a large panoramic view 
of the moon. She then swiped her hand over the image and it morphed into a full view image of the 



luminous moon in space with a full view of the pattern of lights that were reigning up over about a 
quarter of its surface.

“As you can see, it's far more active and unusual looking than it has ever been in history, from what 
I've read so far. The lights are a popular phenomenon with the residents and they are growing as a 
tourist attraction. But this sudden burst of activity might become dangerous to the human population.” 
My own senses were telling me that something was off about it. Fred had mentioned it twice and now 
Robin was mentioning it.

“I was in a Green Room meeting and we all got a chance to meet the acting CEO. He sees this as a 
problem?” I probed. She smiled briefly at this.

“Of course, we don't work for Henry Weiss,” she said quietly. I gathered that the real CEO preferred 
to remain in the shadows. How this was managed without the board knowing or the media, I had no 
clue but that wasn't my business, no matter how hard I tried to make it my business.

“I was thinking that for so many centuries TLP seemed mysterious because we weren't on the moon's
surface to watch it happen. We could only view it from a great distance. Now that we are on the moon 
we are able to see its activity in greater detail. Maybe there is no issue at all,” I said, trying to play 
devil's advocate though my own mind told me that Fred might be right.

“I think there is, though. After all, some who have taken to studying the phenomenon have noticed in
the last few years a sharp increase in activity. Usually at times when the greater amount of the 
population is at sleep. Of course, the population on Langrenus has exploded in the past couple of years 
and now there are various work shifts and because there is no traditional daylight and night time there 
like here on Earth, and no visual cue of these times, the population easily rotates work and leisure time 
on shifts. So almost as many people are awake and working during “night” on the moon as during the 
“day” time. Some have noted that there is a difference in occurrence, duration and luminosity and even 
behavior of these lights. We believe something is amiss, Robert. We would like to send you on a private
mission to check it out.”

“Do you think this might be alien related?”
“That's the thing. We have no idea. Our default position is that everything strange is alien related 

until it is not. Even if it isn't, things that are out of the ordinary or disturbing are things we can't afford 
to ignore anymore. We can't trust the government to do anything about it these days and they have their
hands full with growing tensions and aggressions from the Eastern Bloc and the Middle East again. 
We're the first defense against outside interlopers, enemies and dangers to the human race now.” The 
Pax Americana was slowly falling to pieces and no one seemed to know just what to do about it. Either 
that or the will was no longer there to repair a political situation that was beginning to disintegrate.

“I wish I had more to work with Robin. I'm not exactly James Bond.”
“I know,” she said quietly. She fixed me with a serious gaze. “Do your best. Don't confront anyone if

you don't have to, just watch and record, if possible, and ask questions. We know you aren't a trained 
spy, but my boss is confident that you might find out something useful. Even if it seems insignificant. 
Ask around, take notes, be observant. Spy on people if you have to. We'll give you the necessary 
equipment to make it easy.”

“Right. And if I find anything dangerous about this, what should I do about it?”
“Report back to us all of your findings. We need your eyes out there, Bob. As for danger, use your 

own judgment. But try your best to find out what's going on. Push it a little. We won't send you out 
there unarmed. The Boss has a lot of important plans brewing. Things are in motion, but I can't mention
all of them yet. But you are one of the key players in the network.” 

“Good to know.” The signals she gave me on what to do were decidedly mixed. The truth be told, I 
was actually excited for this new mission. It sounded like my kind of mission. Ask a few questions, 
look for anything interesting, get some fun activities done – I hear they've just finished building their 
first resort in Langrenus. I wondered if Chip had gotten Will ready yet. I'd ask him tomorrow.

“When will I be leaving?”



“The day after tomorrow, if you can?” 
“Okay,” I said. She went back to the images on her consoles.
“Directions and all you need will be sent to your U-network mail address, later today.” U-network or

U-net was the name we gave our little growing network of people that could help us in the coming war.
U stood for Unity. So I didn't have much time at all then. Pam would understand. 

“Also,” she said, “ The Boss will be sending along a small spy mech which will be helpful. It has 
already been sent along to your house, marked as special delivery. Only you will be able to open the 
package.” 

I guess I better go and visit Chip tonight then.
. . .

“Is Will ready to go? I'll be gone again for a few days. I was wondering if I could take him along 
with me?”

“You can and you can't. Will's up and walking around, but I'm still working on a few things with 
him. However, I can put him to work with you remotely. Call him up through his username on Dappa, 
Will_Do 2.0. I'll let him know to set up the com-link system and a talkbox for you in case you need to 
contact him at any time.” 

“Alright.” There was a pregnant silence at the other end.
“Are you allowed to say anything about it?”
“Only that I'm going to investigate the TLP on the moon. I've gotten more reports that there may be 

something strange behind it.”
“Ah. I remember Fred mentioning this too.”
“Yeah. I was wondering, Chip. Do you mind asking around about this? In fact, Fred first mentioned 

it. If you can quiz Fred and try to see if you can get some more information for me. I'm leaving the day 
after tomorrow, otherwise I'd grill him on it myself. I've got a lot of preparations to make.”

“Will do! No pun intended.”
. . .

I traveled to the moon in the Vermillion, a very nice ship if I do say so, and I received first class 
treatment. I had plenty of time to think on the trip. After getting settled in my quarters and a chance to 
sit back and relax on the flight, there was a buzz at my doors.

“Come in.” A mech came in carrying a large, black metal case. This case looked too large for the 
mech, yet it seemed to carry its weight with no problem. This mech I thought might have been a 
courtesy mech at first glance, but it looked very different from most mechs that I'd seen before. 
Military issued mech, perhaps. It was of black and silver metal and had what looked like a sash 
patterned in battle fatigue. It's eyes were bright blue slits and it had a dark, almost rough sounding 
voice box. It looked both extraordinarily human and aggressively mechanical in design. A marvelous 
and unique design, I thought. There was a regal yet intimidating air about it, unusual for any android 
except Will, that suggested full sentience. Far more intimidating than the accommodating courtesy 
mechs I was used to. I nearly stood to attention.

“Mr. Robert Astor, I was sent to make sure you were properly outfitted with equipment.” It went to a 
table and set the case down, unlocking it with a key card that it produced at the end of its finger. I got 
up to take a look. Inside the case was a small assortment of laser guns. It took out a panel and below in 
the underside of the case were two rifles.

“This one, Mr. James Jenkins, a cohort of yours I believe, had sent to you.” The mech pointed to a 
long, sleek laser handgun that seemed to gleam with dark colors in its metal. It looked nondescript, but 
I knew it was a reliable weapon. A Cavalry Laser 150. Smith and Wesson. Otherwise known as the 
grand-daddy of laser dragons. There was also a beautiful British Sea Service Pistol lasgun with an 
elegant wooden exterior stock, metal interior stock. It was designed to look like a flintlock pistol. It 



wasn't an easy decision, but I finally made my choice.
“I'll take that one.” Why he'd sent the laser dragon I wasn't sure but one of Fred's friends had one and

it was impressive to see in action. 
“Wait! How many am I allowed to have?”
“As many as are within reason. You will have to be able to hide all of them in luggage and carry 

them with ease.” I took another smaller lasgun and then the mech pointed to another weapon.
“This here is a vambrace laser gun. Or vambrase for short. You strap this weapon to your arm. I trust 

you know how to use one?” I nodded. Actually, I'd never used a vambrase but I'd seen one used at the 
shooting range. 

“I'll take that too.”
“Good. It was sent to you by The Boss. In case you lose any of the others, this one attached to your 

person may be harder to lose. Will you be choosing any more weapons?”
“No. I just want these.” I cleared my throat as the mech proceeded to put the rest away and lock up 

the case.
“Do you know the name of the Big Boss?” The mech's cybernetic blue eyes flickered upon me for a 

second, but it appeared to ignore my probe. I asked again.
“I am not at liberty to divulge such information,” it said with short finality. Couldn't hurt to try. The 

mech produced a thin, red metal key card from its sash.
“This also is to be issued to you. It gives you a higher level of clearance than you would normally 

receive on Langrenus. Clearance for carrying weapons, amongst other matters. Your name as a lawful 
weapon's carrier is already in the system. Should you need anything else, just call for me. My name is 
Magnum. To reach my personal com-link channel, call or enter: Magnum 9.0.1 in the U-network 
system. I will take care of your needs while you remain on the Vermillion. To a very limited extent, I 
may be of assistance to you while you are on your mission. Do not call upon me lightly. Take care of 
your weapons. I shall send a cleaning kit for you before you disembark. One never knows what may 
happen in this universe.” He now sounded more like a gruff sage than a robot. 

“You don't think that all these weapons might be unnecessary? I mean, I'm only going out there to 
ask about the lunar lights.”

“If they were deemed unnecessary, I would not have brought them. I follow orders,” said Magnum. 
The mech gathered up the case and with a few swift steps was out of the room. I took the sleek cool 
feeling key card and put it in my pocket. This was going to be an interesting trip. I was hoping it didn't 
become as interesting as my journey to Syzygy, but I knew that was wishful thinking. Better get your 
rest while you can. 

It was a short flight, of course. It took about twenty-four hours on a non-stop flight to reach the 
moon, but the Vermillion was flying at a leisurely pace. I did not see or hear from Magnum at all during
this time except for when he had the cleaning kit sent and when I called for meals. He had a courtesy 
mech bring them to me. Apparently, this Magnum had important things to do and didn't strike me as a 
normal mech at all. I suppose this wasn't surprising as mechs were created for all sorts of purposes. 
This one seemed dangerous. Like a warrior mech. I'd only seen this type on news holograms. 

I settled in and did some reading up on Langrenus on the computer and watched news clips on 
WSEL. The new talk in the media, when it came to business and space expansion, was, for some 
reason, all about Venus but it seemed to me that the moon was what they should have been focused on. 
That's where the most important cities were going to be built right now, besides the ever expanding 
space stations. Changes were always afoot. But like always, the government and its corporate partners 
were  focused on the wrong things.

This time there was no refueling at any stations along the way. The Vermillion landed at a private 
docking station at the Port of Marius without much fanfare. However, for some reason I wasn't able to  
leave the ship right away. I was sent a cryptic message from Magnum through the room intercom.

“We have been instructed by port security to remain on board until further notice.”



“Do you know why? What's happening?”
“I don't have much information. Only that there seem to be some minor electrical difficulties at 

Marius Port.” I sat back against a wing chair and decided to relax myself until I heard anything else. 
Gazing out the viewport I saw glimpses of flashing green and blue light behind the port complex. I 
wondered at their mysterious allure and beauty. I also wondered what lay behind them, if I would even 
uncover anything of note.

Fifteen minutes later it seemed the issue was resolved. I suited up with my bag behind me and 
packed inside was the little recorder mech sent by The Boss, as I was also starting to call him. The 
ship's own security team escorted me from the Vermillion to the complex, making me feel like a 
distinguished dignitary. I was then escorted by a courtesy mech waiting inside who was holding up a 
thin data pad with my name on it. We rode the monorail to the taxi hub and boarded a hover taxi. I was 
then driven to Bradford Tower where I would be staying once again, all expenses paid. I'd received a 
new line of credit on my account, freshly activated before I'd arrived. All I knew was “unlimited within
reason” was the cryptic message from Robin. 

After the short ride to the closest city dome and biosphere, of which Bradford Tower stood just 
beyond. I took off my helmet, handed it to my escort.

“Do you have your identification card?” Asked the courtesy mech pleasantly. I showed my 
identification, slipping my ID key card into the mech's identi-chip device. Everything cleared. When all
was out of the way, it continued to guide me toward my suite.

“Was your trip a pleasant one?” The mech asked in a polite, soothing tone.
“Pleasant enough.” I retorted. We passed by clans of security mechs and security officers and law 

enforcement in black or black and gray, and government administrators. A few gazed at me in surprise, 
but no one said a word. Most were engrossed in some event being hosted by the longtime mayor of the 
city, an ambitious, dynamo named Tate King. He was with another younger man I thought I'd noticed 
before. His name was Alo, a man of the Hopi tribe, and a political prodigy of King, who was planning 
to run for mayor of Langrenus in about a year. Everyone gathered was more interested in these two and 
talking amongst themselves to notice or care about me.

“One of the upper suites has been reserved for you. Of course, if there is anything we can get for you
to make your stay a pleasant one, you have only to request it through room service or the General Use 
Program.” That was the Virtual Voice.

“Thanks. I do have a question, though.” I asked once we were away from the crowds.
“Yes?”
“Have you noticed anything strange happening in the city?”
“Strange happenings? Such as what?”
“I don't know, just anything out of the ordinary?”
“I am confined to Bradford and Butler Towers, sir. I have not noticed anything out of the ordinary.”
“Can you communicate with other mechs outside of these towers?”
“I can, on rare occasion, if there is a need, but I must say that I have not. If I did so on a regular basis

my activities could be flagged for abnormal behavior.” This comment gave me pause. I hadn't thought 
of that and to be honest, I had to wonder if my own name raised red flags with the security personnel 
here. Even though I had a powerful arm behind me, I still had to tread carefully. 

“Besides, I have not seen an opportunity arise,” it continued. “Why do you ask?”
“I've heard rumors. Just wondering, is all.” We arrived at my quarters, one of the middle, smaller 

suites, more luxurious than the last room I stayed in with the delegation. Luxurious enough to make me
feel like nobility. A labor mech followed us both in silence with my luggage. As I opened the doors the 
labor mech set the bags down inside the doors and left. The courtesy mech turned to face me.

“All things are as they should be, except we do get spikes of light activity from time to time. During 
these spikes in activity, we have incidences in electrical breakdowns in some equipment. These 
incidences are especially numerous in the northern parts of the city. But they can happen anywhere.”



“I'm wondering, was there such a breakdown at the Marius Spaceport just an hour ago?”
“Why, yes. I must admit, however, that these breakdowns are becoming fewer in frequency in and 

around the central business district and residential districts of Langrenus. The city is getting much 
better at dealing with the issue.”

“That's good to hear.”
“There are odd things that did not happen before, such as equipment corroding or breaking down for 

unexplained reasons. Especially in the outer regions of the city where infrastructure is not as solid. I've 
also heard a few of the medical personnel talk of radiation spikes, but radiation levels, as far as I know, 
are always kept under strict control. After all, if they weren't, no one would be able to live here.”

“Radiation spikes,” I said thoughtfully. That was worrisome, but I didn't push the matter too hard. 
“You say this was recent?”

“Yes. I have worked here for quite some time. About three years ago I had noticed more talk of these
things, sir. Is there anything else?”

“One more thing,” I said, my curiosity highly piqued. “What do you think could be causing it?”
“I don't know, sir.” I didn't think I would get much from that question. Courtesy mechs were 

programmed to be good at their jobs, genial, unobtrusive and gracious; they, like all mechs, were 
created to serve people specifically in a hospitality capacity or in administrative functions, not play 
detective. I was surprised he'd noticed and filed away as much as he did.

“You've been a great help to me. I don't need anything else for now. What is your name, if you have 
one?” Courtesy mechs usually did have names given to them. Sometimes the smarter ones named 
themselves.

“Archibald, sir. And you're welcome.” I may be wrong, but I was thinking that Archibald was 
smarter than the average mech and more observant. I usually didn't care for courtesy mechs as I found 
them redundant but perhaps I'm too hard on them. After all, Will was a mech of a sort; actually he was 
a descendant of them, an extremely advanced and semi-sentient android and I actually thought of him 
as a friend. 

I took a quick glance at the back of Archibald's golden neck, taking note of his serial number. There 
were a number of ways that I could call upon a specific mech if I needed to and knowing their serial or 
model numbers made that easy. Archibald may end up being very useful to U-net. Check.
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The first two days after I checked in I didn't see anything out of the ordinary which was just as well. 

I was tired and needed the extra sleep my little excursion afforded me. Sunday “night” however, I got a 
chance to see what I came for. I was gazing outside my window, in which I happened to have a great 
view of the crater since Bradford and Butler Towers were built right in front of it. I lowered the lights 
to get a better look. From the depths of the crater I saw the usual lights rise, flash and dissipate. But 
they were more brilliant and covered more area than I'd last remembered. Some of these lights were 
bright, others misty and faint. Then bright arcs of light would shoot up and streak out and away across 
the sky and into space. Or wide swathes of blurry color would rise and dissipate like colored fog before
my eyes. I ran to a drawer and got out my pin camera and began recording the event. Then at one point,
in amazement I stared as a mass of light which rose like a planetary sized curtain from the crater, its 
colors changing and running through each other and it disappeared. I stood in amazement at this 
phenomenon for I don't know how long.

“Well, hot damn!” I said to no one in particular. I went to my bedroom and got out the recorder mech
The Boss sent to me. I hadn't opened it yet. I put my finger on the scanner of the box and had my 
fingerprint scanned and the box opened. I lifted the mech out. It was a tiny, owl-like thing. I switched it
on and its big owl looking eyes rotated and turned. A few lights blinked on inside and then it chirped to 
let me know that it was in good working order. I decided to do a little bit of armchair sleuthing by 
calling Will. Bringing up the call program on the computer console I dialed Will's username and waited
until his avatar finally appeared on the screen. Will was active but his physical look was still a work in 
progress. Right now he was missing an eye and about half of his face as new flesh was being regrown 
and grafted to it and his eyes were getting cybernetic upgrades. These improvements were being added 
to him little by little, to give him a less patched up, jerry-rigged appearance and a more realistic human 
appearance. Good parts and new, high-grade plasti-flesh that didn't rot was very, very expensive, so the 
final work was very slow. 

“Hullo, Bob!” He actually sounded a little more cheery than usual. Chip must have adjusted his 
emotion-sensory chip. Or perhaps he was picking up on the feelings and emotions around him. In his 
first incarnation he was rather good at picking up on those things. It was nice to see. My old friend was 
coming back.

“Hello Will. I called because I need some help.”
“How can I help you?”
“I was watching the display of lunar light here at the big crater. The Transient Lunar Phenomenon. 

Have you or Chip heard anything about it on the news?”
“I don't know if Chip has. I saw a local interest piece on the WSEL news feed about a maintenance 

worker who just came down, Earthside. He was visiting the moon on vacation and he took pictures of 
it. It was quite a brilliant display of light. It seemed a little unusual given what is known about such 
lunar light displays. But that was all I have heard or seen about the matter on the mainstream outlets.”

“Huh. I'm asking because I talked with a courtesy mech about whether it noticed any odd 
circumstances surrounding the lights here. He mentioned that there were sudden, odd radiation spikes 
in the certain parts of the city and that they were affecting equipment, computers and the like.”

“Did the mech mentioned whether these spikes coincided with the lunar light displays?”
“I believe he did.”
“That would be important to know. There may be some correlation.”



“I need you to look up some information for me, Will.”
“Yes, Bob.”
“Find anything on earlier displays of TLP recorded in history, any little bit of information, official 

and unofficial.”
“I can do that right now while we're online.” Will went silent as he looked up the information. This 

mystery was becoming more and more intriguing. I thought of having room service called to speak to 
Archibald again when Will finally came back after a few minutes of browsing and searching through 
the data.

“I don't know how comprehensive you want this to be but here is what I've got. There are accounts 
of transient lunar phenomenon that go back in history on Earth for at least one thousand years. These 
reports were not reproducible, until now. From MoonLore-net: In 1178 monks from Canterbury, 
England reported a strange sight. There was a bright new moon, and as usual in that phase its so-called 
horns were tilted eastward. Suddenly, the upper horn split in two. From the midpoint of this division a 
flaming torch sprang up, spewing out, over a considerable distance with what looked to the monks like 
fire, hot coals, and sparks. Meanwhile, the body of the moon, writhed, as it were, in anxiety, and, to the 
monks' eyes the moon throbbed like a wounded snake. Then it returned to its normal state. According 
to the monks, this phenomenon was repeated over a dozen times, the flame assuming various twisting 
shapes at random and then returning to normal. Then after these transformations the moon, from horn 
to horn, that is along its whole length, took on a blackish appearance. Next, During the night of April 
19, 1787, the British astronomer Sir William Herschel noticed three red glowing spots on the dark part 
of the Moon. Then, In 1866, experienced lunar observer and mapmaker J. F. Julius Schmidt said that 
the Linne Crater had changed its appearance. Also, there were sightings in Russia in 1958, also in the 
USA in October of 1963, in France in November of 1963. Astronomers in West Germany in 1969 
witnessed a bright glow on the lunar surface. They alerted the Apollo mission of this and asked them to 
observe the phenomenon once they arrived at the moon, to observe especially the Aristarchus Crater. 
The astronauts did observe this light phenomenon, saying that there's an area that is considerably more 
illuminated than the surrounding area. They said that it seemed to have a slight amount of fluorescence.
There was a sighting in 1992 at the Langrenus Crater as well. Again, large red and orange spots of light
were observed there. This is just a cursory search, Bob.”

“This is all very fascinating. Go on, please.” 
“One  account that was even more unusual than the rest was recorded in the US in the state of 

Kansas. A farmer in 2020 saw an unusually large and bright display of green light on the moon. It was 
so huge he thought that something very large, like a ship perhaps, or a comet had landed on the moon. 
It caused a brief stir among the SETI investigators but the furor died down and nothing more was heard
about it. There was another one sighted in South Korea in 2095. The northern hemisphere of the moon 
lit up with red and violet serpentine columns of light for about twelve hours before finally dying 
down.”

“I've never come across those last two accounts before. I remember looking up information about it 
after my first trip back from Langrenus. That and a few other accounts sound new to me.”

“That's because the more recent accounts of TLP I've gathered from unofficial sources that have been
vetted by the #strange-spacephenom/ sub-forum group on Dappa.”

“Ah! You know what? I wish there was some way I could have your eyes and ears here with me, 
Will. I'm no good at spying but something odd is going on around here. I can feel it under the surface.”

“That sixth sense, as you call it?”
“You might call it that. I have a little standard issue recording mech with me. Sent by the Big Boss.”
“If it was sent by him, it's likely that it isn't standard issue. In any case, I may be able to become your

eyes and ears from a remote location.”
“I thought as much. Tell me how.”
“Your recording mech. Look for its serial numbers if you can, and tell me what they are. Its serial 



numbers and also its identifier code. I might be able to use it remotely to look for odd things where you
can't, or hear and record things you can't. I can then download them from the mech itself to Chip's hard 
drives down here. The distance will mean the information I can download here will take a while to get 
here, but I'm sure I can arrange a set up so that we can work together, Bob.” I felt waves of euphoria 
wash through me. It was good to have him back in business.

“Will do! No pun intended!” I gave a command to the little recorder mech and it came to me. I shut 
it off and turned it over and read both its serial number and ID code to Will, who did something on his 
end. After about ten minutes he told me things should work.

“Turn it on. Let me see if this works properly,” he said. I did so. The mech lifted itself from my 
hands and bobbed up and down gently, flying slowly through the suite.

“Yes. I can see through it. Say something, Bob. Or turn on some music and mute your computer 
console.” I did that, turning on one of my favorite online music stations. Smooth jazz-something. I 
forget.

“I can hear it too, though a bit tinny,” he said.
“Looks like we've got ourselves a great set up!”
“I would agree, Bob.”
“Now, let's hope I don't screw it up!”
“Indeed.”

. . .

I asked the Virtual Voice to send for Archibald. Archibald dutifully came.
“Yes sir? I trust your stay has been pleasant so far?”
“Oh yes. Very nice. Been enjoying the lights and relaxing.”
“Excellent. How may I help you?”
“I wouldn't mind having tonight's dinner brought to my suite.”
“Would you like to hear the menu, sir?”
“I would.” Since I didn't have to pay for any of this I was going to have myself a fabulous dinner and

a bottle one of their fine bourbons from the expensive and excellent Whisky Bar. But that was merely a 
pretext. The mech rattled off eloquently the menu of panko-encrusted sea anemone in cilantro lime 
cream sauce, lobster tails with lemon butter sauce, dill potato salad, kale cream puree with a rose wine 
and crème brulee for dessert. To which I said yes to all. 

“Archibald. I have a question before you leave.”
“Yes sir?”
“About the TLP and radiation. Where is this radiation mostly located at?” He seemed to tilt his head 

to one side, thinking.
“Around the mining operations and mills on the moon, sir.”
“And have you or anyone else noticed that the spikes of radiation always coincide with the unusual 

amounts of lunar light from the craters?”
“I am not sure if they coincide always, sir. I do not really know much about it other than what I have 

already said. But perhaps you can ask someone that works at the Herbert Genetic Science Laboratory. 
Or the Banks Astronomy Observatory. One year ago I saw an information bulletin at the last place I 
worked, the Starburst Hotel, east of the city center, that said that any mine workers who were 
experiencing health problems that they thought might be work related were encouraged to contact a 
special number. This bulletin came from the medical center on Atticus Station.”

“Really? Is it still up? Can I find it here?”
“Oh no. I only remember seeing it a few times. I never bothered to record it in my logs.”
“What's the Starburst Hotel?” I asked.
“The Starburst Hotel was a large hub for mine workers coming in, contracted from Earth to work in 

the western mines. They stayed there on extended periods of time for their work. It was not what one 



would call, at that time, luxurious or plush. Rather plain, dingy and very cheap. What we call in the 
business, a working hotel. Not one for leisure. It is now going through a large remodel and will be 
reopening in six months' time for a better class of visitors. Anyway, the bulletin did not stay up long. 
Only a few days. I did not pay too much heed to it as it was not my business. I suppose whatever issue 
arose was taken care of. Both scientific laboratories are not far from here. In fact, the observatory is 
only about a twenty minute ride from the city center. All of the astronomers work there. They most 
likely would have the information you seek.” Curiouser and curiouser.

“Thank you very much, Archibald.”
“Will there be anything else?” The mech asked solicitously.
“No, thank you.”
“You're welcome, sir. Dinner shall be served in one hour.”
Later, as I sat eating my fancy and delicious dinner, I glanced over at the recording mech.
“It's time to put you to work, Will.” The mech bobbed up and down quickly as if in response.
“Go and find the observatory and eavesdrop. You're good at that. Record anything about anyone 

talking or mentioning the TLP, mines, the craters or lunar lights in general. Anything, no matter how 
inconsequential. Any conversation that centers on or even just touches on the issue, I want the 
information recorded and sent back. Got it?” The mech beeped as if to say yes and I opened the doors 
and it flew out on its way, having its own internal GPS system on board. I drank the last of the wine, 
fingered my bottle of bourbon before carefully putting it away and wondered at what I was getting 
myself into.
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After dinner I did some cursory research and found a few names of popular scientists that worked at 

the observatory. I sent off a query about the unusual growth in the lunar phenomenon. I had no idea if 
there would even be a response. What would I do next if this didn't work? I had no clue but I had to 
think of something. I dashed off a log note about my activities for the day and what I'd been doing and 
who I'd been contacting, then I sent a note to my wife and kids with a description of the lunar lights. I 
didn't send the pictures. I didn't think it appropriate since I was conducting an investigation into the 
matter.

I went to bed that night thinking hard about what my next move would be if my current fishing plans
turned up nothing. As it turned out, I had nothing to worry over on that front. 

The next morning I showered, brushed my teeth and dressed and I was on my way to a restaurant for 
breakfast when my bell buzzed. I commanded the doors to open and they slid open with a whisper. In 
bobbed the recorder mech lit up with lights and buzzing.

“You must have found something then!” Feeling excitement grow in me I took its recording disk 
from a thin slot in its underside and slid it into the disk reader in the computer and got to work. I'd 
received no answers by text mail or intercom. And hadn't expected to. I ran through the sound files 
recorded. There were three files. One in particular was marked digitally in red by the mech. I opened 
that file immediately and began listening to it. As opposed to the other two which were eight and seven 
hours, respectively, this one was only five hours. I opened it and began listening; listening for 
interesting snatches of conversation, clues as to what my be the cause of the light activity and radiation.
It had recorded human and mech communications. 

“Virtual Voice, I want my breakfast brought up to my room this morning.”
“Would you like the general menu or are you making a specific meal request?” Asked the Virtual 

Voice.
“A specific meal request, please.”
“Please state your request.” I had breakfast brought up to my room as I settled in to the work. I was 

munching on toasted brioche and a soft egg yolk under melted Emmentaler with coffee and cream, 
going through this for three hours when I caught something interesting, yet fleeting. I stopped it and 
rewound it to listen again. After about eight times I figured out that I was listening to a very young 
man. It sounded like a meeting or conference of some sort and the people were arguing behind closed 
doors. Most of the talk was difficult to make out but I know I'd heard the letters TLP, numerous times. 
The video showed the hallways and corridors that the mech crept around in the observatory: 

“Peter, we've been through this many times! There's nothing so out of the ordinary that anyone 
should be worried.”

“Yes. In the past witnesses observed it from Earth which gave those so-called accounts a very 
skewed view of things. Now that we actually live on the moon we can see that it is quite a bit more 
active than people had previously thought.”

“And the radiation problems? You don't see anything out of the ordinary about that?”
“It's not as if we don't view radiation as serious but for one, it's not within our purview and secondly, 

the radiation issue and consequent health issues surrounding it are very common in the mining industry.
It's not the general lunar population that is having problems. It's the lunar mining community and steps 
have been taken to help them. They even have a special medical center, just for them on Atticus. This 
issue goes back for centuries. It's not out of the ordinary,” said a female scientist.



“I can't believe this! What's wrong with you all?” The young man cried plaintively.
“Nothing! The only thing wrong here is your insistence on assigning more importance to the 

phenomenon than is necessary. I for one, have far better things to do with my time than listening to 
emotional outbursts. If you'll excuse me,” said an older male scientist gruffly. He had many of the 
others concurring with him.

“Peter. You really should leave give it a rest. Your suspicions hold no weight. There's nothing serious
or more important other than the lights are more beautiful. What issues they face is the business of the 
medical and business communities. Not ours. We have more important things to do around here and I 
would remind you that you are here on a full scholarship. Your work is promising and you can have a 
great career here. Don't blow it with this nonsense. You are putting your reputation and your future at 
risk,” said the woman. Footsteps were heard and then the mech flew away quickly before the door 
opened and the video and audio was cut off. 

I sat back, letting it sink in. So someone there thought that there was something to this too. 
“Hmm.” I munched on my last bit of toast and pushed my plate away. It was time to go on a fact-

finding mission.
. . .

I learned by reading the leader-board news bulletin screen in the lobby that there would be a special 
talk and the Langrenus community was invited to that talk. It would be at the Banks Astronomy 
Observatory about the lunar lights, to “clear up” confusion and “for fun and learning about our universe
and our destined place in it.” Huh. I've heard that phrasing before, too many times. I held in my mind 
one name: Peter. 

I suited up and took a passenger freighter to the observatory. Most residents of the towers were either
going to work or coming from work. There were a few white collar residents on the passenger freighter
but most of the passengers looked like blue collar workers, specifically miners, and they worked the 
swing shift. They were headed to a mine west of the city. Their talk was not of any sort of lunar lights 
and I was starting to wonder if my mission as a silly one, considering what was going on in other parts 
of this solar system. The workers on the freighter seemed worried about something far worse.

“Where's Phil at? Ain't seen him in a long while. He went back to visit his folks or somethin'?”
“Nah. Phil's still sick.”
“He's still out?”
“Yup. Had a relapse.”
“That's too bad. When's he coming back? You know?” Asked a third man.
“I don't know. I saw him in the hospital the other day. It was bad. Sores everywhere, like terrible 

burns. They also found it. You know. All through his lungs,” said a fourth man.
“And you know they said that they took care of it the first time he went in to the medical center,” 

said the third man.
“Yeah well, they say all kinds of things to keep people from walking off the job. They don't have the 

facilities to take care of his condition down there at Atticus. He's too advanced. He was transferred to 
the hospital on Remus Station, back when I went to see him,” said the second man.

“That bad, huh? You know, they don't do nothing right down there. They said that they'd give us the 
RALCC cocktail before we started our work assignments and look what happened to that? Still, we 
haven't gotten it,” said the first man.

“What about Stanley? I haven't seen him in a long while either,” said a woman.
“Nobody's seen Stanley in a while. He decided to go work in one of those mines up north. I know a 

few guys that went up there. Never saw 'em again,” said the first man.
“They pay more up there, I hear. Could be living the life. Maybe that's why we haven't seen 'em?” 

She said.
“I don't know, Lisa. I don't think it's worth it. I don't even think they work under a proper biosphere 



up there. Besides, they barely do things the right way where we work at. Like not always giving 
employees the drug cocktail like they should before we start our work assignments,” warned the second
man.

“Those drugs are expensive, man,” chimed in a fifth guy.
“So? Whose problem is that? We need them before, not after the fact.”
“Yeah, man. Bill's right. They promised us that. We hold up our end of the deal by working our 

fingers to the bone. They need to uphold theirs,” said the third man.
“You know how bosses lie. They want that money and we're on the front lines making all that money

for 'em. They don't want nothin' cuttin' into that bottom line. We're just the tools they use,” said the fifth
man.

“Well, I don't like it, man. They need to be honest about what's going on. Something deeper is going 
on than what they told us at that in-service meeting last week, too!” Said the first man. This seemed to 
really get them riled up.

“What? What do you think it's coming from?” Asked the woman.
“Phil's section was full of radon gas for a long time. Machines and equipment and even the walls 

were breaking down, corroding. How they managed to hide it for so long, I don't know. That section of 
the mine was infected with it and they never took the proper precautions to prep the area before they 
had guys going in there. Very high radiation area and it's not getting any better,” said the man called 
Bill, indignantly.

“You know how they roll out here,” said the first guy, sucking his teeth.
“So why do we keep working out here in these mines?” asked Bill.
“The money, man. You know that.” They all started laughing at this. “The money. It's either that or 

go back home and dismantle old buildings and melt metal down for wages that don't even pay the 
grocery bills. Then you get make up the rest of your income from government welfare. Who wants that 
crap?” Said the first.

“Yeah, man.”
“They tell us where to go and what to do and when to take a dump already. I don't need more 

government shaft up my backside. So I come out here to make it.”
“Yeah.” This was the consensus of all the miners on the freighter.
“It ain't right though. It ain't right.” Said another older woman. I had to agree. Why do so many 

people have to put their lives at great risk in order to make decent living? It seemed as if it had always 
been that way.

 My stop at the observatory was first after we left the central downtown portion of Langrenus. What 
an earful! I wonder what I'll find out at the science talk? I made some notes on my digital pad of this 
conversation. Radiation seemed like an unacknowledged problem here, one never spoken of by anyone 
on Earth and probably not in the gleaming, sleek upper levels of the lunar city. Meanwhile, I had to 
stifle my anger. I had a job to do.

I was dropped off at a pavilion in front of the observatory and watched the freighter turn and fly 
away west. I walked into the first doors and waited for the air pressure to change and then I walked 
through the second doors, heard them seal shut and took off my helmet. I went to the front desk and 
was eventually led to one of the large audience halls, a wide circular room with chairs that rounded the 
perimeter and in the middle a round podium on a dais. There was a large half balcony with rows of 
chairs above me. It was already packed with guests. I came in and found a seat in the back and listened,
politely and intently.

“We do understand that there has been increased activity of the lunar lights.” The speaker said 
waving his hands animatedly and smiling like a game show host, “and this has caused some to wonder 
about it. Of course, as we've discussed, there's no need to worry. What we are seeing is the result of 
differences in levels of activity, depending upon the season and the reactions of gases to the sun's 
influence.” Yeah, right.



“Can you explain a little further?” asked one person from the audience.
“Of course. Long ago when people did not have the ability to leave Earth, they could at times 

observe this activity from Earth on the moon at night. Now that we are actually on the moon's surface 
living and working here, the differences of what we see directly on the moon and from Earth are 
obviously going to be pretty radical.” He's a good and congenial speaker. I'll give him that. The man 
with the melodious voice went on.

“You see, from the moon's surface the activity of the lunar lights is highly variable. It does not stay 
the same throughout the year or even throughout the decade. So the spike in activity we see may very 
well be the norm for the amount of light and gases coming from the moon's surface at this particular 
time. If anything, it's time for a celebration of the awe and beauty of what we see in nature. Nature on 
the moon, that is.” There was polite laughter from the audience. “Now I'd like to open up the floor for 
questions.

“Yes please, the gentleman in the fourth row, right here.” The questions from the crowd were none 
that came from people who seemed alarmed or afraid, just genuinely curious. To be honest, if it weren't 
for the hints dropped inadvertently by Fred and the request from The Boss through Robin, I might have
felt that it was nothing too serious; just a dazzling display and right along with other ill-informed folks, 
referred to this activity as the lunar “northern lights”. Most of the questions were from people who 
were merely curious, or were soft-balled questions from those I suspected were actually scientists or at 
least other employees of the observatory planted in the audience. I don't know. Just a feeling. I tend to 
be quite sensitive and suspicious that way. Everything had more of an amateur's science fair feel to it 
than a serious security threat. But then, if no one took it seriously, why wouldn't it? It was my job to 
find to out what was going on with the lights. 

When the presentation was over we milled outside and there were refreshments of soda, sandwiches, 
muffins, tea and coffee. A few young attendants were passing out thin disposable disks of information 
and presentations created specifically for those who showed up to the event with questions. I was 
making a specific search for a kid named Peter and this was my chance to sniff him out. I approached 
one of the young men who was standing by himself as others gathered around the food tables to chat. 
He seemed a little isolated.

“I enjoyed the presentation.”
“Glad you did and thanks for coming.”
“I hear that not everyone at the observatory thinks the lights are so harmless or natural, though.” The 

young man's eyes widened slightly and he took a quick look around before settling his gaze back on 
me. I decided to probe further. “Do you believe the information just given?”

“Well, I'm handing out these cards out, aren't I?” I just looked at him, not knowing what to say but 
my stare must have unnerved him or got him thinking about the subject because he soon threw me a 
conspiratorial look. Good! My sniffing and bungling around is finally getting me somewhere. 

“I didn't get your name?” He asked. I was hesitant but lying wasn't going to help me if he decided to 
check me out. I thought his voice sounded familiar.

“My name's Bob. I'm with Vartan Inc. I'm on vacation right now and came up to see the lights. And 
I've heard different from what I've heard today.” I was hoping he wouldn't be suspicious of me or blow 
me off. I didn't really have any smooth answers prepared. But he didn't seem suspicious of  me at all. In
fact, he motioned for me to step aside farther from the rest of the crowd.

“You've heard otherwise, have you?”
“You might say that. Do you have any theories as to what this uptick in activity might be?”
“I think that there has been an unnatural amount of gases and light coming from the large crater of 

Langrenus and not only that, but on other parts of the moon as well. Most of this unusual activity is 
gathered in the northern and western areas of the moon. I've noticed it especially happening with more 
frequency about eleven months ago. Almost right after I arrived here. The light and gases being 
produced seem three to four times higher than before. It doesn't look like any coincidence to me. I've 



observed it over a few months and took my findings to the team I work under. They dismissed it as a 
naturally occurring phenomenon. My mentor took a look at my findings and found them interesting but
he told me to not worry about it much. He told me to treat it as a hobby since there are more important 
things to do and that was the end of it. The more I talked about it, the more I'd get resistance. I've found
some of the scientists here have summarily dismissed my findings. One even suggested I go and work 
for the Alien Museum instead of remaining here. He said that perhaps I'd fit in over there with my wild 
speculations.” 

“And what speculations did you come up with?”
“That's just it. I didn't, really. I just noted that there was a significant and abnormal increase in 

frequency and power of the TLP and that perhaps someone should take a look at it. They refuse to even
acknowledge that there is something strange about it. I have no solid evidence on what is going on or 
why it's happening and if I continue to say anything I won't get good references to allow me to stay and
complete my work. I'll be sent home. After all, I'm on a scholarship,” he said. Alien museum. I thought 
ruefully. Someone thought they were being funny. They were all about to get a nasty surprise one day.

“I believe you. And don't get yourself into further trouble. I'm curious, what are your ideas about  
what lies out in the western and northern parts that could possibly be causing it?” Peter shook his head 
slowly in thought.

“Moonquakes? Construction perhaps? Deep mining or drilling is possible. In fact, I suspect that 
might actually be it. The moon is mineral rich and there are gases and a liquid outer core beneath all the
regolith. But of course, it hasn't been built up extensively yet, with the exception of Langrenus.”

“No outposts that you know of?”
“Well, there are outposts near the mines in the north. Most mines are in the west but my real concern 

are the ones up north. I've heard things. That the mines up north have no regulatory bodies to supervise 
what is going on or to protect the workers there. I've heard that miners who choose to go up north to 
work sometimes disappear.” My senses were on full alert. This was not the first time I'd heard this. He 
went on.

“There's a small space station near the dark side of the moon. It's far north and not on the surface.”
“Atticus?”
“No, a different one. I don't know much about it, nor do I remember the name. And what I found 

through readings out there, once I had time to go out there on my own, were unusually high readings of
radon. I've noticed an increase in mining employees developing radiation poisoning and lung cancer. A 
graduate student working at the Herbert Genetics Laboratory that I knew, well, I use to discuss a lot of 
strange findings with him and he'd found that miners, specifically from one of the northern mines not 
only suffered from radiation poisoning but that some of them had freakish genetic mutations in their 
DNA. He wouldn't go too deep into it because it was confidential information,” he moved in a  little 
closer and lowered his voice, “but what he saw frightened him.”

“Where can I find him?”
“I lost contact with him, unfortunately. He no longer works there. He applied for and eventually got a

position at a genetics lab in Germany.”
“Genetic mutations.” I said softly, almost to myself. “I don't understand, though. Why would miners 

have genetic mutations if they worked in the mines up north? What does that have to do with 
anything?”

“Well that's just the thing. We didn't know why. And no one else wanted to know why. It's possible 
that the radiation is causing the genetic mutations. We didn't know if they had these mutations in their 
DNA before they were hired or if they were being exposed to something that affected their genes on the
job site. The problem is that I have no proof, only circumstantial evidence, hearsay and ideas.” I 
frowned. There was another, unknown station out there? And genetic mutation? I was beginning to 
wonder who else, besides humans, was out here. 

”And no one is taking any of this seriously?”



“No. I suspect money is the reason. Quite a few scientists at the Herbert Lab know about the 
mutations, but they're all a very secretive set over there. I don't think anyone here at the observatory is 
hiding anything or being deceitful. I just think they lack imagination. They believe what the powers 
that be tell them. There's also the funding issue. We get half of our funding from the mining companies 
up here, including the northern mines. No one wants to rock the boat.”

“I see. I think that's the problem with most people, Peter. I guess they aren't exactly in an easy 
position. You say there are unusually high levels of radon gas in these mines?” He nodded. 

“Well now I have a reason to be suspicious. Especially if you say mining employees are having 
problems with radiation. Do you know how many times the government and the companies out here 
have assured us that the radiation is within safe levels and that the shield equipment and the suits can 
shield and protect workers from radon and radiation poisoning?” I asked.

“I know, I know. The equipment to keep workers safe really exists and most of the mines do employ 
it. Otherwise, the mining industry out here would collapse. However, now there are very high levels 
and this issue has been growing slowly over the months. Whatever it is, it's not a natural phenomenon 
any longer. I believe it is man-made. If there were any way we could find a tangible connection. . .”

“What's your name?”
“Peter. Peter Crawford.”
“Here's my number, Peter. If you find anything else disturbing or strange, please leave me a 

message.” He gave me a questioning look.
“Don't say anything but I plan to investigate the issue on my own.” I wasn't sure if I should have said

that but I got the feeling that he was a good kid, someone that I could trust. Perhaps he could be added 
to the network of contacts I might need in the future? I hoped so.

“Here's my online mailing address here at the observatory. And all the numbers you can reach me 
at.” He handed me a tiny disk from his pocket. “Perhaps we can keep in touch? Let me know of you 
find anything tangible, Bob.”

“I'll do my best.” This thing was becoming more real with each step I made. I had no idea what I 
would do or what I would find but my senses now told me that something very bad was hidden from 
human eyes on the moon.
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My own research on the Dappa search engine and my scouring of extensive online lunar maps 

brought up a few mining companies on the western outskirts of Langrenus. Most of these companies 
mined for aluminum, calcium, titanium and iron. Some were mining for an isotope for energy 
companies to make solar cells, such as Gorbek Corp..

 Johnstone Mining Company, Yarbeth Mining Corp. and a few smaller ones up north that you 
wouldn't find on the regular search engines, Kapper Mining and Hussa, showed up on my search. Of 
my search, only one company seemed to be an unofficial mine, Hussa. Meaning that the lion's share of 
what these two companies did was mine for H-3, a Helium isotope, and one of them was operating 
outside of the law. Radon danger had been greatly reduced nearly fifty years ago but with the explosion
of technological progress outpacing the rule of law, some lunar mining companies were skirting around
or flat out ignoring safety regulations about the cancer causing, radioactive gas, to the detriment of their
employees. But I suppose those employees did sign waivers before they were hired, right? Do folks 
ever read those things?

 The western  mines weren't my concern; they drilled for non-exotic minerals and they followed the 
law, if just barely. It was the northern mine that wasn't on any official maps or information websites 
that had my interest. Finding the general location of the northern mines, I sent Will Owl the recorder on
a mission to coordinates to a specific location out north. And I messaged Robin to let her know that I 
would be on a mission and that if I didn't contact them within three days, to come for me. I had no idea 
if they would have any regard for this last request. I was specifically curious about the north because it 
was remote. The new city St. Anthony was going to be built in the north and little was known about it, 
but a lot of activity according to Peter was coming from there. Radon activity. I watched silently as the 
lights lit up the starry night sky once again. To my eye now it seemed rather an ominous omen instead 
of the simple beautiful lights I remembered the last time I was here. I wrote another log of my findings 
and sent it back to Robin and then called my wife. I hung up, feeling both bolstered and a growing fist 
of growing anxiety in my gut. Then I got a call. Will sent a message electronically. I opened the mail 
program and read the information. 

It said: Great activity in northern A-1 sector, western Mare Frigoris. Activity coming from many 
craters in this sector. Most activity concentrated in crater Poncelet. Other great activity increase in this
area, human activity, though not visible. Signs of a small population. Possibility of hidden activity in 
this sector. 

Well. I thought. I wasn't sure what to make of it. It would take me a few days to investigate if I were 
going that far out from the city. I examined the map and how far out this sector was from Langrenus. I 
was not looking forward to more food pellets and lukewarm water after the rich delicacies I'd been 
feasting on during my stay. It was a hard decision but I had no other choice if I wanted to keep myself 
lean and light on my feet. I packed my data pad, food pellets, water, gravity boots and spacesuit and I 
went to a special case inside my bag and brought out my weapons. I strapped on my holster to the side, 
slipped the vambrase on through my hand and up my arm, feeling the power of the weapon humming 
through my body, its handle resting on the flesh between my thumb and index finger. One I hid in my 
bag and one I hid under a flap of material on the arm of my suit, the vambrace laser gun. I decided to 
leave the laser dragon behind in my suite.

I sent a message to the recorder mech to meet me at the plain surrounding Crater Poncelet. I left my 
floor and went to the ground floor, bought an emergency kit with a flare and rented a dune buggy – a 



ridiculous contraption that looked like my daughter's HoverTrike, only made of less sturdy materials -  
with my navigator programmed for the Poncelet Crater, north of Langrenus. I headed out to the 
northern highlands, crossing the eastern edge of the Mare Imbrium, wondering just what I would find.

. . .

The navigator map's lights flickered rapidly as I approached my goal. It would take me three days of 
riding before I got there and along the way the cursed buggy kicked up dust, crashed through rocks and 
swerved and jiggled around small craters – and large ones. The steering was terrible and I was sure I 
would develop arthritis after this was all over. The cursed thing made me feel every darned bump of the
lunar terrain and, man, were there a lot of those! I would have much preferred a hover craft of any sort, 
but those had all been rented out. I passed by a few lonely looking outposts, one which had a few bed 
rooms available and a pub attached. In fact, all of them did. 

But I'd decided to camp out in the open desert after the first forty-eight hours of travel, to experience 
the Great Outdoors. Terrible idea! Sleeping in my buggy in my spacesuit was not my idea of a good 
night's rest and once was enough! 

I'd noticed after two days of travel that the buggy was running slower and riding rougher than usual. 
I fought anxiety down wondering what it could be. It was a brand new issued vehicle and thoroughly 
vetted before I took it on the road. What could possibly be wrong now? Hopefully there would be some
kind of way station or pit stop with a mechanic the next time I stopped. I didn't have to panic too hard; I
did bring flares. 

The next cantina and boarding house looked a little more lively than the last three outposts. There 
were a lot of hover cars parked outside and small barges landing and lifting off from landing pads at a 
tiny spaceport a few kilometers away. Sending out a message for the little mech to return to me at my 
dune buggy through my data pad, I slipped inside the little biosphere and then inside the cantina. It was
packed with people. Mostly miners and other blue collar types, by the looks of it. I ordered a hard cider
at the counter and sank down on a stool, fatigued. I got a few odd looks from other patrons probably 
surprised to see a new face. I decided to ask about my transport. Couldn't hurt and the bartender 
seemed friendly enough as he poured my cider.

“You look tired. Rough trip?”
“You could say that. I'm having a little trouble with my dune buggy. Rides real hard and stops and 

starts suddenly. Any mechanics or a fix-it haus in the area?” I asked.
“You know you gotta empty the debris pan once a day on those rumpity things, don't you?” He said, 

giving me a look of bemusement. I stared at him in surprise and then grinned sheepishly.
“Well, I do now.”
“And you're all the way out here?”
“Yeah.”
“Try emptying out the buggy's debris pan every twenty-four hours. Gets full of dust and debris quite 

quickly on primitive lunar roads. You must be one of those guys used to the big cities on Earth with 
their sleek, smooth transports, I'll bet?” 

“Yeah. Big city guy here. Can't lie. Riding a dune buggy isn't my cup of tea but its cheaper than a 
hovercraft.”

“Well it's no problem, really. There's a rail handle right in the front bottom of most of them. You pull 
it out, empty the pan, it's pretty big so do it carefully, then put it back in and you should be good to go.”

“That easy? Thanks!” I was genuinely relieved at hearing this. I wouldn't have to search for a 
mechanic after all.

“No problem. Say, what brings you out here?”
“I'm visiting Langrenus and decided to take a look at what's further out, is all. I hear they're building 

a new city out here.”
“Oh yeah.”



“Is everybody out here looking forward to future developments?” 
“I don't know that everyone is but I am. It might put some keener eyes on some of the nonsense these

companies that operate out here get up to.”
“You're not afraid of being squeezed out of here?” I asked. He laughed.
“It's gonna happen anyway at some point. Corporations rule out here and they can claim imminent 

domain to steal anybody's land. The government won't do anything about it. So I say, might as well 
bring on the progress. I might get a lump sum out of it when the corporate gentry all land in, 
eventually.”

“Wow.” I said, taking a drink and rubbing my eyes. “I guess you find that everywhere these days. 
You know what? I hear there's a few mines out here that aren't quite on the level.” He glanced at me 
and looked around and then shrugged.

“The guys that come out here want to make a lot more money but I don't know if its worth it, you 
know? I hear a lot. I haven't seen anything though. I do hear about it. The conditions out there are bad. 
Words don't even begin to describe the situation.”

“Why doesn't anyone go to the authorities?”
“When they sign the strict confidentiality agreements they give up the rights, presumably, to recourse

if something bad happens out there. Even if they lose limbs, get sick or die in the mines, they have no 
right to bring suit against the company.” These days people rallied around their companies and showed 
unfailing loyalty to them. Until terrible abuses like this happened. Then they were left feeling 
desperate, depressed and still looking for ways to fit in with company culture. It was frustrating and 
depressing to watch and experience. I should know.

“I guess folks can't do much more than cry into their ciders here.”
“Yep,” he gave me a sly look and then he stopped grinning. His expression took on a very somber 

look. My ears were on high alert. 
“Things are bad enough without you telling tales, Danny!” Scolded a patron across the room, raising 

his voice. A few others laughed.
“Well you all can go piss off!” Shouted a man. He stumbled from his seat and fell to the ground. The 

bartender rolled his eyes.
“That'll be Danny. Always drunk. Hey, Chet! Would you throw him in the sleeper?” A big, burly man

nodded and he and another large bouncer picked the man up and carried him off.
“We'll let him sleep it off. As usual.”
“Is he a regular here?” I asked. The bartender nodded and poured a rich, dark porter for another 

patron that just came up to the bar to order. When he came back I continued my inquiry. “What kind of 
tales does he tell?”

“The kind that make folks real uncomfortable. They sound ridiculous on their face but. . . “ He 
turned to me, his look deadly serious. “There's more than what you see going on out there. At least 
that's what I think.”

“Like what?” It seemed there were things on the bartender's mind that he wanted to share with a 
willing listener. Well let's hear it, man!

“That's just it. I don't know. I hear a lot of weird stuff but I don't know what's really going on out 
there.”

“Want to know what the deal is out there? I could tell you a thing or two!” Said the new guy who had
just ordered. He came over to us and the bartender nodded to him.

“I used to have a homestead and hothouse farm out here before that company came in and bought my
land, my land that I bought with my hard earned savings years ago!”

“Wait a minute! You had a homestead out here? On the moon?”
“Yeah. A few of us did in the early days of moon exploration. I had a profitable hydroponic fruit tree 

grove. There was a thriving water culture farming community out here years ago in the early days.”
“I had no idea.” I was truly surprised.



“Oh yeah. But powerful interests were more interested in transported crops and supporting the food 
pellet industry instead of trying to make the moon a crop-independent world. I think it still is the early 
days but things have changed. Big Politics and Big Business came out here and kicked us out. They 
haven't developed the land like they said they were going to either. The whole reason we homesteaders 
had to move was because they claimed direly needed economic development. Imminent Domain. Fuh!”

“Are you talking about the mine over there near the Poncelet Crater?”
“That's the one. Well, one of the powerful business interests here, anyway.”
“They can't do that, can they? Business people are private property owners. One private property 

owner shouldn't be able to run rough shod over another property owner's rights.”
“In theory they shouldn't. But in reality when you have lasguns and lots of money behind you, you 

can flout the law. And who's going to call you on it?” It made me bristle just thinking about it.
“Do you think something else is going on?” Man, I could tell you some stories buddy, about secret 

stuff going on. I wondered if he knew what I knew about Mars. Surely folks out here weren't as coddled
and ignorant as Earthlings were. He looked around and lowered his voice to a whisper.

“You see, people have been disappearing. Now this is just hearsay. I have no actual proof. But I've 
noticed and overheard that some miners get sick working in the mine either from radon poisoning or 
lung cancer and they aren't given the adequate medication to protect them while working. In fact, they 
give them a fake medical cocktail of drugs. Something different from what the workers at the other 
mines receive before they go to work. They're bright red pills and they look strange from what some of 
the miners say. I think those pills serve another purpose.” Aha! Diamond's words about his smuggling 
days immediately came to mind.

“Where did you hear this?”
“From a guy who worked in that mine in Poncelet, owned by Hussa. He came in here about a year 

ago. Escaped is more like it, but he died a few days later. His skin was an odd color. It took on the faint 
glow of the lunar lights. People were freaked out ever since. We sent for the ambulance and they picked
him up and took him to the center on Atticus, but we heard no more about it or him. I don't think he 
was the only one this happened to but they keep it hushed up. The company that runs that mine is cheap
beyond belief! Workers there have inadequate clothing and equipment for space. It's not entirely 
protected by a bio-dome so they nearly die in there from lack of breathable air, the harsh temperatures, 
poisonous gases and environmental conditions or it's just the back breaking work that nearly kills them 
and then they are hauled off for medical treatment and never seen again.”

“You say this happened a year ago?”
“Yes. In fact, I've heard it's been happening longer than that. A really long time. No one is allowed to

talk about it openly and since these miners sign strict confidentiality agreements they can't talk about it 
either. Even if they get hurt or die in the mines their families can't bring suit or any accusation, and 
trust me when I say that this company is very aggressive about protecting their profits and enforcing 
their agreements with their employees. Sometimes they employ spies that pose as miners in the pubs 
and cantinas around here. You have to be careful.” I glanced around.

“You know, I've got nothing against a company making profits but this sounds like a nightmare right 
out of the Gilded Age.” I said. He took a long drink and then fixed me with a curious look.

“Where are you going?”
“Just a jaunt, really. I'm curious about what the terrain looks like up close. I've seen enough of it on 

WSEL. I'm on an expedition for personal reasons.”
“Personal reasons?” He asked dryly.
“Is that so strange?”
“You should be prepared.”
“I'm prepared enough. And wired in enough if anything goes wrong.” I said. He shrugged.
“Suit yourself.”
“So what does the terrain look like farther north?” I asked nonchalantly or tried to. The man eyed me



with a knowing look. Did I come off as that naive?
“One of those nature adventure buffs, huh? Or are you a journalist checking the place out?” He took 

a swig and set it back down, regarding me closely.
“I'm no journalist. Although after what I've been hearing, I wish I was. I've just been hearing some 

weird stuff about the north and thought I'd ask questions, that's all.”
“Well, it looks the same everywhere on this dust ball.” 
“Surely there are mountain ranges?”
“Of course, but not like on Earth.”
“With a farm and all I take it you've lived here a long time?”
“Yeah. I also worked in a mine up north a few years back after I lost my farm. Good pay. Me and a 

friend are thinking of going prospecting for radon ourselves and then selling it to Sunsee and 
Mariwend. Got a good pile of money saved up. They stole one living from me but I might be able to 
make a living doing that.”

“So you worked in the mines up north?”
“Yep. Not that really bad one, though. I wouldn't have made it out alive if I'd worked there. But 

there's better money in the northern ones than at the ones farther south near Langrenus.”
“I'll bet the work is harder?” I said and took a drink of cider. 
“Most definitely. If you want to make the real money there's less regulation. In fact, there's no 

regulation. No big brother government watching and controlling everything. Dangerous work, no 
matter the mine you work, but it can be worth it if you get out of it in one piece. The drawbacks are that
they can abuse you in the worst ways and there is no recourse.”

“Sounds like they make all their money back, then. I'm surprised they don't force them to stay in 
company barracks for sky-high rent and buy at company stores to take all that money right back out of 
peoples' hands.” I said sadly. The man lifted a brow.

“Who says they didn't? The only reason it didn't work is because there were independently operated 
stores and dirt cheap lodging houses that undercut the company owned ones and threatened to make 
nasty trouble for the mining companies if they weren't able to service the northern miners. So the 
company owned ones eventually closed down.”

“They had that kind of power to leverage with the mining companies?”
“A lot of those guys have deep connections in various smuggling societies. When you know and 

work with the same smugglers that the mines work with and get to know their dirty business, you'd be 
surprised what you can negotiate with them. Some of them folks out there that run those places are 
some real nasty characters and the mining companies would rather have things stay quiet out there than
stir up confrontations with them. I think they are the only folks the mining companies actually fear. The
good thing about the lodging and store owners is that they seem to generally be supportive of the 
miners out here making and keeping most of their hard-earned money, with all the crap they go through
to work for it. That can always change though.” I was very surprised to hear this.

“No doubt.” I said quietly, letting it all sink in.
“That one mine, it's a secret one, a hidden mine. You can't just go and apply there. That's what I've 

heard.” 
“Really?”
“Oh yeah.”
“I heard a new city is being built out here soon. I wonder how that's going to work if there's funny 

business going on up here. Unless they've managed to pay off a whole lot of contractors, politicians and
government bureaucrats.”

“You never know. It'll be interesting how that goes down. More miners up north get radiation 
poisoning and lung cancer than workers in all the operative mines on the moon put together. It won't do
to have a whole city full of sick people. That's why I stopped early. I made my money, I got out.”

“And now you'll hire others to mine radon?” I asked pointedly. He grinned.



“Yeah, well, at least I won't be doing it anymore. That's what counts.” Right. I thought grimly. 
Selfishness is always with us.

“You ever thought about being a miner?”
“Not really. I've got a comfy job already. I'm sure the pay is good, as you say, but I'm happy where I 

am.” I said.
“That's good. Look, I gotta go. Nice talking to you. I wish you well on your trip. Take lots of photos. 

Won't be nothing but dust and rock, though.” He laughed and drained his beer, then set the glass on the 
table. 

Funny that. Reminds me of Mars. 
“Too bad you're not a journalist. We need those guys up here looking around.” He left before I could 

correct him. Perhaps I didn't need to, because both he and the bartender, who was now busy with 
another customer, had been more than willing to divulge what they knew and it all helped me form a 
better general picture. 

“Mmm-hmm. All you have to do is listen to the guys carping and complaining around here. You'll 
get all the news you can handle,” the bartender said to me. “By the way, there's a little kiosk right by 
the front doors. You can buy some radiation pills there from the dispenser. I just received a small 
shipment of them. If you're going anywhere near that area I'd advise you to buy some and take them 
before you reach the place. They might be of some help. Unless you want a huge hospital bill for 
radiation poisoning.”

“Thanks for the tip.” I said, truly grateful for it.
I drank my cider, wishing I had the eavesdropper. I could hear many conversations but they fought 

with each other for supremacy in the crowded cantina. As it turned out I didn't need it. The place was 
buzzing with information and I didn't have to work for it.

“Too much Radon. Had to get out of there. It's that one that nobody talks about. It's causing all the 
problems and you can't do anything about it because nobody acknowledges that it exists.”

“That's 'cause to most of them, it don't. They don't know it exists. They can do what they like and 
there's no one to stop them.”

“The problem is spreading. When you mention the lights are getting stranger people wave us off like 
we're crazy or something.”

“I say we finish this next project and abandon ship. Get out of here. I'd like to get a position in one of
the mines down south. I heard Sam had to be taken out. . .taken out by stretcher yesterday.”

“Sam!” A chorus of others exclaimed.
“Yeah. Had terrible burns all over.”
“When did this happen?”
“Remember when he got assigned to work the lowest level last week? Well, he and his crew were 

working there. In fact, the whole crew is sick. It ain't right what they do to us. And those environmental
suits they give us are a joke.”

“We did sign up for this.”
“Still, people's lives mean something! We ain't cattle. They should at least build us a medical center 

that can provide decent care instead of that joke on Atticus!”
“I'm getting out of here after this month. I've had enough!”
“Shhhh! Never know who's listening,” said of them, glancing at me. “It isn't smart to talk about it 

either.” After that, their voices fell back into the din of noise and I sat, my mind against the white noise 
of the background, drinking and thinking. My suspicions of the link between cancer and the mine 
workers were already confirmed. It didn't surprise me, but how did the lights play a part in this? There 
must be increased activity of a mysterious kind up north causing the increased effect of the lights. 

After buying, for a rather high price, some radiation pills from the kiosk and taking them with the 
last drink of cider, I got out my data pad to look up some information. Online data transmission was 
weak but it worked for a little while, at least in the cantina. Outside in the lunar desert it was sketchy at 



best, if it worked at all. I was glad for the respite here. I pulled up some information and I found what I 
suspected to be true – too much exposure to radon was very dangerous. And miners wore special 
clothing and used special equipment and were required to take a cocktail of pills to help ward off the 
effects. But now I was hearing that all was not as it should be and this was especially so with one mine 
in particular; the one that was hidden. Something about this secret mine was different. Activity in this 
mine was affecting not only the other northern mine out here but the ones near Langrenus. And by 
affecting them, also affecting the lights. The radon affected the natural TLP phenomenon but as Peter 
said, things were getting very strange and decidedly, unnatural. There had to be a change in activity in 
this mine which caused a change in activity with the TLP. Such activity must have been great because 
the TLP increase seemed to be moon-wide in scope. What were they doing? Everything led to the 
hidden mine.

And I wondered with growing fear whether the ease in getting information would be matched by the 
difficulties of revealing the ultimate truth once I got there.



8
It never occurred to me that I had to empty the dust tray out. I hadn't even realized that these stupid 

things even had dust trays! After fumbling around for about ten minutes in great irritation with the front
of the vehicle, I found it and pulled it out from the front slot mounted just between the front tires. And 
out flew a fat plume of regolith. I fell backward at the force of my own body, being lifted up in the air a
couple of feet but not flying away because of my gravity boots. I overturned the tray and emptied it to 
the side of the – road – it was really only grooved tracks in the regolith from previous vehicles - and 
pushed it back inside its slot. And then I climbed back into the buggy. Following the navigator clipped 
to the right front support column of the vehicle, I went over rocks, hills, around small craters, and had 
to make my way around very large craters and I noticed that the lights were even brighter the farther 
north I went. It looked sinister out here. The lights were lurid in color, as if I'd stumbled onto some 
alien red light district. It didn't give me the feeling of celestial awe that space normally did. I shivered a
bit as I traveled on, watching the silent lights lifting out of craters, sinking down along the dusty ground
and fading out. I saw what looked like a tiny flashing signal up ahead in the sky. I slowed down and 
stopped to watch, readying the lasgun strapped to my side. As it came toward me, hurtling through the 
black, starlit sky, I realized it was the recorder mech I'd sent out. It slowed its trajectory and hovered 
over my buggy for a few seconds before settling down, attaching itself to my navigator. It warbled for a
minute and then I listened out for Will's voice through my ear piece inside my helmet. I was right to do 
so. Will had found something.

“Had fun out there?”
“Fun? What is that? This device is hardy but not invincible, Bob.”
“So what else did you see out there? Around Poncelet, especially?”
“Poncelet Crater, yes. As we've gathered, Poncelet is the site where most of the activity emanates 

from. But while there's an illegal mine and plant there, you cannot gain entry from topside.”
“No kidding. How do you gain entry to this place?”
“I have spied that there's an entrance inside, at the bottom of the crater itself.”
“You're sure?”
“Yes. It isn't the only one and it isn't the main one. This is probably a good thing as that main one is 

guarded at all times. One thing I'd noticed. While it is well hidden, only the front entry is guarded at all.
At least from what I've surveyed of their security patrols. The other entrance is watched maybe every 
other day.”

“They must be feeling pretty comfortable up there to leave it unguarded. That sounds good to me. I 
don't want to have to fight my way in through a battalion of security mechs or guards.”

“There are other dangers, Bob. This entry looked less than safe.”
“Of course.”
“But, it is the only option available to us if we wish to enter unseen.”
It took about another three days of travel to get there and along the way, the outposts became fewer 

and fewer until there was nothing but moon terrain and black sky and the lonely white ball of sunlight 
overhead. My navigator had alerted us to the fact that we were crossing the Mares Astronomicum, the 
Sea of Astronomy. I was going to have to update its software. The modern name was Mare Frigoris. 
After crossing the Mare Frigoris, otherwise known as the Sea of Cold, and passing by the rim of great 
the Anaximenes Crater, I approached the rim of Poncelet. I was in the far north now. To the east some 
miles off I saw a small tenant neighborhood within a small biosphere. It looked more like a shanty 



town bordered by thrown together flophouses. Off to the right and just ahead I saw in the distance a 
plant or some sort of cylinder type metal building that blinked with lights at its apex every few seconds.
Farther in the distance beyond that was the Caucasus Mountain range. Clouds and mists of color 
seemed to seep slowly and appear, disappear and reappear around the plant so that it looked like some 
nebulae god-finger in mists.

But I digress.
“We are here, Bob.” Said Will suddenly. I knew it myself because of the wisps of colored gasses 

coming up from the crater and off into space I watched as it dissipated into cold space.
“Any spies or security out here?”
“Not that I've detected today. But one never knows. I didn't go inside.” I wished I'd asked him sooner

rather than getting out here and then asking the question.
I slowed down and looked over the edge. Light was cresting out and over in waves, rising up into the

air. I wondered how much radiation poisoning I was receiving at this moment. But I had a job to do, 
even though I felt myself trembling. I breathed in and heaved a deep sigh, shifted into incline mode on 
the gear shift in the vehicle and slowly tipped it over the crater's edge and drove down into what 
seemed like a weird, silver desert purgatory. I took my time making my way very slowly so that the 
buggy wouldn't topple over as the crater was rather steep, but no so much to that I couldn't manage it. 
The buggy slipped on a pile of rocks that I'd run into as the ride down was bumpy and jolted me 
violently at times against the support columns at the top of the vehicle, dangerously so at times that it 
nearly flipped over. I stopped, holding my foot tightly on the brake until I could get my bearings again 
and then I continued on slowly until I finally got to the bottom of the crater. I took the buggy behind a 
large meteor rock, parked it and shut it off and got out my bag from the back. The little mech lifted 
itself up and hovered around me. 

“Follow me but not too closely, Will. I need you to record whatever you can catch going on in here.”
“Yes Bob.”
I crept toward the cave opening. When I approached I saw that while the opening was big enough for

me, it would be a very close fit. I had to climb onto a small plateau of rock to get inside. I climbed in 
with some difficulty. Inside, I took out a flashlight and crept through the tunnel, all the while the mech 
hovering in mid air some ways away with its front lights blaring.

“I haven't been inside the building yet, Bob. This is the first time for both of us.”
“Right. Except you aren't really here if we meet up with security officers.” I said dryly.
“There's nothing I can do about that Bob.” I had to jump down a fair drop once we reached the other 

end of the cave, falling down and stumbling in the process from the opening. I attached my light to the 
lasgun and  followed Will the mech as we went the only way available to us in this naturally made 
corridor – straight across. We traveled this way for what seemed to me a long time – at least five 
minutes. I heard a warning beep in my transmitter earpiece from the mech.

“Patrol troops are coming!” He whispered.
“Where?” I whispered.
“Above us. There is another pathway with one side against the rock wall and another side that drops 

off. They can look down here and see us if we're not careful.” I looked around for a place to hide. The 
mech lowered itself and hid right underneath the ledge of rock roadway right above us, about thirty 
feet. I did the same, flattening my body against the rock wall. Soon I heard footsteps.

“There are two of them from what I can detect,” he whispered.
“I wonder if they always travel in twos.” The two patrolmen on foot were communicating with 

security in another location through remote transmitters as they passed by overhead. I waited until they 
passed and heard no more talking or footsteps, my lasgun poised up in the air, the light shut off. What if
they find the buggy out there? I had to shake this thought from my mind and hope they weren't doing a 
security check outside the cave. There was no going back. I wondered just then if it would have been 
more prudent to simply report back that something was deeply amiss here in the Poncelet Crater; that 



the unusually large amounts of radon coming from the plant and the mine here was causing cancer and 
radiation burns in mine workers in the region and also near Langrenus. I could have been done with it 
all. But I couldn't leave this alone by half measure. I had to know what exactly was going on, so I could
have something truly important to report back  and expose. After all, who knows what was really 
causing it? Call me thorough, (or stupid) if nothing else.

 At the end of the stretch I eventually saw a wide hatch door with faded letters: Hussa. The windows 
were frosted and it sat behind an environmental shield.

“There it is. That's how we get in.”
“And if it's closed? Which it most likely is?”
“I will try to hack to the security code. I can't guarantee anything.”
“This is gonna be real short if that's the case.” The mech hovered by the key pad beside it. We stood 

there for a dangerously long time trying to sneak in through the back door, me with my lasgun ready to 
blast anyone coming by. Suddenly, I heard alarms going off and a tremble that rocked me against the 
door.

“What was that?” The mech didn't answer as it was concentrating on finding the key code that would
unlock the door. The alarms, though far off were making me even more nervous. In a flash the white 
metal door slid open.

“Hurry! It will close again in a few seconds!” Said Will. I quickly stepped inside with my lasgun 
poised, ready to fire. The doors then slid shut again. 

“Someone is coming.” Said Will, his voice sounded nervous, an emotion I'd never heard from him 
before. I looked around quickly for a place to hide. And just as he said, I could hear footsteps 
approaching from the room ahead outside the door on the other end of this room. I ducked into what 
looked like a storage room with the mech right on my heels. I hid behind a corner, under a table as I 
could hear the footsteps along with a rolling sound, like a gurney or cart coming into the room next to 
us, shuffling around and then slow to a stop. I stopped breathing and the little mech nestled beside me, 
its lights switching off. The footsteps seemed to wander through the room next door then there was a 
voice.

“Hello? Hello?” I heard something like a rolled machine or cart being parked into the room. Then 
they shut the door to the storage room and I heard them lock it and the footsteps faded out elsewhere.

“That was close.” I whispered. “But now we're locked in. You think you can get that open again?”
“I'll try my best,” said Will. As Will set to work carefully, I looked around the storage room. It was 

filled with what looked like old equipment and lots of clothing, torn up suits and sheet material. 
Clothing material. I investigated further and what I say was disturbing. Old brown stains on every 
garment and article of clothing I saw. Rust stains they looked like, until I investigated a batch of cloth 
materials lying in the large rolling cart that had just been set in the room. There were fresh, bloody 
stains on suits, clothes and sheets. I glanced into what looked like an industrial-sized hamper. What I 
saw here were more fresh, blood stains on clothes. Very bloody clothes from nearly head to toe as if 
they had been used to wipe up prodigious amounts of blood, and very large fresh, blood stains on the 
sheets. There were gravity boots covered in blood and other materials. What on Earth? I was ready to 
turn tail and run. I glanced upward toward the ceilings and walls. I saw a large vent. I went over and 
dragged the table over, climbed up to try to open it. I couldn't manage to get it open at first but 
repeatedly tugged at it, finally wrenching it free.

“Will! Never mind the door. We'll go through this way. Maybe we'll get a chance to see what's going 
on, without being seen.” I said. The mech left off the door and followed me into the crawlspace.

. . .

The air through the space grew colder which was fine as I felt myself turning into a sweating bundle 
of nerves. I took my helmet off and strapped it to my suit. I was surprised at the state of the building. It 
was not just old in its construction and build but, ancient. Outdated. The rooms where I could catch a 



glance were rundown. Rusted, nearly a ruined looking place, crude; a terrible place for any person to 
have to work in. Most mines were unpleasant places, even dangerous, this place looked like a 
nightmare. The constant low moan of lonely winds through the corridors and vent with the sounds of 
massive, monstrous machines drilling far, far beneath the ground tunnels gave me a feeling of being 
lost in some desolate haunted place. The low, deep rumbling of the drills brought to mind visions of the
moon being drilled all the way in half. A kind of planetary brutality. 

It seemed deserted at first as I glanced through vents and slits to rooms and hallways that were 
darkened.  As the vent corridor became more cramped and uncomfortable my eyes spied more lively 
activity. I came upon a large room, this one very well lit. It actually looked more like a giant bullpen. 
There was a wide entrance and from this I could see miners streaming from rickety space barges and 
passenger freighters into this room, presumably ready to work. Ominous sounding caution alarms were 
going off as people were de-boarding, with giant security mechs standing around the room. Hundreds 
of miners were in dark, rough looking work space suits and helmets and on their backs they donned 
what looked like used air tanks, getting ready to enter the mines deep underneath. I saw about forty or 
fifty of them enter a rickety looking elevator lift; far too many for it, but it lowered them far down 
underneath the moon's surface. Others were either making their way toward the lift or waiting for it to 
come back up so that they might take their turn. On the other side of the room I saw another elevator 
lift and I witnessed many men and some women again crowding into this one and it lowered down. The
scene reminded me of cattle being transported to the slaughter complexes. I watched in silence, deeply 
disturbed. Where did all those bloody clothes and sheets come from? Some of these people moved 
around as if they were ill and weak. Or perhaps it was my imagination and the information I'd gathered 
that colored my attitude toward the scene. A few I saw putting on their work space suits, the look of 
them was truly disturbing; Some of them had a green, grayish or an ultra pale pallor. Large, 
intimidating looking security mechs were standing around at all corners of the room herding more 
miners in from freighters and barges outside. One man I saw was struggling to put on his gravity boots,
his breathing labored. I could tell by how the indicator lights on his breathing mask in his old helmet 
flashed between the red and orange danger zones, that either the  breathing apparatus that wasn't 
working properly or the wearer was not getting enough air. He eventually fell and slumped over and 
didn't get up. Other miners stepped over him to get in line for the elevators. Another woman who was 
lying on a bench had her head in her hands, moaning. A security mech called for medical help and after 
a time, a group of medical workers arrived into this “pen”, pushed their way through the crowd, 
roughly picked these two up and placed them onto gurneys to carry them out. The woman struggled 
against her straps and she was slapped hard by one of the medical personnel, which shocked and 
angered me.

“What kind of place is this? A prison camp? Did you see that, Will?”
“Yes I did. No wonder it's hidden away. Here they can do whatever they like, as long as they pay the 

workers well.” 
“I can't imagine that any amount of money is worth this treatment!” 
“They probably had no idea what they were actually getting into when they came here.” 
“No kidding.” The woman fell down against the gurney and lay motionless as she was carried off. 

The man threw up gestures as if he were pleading with them but he too was man-handled and carried 
off as well. He was still pleading with them, or I thought he was.

“Be quiet! You'll be patched up like before and returned to work soon enough, after the doctor sees 
you!” Snapped one of the medical personnel.

“I don't want to see the doctor! I need to get back to work!” Cried the man but they had disappeared 
into another, smaller elevator and were gone. I watched to see which floor they were headed to but I 
couldn't quite make that out. I took out my binoculars to see but there was no indication of which floor 
they were headed from the outside of the elevator. My first thought was to find a way to get into the 
mines but after seeing that, I wondered whether the real story lay elsewhere. I came up with an idea.



“Will. I want you to find a way to sneak into the mines and record what you see there. Anything 
suspicious or downright ugly.”

“Right away!”
“And I'll try to find out what's happening with these two they just snatched from the bullpen.”
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Will had gone off and now it was up to me to find a way out of the vent tunnels. I crept along until I 

found another room which looked empty. With my guns at my side I slowly and as quietly as possible 
opened up the vent door. It squealed loudly which only jangled my nerves further as I took it off and 
climbed out. I winced at the noise but there was so much ambient background noise around that it 
didn't seem to alert anyone. I saw that there was one floor above the room where I'd seen the miners 
filing through. The place had a rank, fusty smell to the air. This, along with choke-inducing acrid fumes
from failing equipment made me want to hold my breath indefinitely. 

I crept outside into the adjacent hall and saw a pair security officers at the end of the hall lazily 
passing by. They are definitely not worried about anyone coming to investigate them. I thought. 

The place should have been crawling with security and it would have – if it were operating on Earth. 
Out here, I'm guessing money changed hands and people kept quiet and turned a blind eye. I lifted my 
gun close and waited for them to move out of sight. Once they were out of sight I crept down the 
opposite direction. I was hoping to find an elevator, stair or some sort of lift. At this point my search 
was random as I had no real idea where I was going, only that I needed to go up. I turned the corner of 
a door-less hallway and at the end of it I saw some hope; a large old lift, big enough to hold and move 
large machines between floors with a sign posted: Keep Out! 

Ha! Too late for that! I heaved the door up and climbed in. 
Inside I saw only a knob for one extra floor up, Floor 3. I pushed this knob and the lift shuttered like 

a dying beast and then it went up, shuttering and squealing along the way. I raised my arm, ready to 
blast anyone standing at the doorway when the lift finally stopped and its doors drew open. I was now 
upon a long, wide parapet with a railing that separated it from the room beneath. Beside me were three 
other doors, all closed. It wasn't bright but it wasn't exactly dim either. There was a long stairwell 
reaching to what looked like a huge lab room, as I studied it from above more closely. I descended as 
quietly as I could, silently cursing myself as my boots made more noise than I'd intended. Still, I hadn't 
managed to disturb anyone so far. Finally on the ground, I took up my flashlight to examine the place. 
On my right were mostly what looked like equipment; supplies, lab equipment, tools and machines, old
and new. There were towers of boxes piled neatly on top of each other and large stacked crates. I 
approached one and though I couldn't open it to see what was inside, I rubbed my hands over it until I 
felt something on its spine. It was sticker paper. I picked at it until it slowly peeled way and I found 
what I sought underneath: NCO Products. I went to another crate, looking around furtively to make 
sure no one had come in behind me, and pulled off another sticker. NCO Products, once again. I 
recalled that obnoxious woman on the delegation the last time I was in Langrenus. I didn't know a lot 
about the company but what I'd heard from others who used to work there wasn't good. They were 
worse than Whitney Corp. when it came to how they treated their employees. And then Diamond's 
recollection of smuggling for this company came to mind. This was bad business. They were shipping 
most likely illegal drugs and other products to a company that had a hidden mine, a company in the 
local area that was known in the area for abusing its employees. I cursed myself for sending Will off, 
for I needed a heavy duty camera or recording device right now. 

I looked for my little pin camera and took pictures, peeling off sticker tape and taking pictures of the 
lab room full of boxes and crates of unopened materials, most with the company name NCO plastered 
on them under the sticker tape. The boxes were tightly shut so I wasn't able to get inside these and take 
a look. I took photos of these boxes with the company name NCO on them. Then I looked around 



these, then wandered down the aisles toward the left side of the room. There was a wide, film slide 
door that separated it in half. I pulled away the slide door to find holding tanks; lots and lots of holding 
tanks. With people in them. It stopped me cold. I couldn't quite understand what I was looking at, at 
first. Many of these people looked dead but as I wandered on, the humans in the tanks looked as if they 
were in mere stasis but stranger still, the further I wandered the less human they appeared. In fact, as I 
explored deeper, I saw men and women, specimens I gathered, whose skin glowed. They were  
illuminated as if they had been bred with deep sea fish or other luminous creatures. Creatures that 
glowed with the colors of the lights of the moon. Some had appendages such as arms and legs that were
neither flesh and bone but what looked like transformed glowing limbs of light. It was as if they were 
transforming into near ethereal creatures but something had stopped the process. Their eyes were all 
deeply hollowed, the delicate skin around them ringed with very dark circles and some were missing 
their eyes entirely. It was the most wondrous and most foul thing I'd ever experienced. I didn't know 
what to think.

As I wandered further, the specimens took on a more alien, less corporeal, like ethereal fire, I would 
call it. But the holding tanks of these last more, fiery, looking creatures looked as if their stasis, 
whatever it was, was drawing to an end. Some had fiery flames and gases of different colors shooting 
off from their skin, skin that looked diaphanous, translucent. I couldn't believe what I was seeing. What
in the black suns is going on here? Off to the left of this section of the room was a doorway. I moved 
carefully through this doorway only to find more horrors. In this room were more vertical tanks filled 
with amniotic fluid and with humans, amputated limbs, half decayed or skeletal. There were even 
animals in different forms of decay. Their mouths were twisted and contorted in impossible, silent, 
indefinite screams. Oh, how they must have suffered! This looked like a torture chamber where the 
people, hapless miners, were being used as experiments. But for what? And what were those fiery, 
colorful beings in stasis? Were they once humans? What had they been transformed into? 

“I never even imagined. . .” I came expecting to find corruption and deplorable working conditions. 
I'd found something entirely different, in addition to deception, corruption and deplorable working 
conditions. Then my mind went to the two employees forcibly taken from the main room. But there 
was something else. There were also what looked  to me alien skeletons and decomposing alien bodies 
in some of these tanks as well. A dark emotion washed over me. It reminded me of the alien junkies 
looking for human bone marrow. Had they come here already? Were humans doing the same thing to 
aliens here? Who was using them? I shivered to think of the implications. But no, this was different. I 
took out the pin camera and recorded these ominous things. Suddenly, I saw one of these. . .ethereal 
and terrifying looking beings move! A woman. Her eyes flew open.

“Don't look her in the eyes! Don't look her in the eyes! Never look her in the eyes!” She cried out in 
terror. But through the fluid it sounded like strained gurgling. I nearly jumped into my own stomach to 
hear and see her speak. I could barely make it out and she repeated this about seven times before she 
fell silent, her face collapsing back into a shapeless, mass of flesh fire again. It was as if I had imagined
her screaming. But I was quite sure I hadn't.

In another room, somewhere just beyond the wall I could hear voices. One in particular reminded me
of the shrill whine of the mosquito as it was grating, high-pitched and overly animated. Like someone 
hopped up on a drug of some sort. Or very high-strung. I finally got the were-withal to get out my 
camera and record some of these things. There was another stair leading to a walkway and into a room 
above. There was a wall and a door up ahead, with what looked like another series of lab rooms from 
what I could ascertain from the window in the door. It was starting to dawn on me how large the scope 
of this thing was, but just what it was, I still didn't know. The current lab room I was standing in felt 
unusually warm, like a tropical rainforest. I climbed up the stairs, my nerves rattling with every tremor 
and shake of the rail I clung to. I went down a long, dark hall with a low ceiling and entered the doors 
at the end, which slid opened right away for me as soon as my shadow alighted upon the door. Beyond 
this was a darkened room, warm and womb-like. In front of me was a long drape separating it from the 



rest of the room. Slowly I lifted the heavy velvet curtain away and entered. What I saw was a chamber 
full of ambient, soft light but not from any specific source. All around the perimeter of the room was a 
ceiling to floor glass-like aquarium shaped into a huge semi-circle and it was  full of some type of fluid.
It looked like one of those massive aquariums attached to a river or to the sea. Its currents in the fluid 
seemed to change colors ever so slightly, from red to orange, blue, violet and white. Like the colors of 
the lunar lights. The low hum from the room itself was hypnotic. I could feel low vibrations in my feet 
and even traveling up through my head. It was. .  .comforting. In the middle of this room was a chair 
with cords and large diodes attached to its ends. These cords attached to cruel, mechanical looking 
contraptions that sprouted out of the ceiling. In that chair, hooked up to all those evil looking 
diodes,blades, wires and long needles sat what looked like a dead woman. It wasn't the one I saw taken.
Her hollow, black eyes simply stared out at nothing, lifeless. Above was a long, large glass tube fitted 
into the ceiling, full of the same liquid stuff in the room-sized aquarium tank and it ran the length of the
ceiling until it met and ran into the tank. What an evil looking contraption. I thought. My hands 
shaking, I took out my pin camera and started recording everything I saw in the room.

“I see you have come to seek me out.” I thought I heard a soft voice. I glanced around not sure if I 
really heard anything. Then I stared at the dead woman before me. But it couldn't have been her 
speaking. I put the camera away quickly.

“Do not worry over the corpse. Her usefulness has come to an end. She was weak, like all human 
flesh. Come now. You have entered my private chambers, unannounced.” This time I knew I hadn't 
imagined anything.

“What is. . . it doing here?”
“She was a suit for me to use when I needed to walk among your kind. Nothing more. Suits wear 

out. They must be discarded. If it bothers you, I will remove it.” Suddenly the floor underneath the 
chair opened up and it lowered down into a chute, the body was over turned and then the floor opening 
closed. Just what am I dealing with now? I wondered, horrified at what I just saw.

“Who. . .who are. . . you?” I stammered, looking towards the aquarium ahead of me and to the sides, 
searching for the villain that had abused and obviously killed this woman.

“I am the Mistress of the Moon. The Mother of Lights.”
“Mother of Lights?” I asked dumbly when I should have been running. I heard a silvery and 

seductive laugh.
“Yes. And what brings you to my inner sanctum? I have not invited any other humans here, except 

for those that work for me. Why do you come and who told you of this place?”
“I found it by accident.” I said weakly.
“And I thought we were well hidden. Come closer. I find you . . fascinating.”
“Why?”
“I find all humans fascinating. You are a new species to me.”
“What are you?” I asked, slowly backing out of the room.
“Oh, do not go. It has been so long since I've had proper companionship.”
The creature I was speaking to was invisible at first but slowly within the flowing currents of 

biological fluid mixed with ribbons of tiny lightening streaks of color it appeared like an inkblot fading 
in. An ink blot of fire. It was humanoid in form but without leg and feet appendages. Graceful in form 
it was and it seemed to shift and change shape with the flow of the currents in the liquid. Long tendrils 
of what looked like hair flared out gracefully like thin waterfalls from its head. If I didn't know better, 
I'd think I was staring at an ethereal version of a mermaid. But there was what looked like tendrils of 
flame emanating from its body. And the voice sounded odd and distinctly female. I was mesmerized by 
it as it swayed lazily in the fluid. The eyes then appeared, golden yellow and white like the sun and 
they bored into me and a wide generous mouth appeared from the face smiling.

“Who are you?” asked  the creature, “I have not seen you before. Are you one of the scientists here, 
newly hired?”



“Um, yeah. That's it. Recently hired. Actually, a technician.”
“Technician. Come closer. You are not familiar to me, your essence is different, technician,” she said

this last word with a certain emphasis that made me very uncomfortable.
“My essence?”
“Your energy. You do not seem like a miner, nor do I know of you as one of my scientists or their 

assistants.” Oh boy. I stepped gingerly about three steps closer to the tank looking above me as the 
liquid changed color. I decided that now would be a good time to try and distract this creature. If I ran 
immediately I probably wouldn't get far.

“I'm a janitor, actually. I keep the place clean around here.”
“Do you?”
“Yeah. I was wondering, how do you keep your. . essence in all that fluid? I don't understand.”
“There are many things you would not understand about my genetic makeup, human. I am 

something higher than you,” she said. Genetic makeup. A chill went down my spine.
“I have never seen you before either, though I was told about you in bits and flashes.”
“Were you now?” The creature sounded amused.
“I was. But. . . you are even more beautiful than I had imagined.” Flattery often works on people. I 

hoped it would work here too. There was more soft, lilting laughter.
“My wish is that all beings can know what it is like to be like myself. One day they will. For ages I 

was alone. I am the last of my kind.”
“Where do you come from?”
“From the edges of time itself. From roving about the universe and exploring the stars, countless as 

they are.” And it struck me from what Sworda told me, this creature, though fluid, looked as if it had 
been birthed from fire. That ancient race of beings native to Eraut that for some mysterious reason had 
disappeared. I dared to ask.

“Are you. . .one of the Fiorjah?” Suddenly the whole room brightened as the liquid turned from soft 
amber to bright yellow and white.

“And what would you know of the Fiorjah?”
“Only that they died out long ago on Eraut. Or so I was told.”
“And who told you this, human?”
“A fellow Erautian. A Suwudi man.” 
“The races of Eraut are not my fellows. You seem to know much for a human. You know of the once 

beautiful Eraut?” I nodded. I heard an audible, heavy sigh before she went on.
“Tell me how you came to know of these things and from whom?”
“An Erautian told me of how his home world is now dying and that his people wandered the stars 

and eventually settled here, looking to Earth.” I said, feeling shaken as I uttered those words. “I don't 
know much other than that he was friendly to humans.” She seemed to examine me closely.

“Yes. . .yes. Eraut is dying. Nothing can stop it. All the peoples of Eraut seek a new home. My own 
people were the first to seek other homes among the stars. I am Fiorjah. The last living one of my race. 
I finally settled here after finding no one else in all my long travails throughout the universe but the 
human species. The other races of Eraut no longer worship us as they once did and no longer recognize 
us as part of their kind. They no longer have any memory of us. That is how long we have been. . 
.extinct. No matter, we were superior to all Erautians in every way. We were gods to them in ancient 
times. Before the Dusk came.”

“What happened during the Dusk? What was that?” I blurted out, transfixed by her. The room's 
temperature became hot suddenly, as if responding in tandem with her mood.

“You question me so casually, as if I were your equal. It is not for you to know such things, human,” 
she said, fire in her voice. She then softened her voice and the room grew cooler in temperature. “But 
since you are here, you might as well know why I have come to your system. Even beings like myself 
become. . .lonely. I have drifted the vast universe, only to find nothing in it like myself, alive, 



intelligent, sentient with its own will.”
“You mean that Earthlings and Erautians are the only ones in this universe?”
“I speak in hyperbole. The universe is an endless web of galaxies. I have not touched the fingertip of 

it. But I have traveled enough, far more than your kind could ever do so and I have found nothing as 
advanced. My planet is finally in its final death stages. I cannot go back there. Its people live in fear 
and near chaos outside of the great walled cities.”

“What do you mean, chaos?”
“The last time I was there, before the first migration to this system from Eraut, the world had 

collapsed into chaos outside of its great cities. The great cities of Eraut had become walled in, an 
energy barrier that locks all undesirables outside of the city. Outside are wastelands and riots and 
worse. I finally came here and I saw Earth, just as they did so long ago. Nearly as beautiful as Eraut. I 
came here finding both other Erautians who had traveled here and humans; sentient beings full of 
culture, curiosity. Such as what you have displayed in coming to me. The perfect specimens.”

“Perfect specimens?”
“For my purpose of reigniting the race of Fiorjah once again in the universe. When the Fiorjah nearly

died out, the light of the universe left with them. I am the only one now. Do you know what it is like to 
be the only one of your kind left anywhere?” She asked and there was a sort of pleading sound in her 
voice. I had some dim inkling when I was ostracized at work but I suppose it would be an insult to 
compare that with being the only one of your people left in the universe.

“I don't know, madam.”
“Madam?” she laughed lightly. “How quaint. No, I am not your madam. I will be your goddess.”  

She swayed in the fluid.
“You see, the mine here is only the face of a greater purpose I have birthed.” And I realized that she 

was experimenting on both aliens and humans to try and create more Fiorjah. It galled me to think of 
the kind of gene splicing and genetic work that went into trying to turn non-light bearing beings like 
myself or people like Sworda into beings like her.

“Have you. . .succeeded?” 
“I have not. Yet. But we come closer and closer. Dr. Francis Dorn's experiments are becoming more 

effective all the time. One day, out of all of this new race, a true Fiorjah like myself shall be birthed. A 
true companion. And in this, a whole race will exist once again.” So the radiation sickness, the cancer 
rates, the disappearances and deaths of the miners all led to rogue scientists under the influence of this 
creature; conducting genetic manipulation experiments on humans and aliens. But where did the radon 
and the strange light phenomenon come in? 

“When you, too, are joined with me as the others are, the Fiorjah will spread out through the 
universe and rule as we were meant to.”

“I don't understand. You take sick humans from the mines and. . .”
“They are not sick, as I see it, only prepared for the tests. Their systems have been exposed to 

enough radon that they may be able to participate in the genetic tests being done to transform them. 
You see, I myself and my kind can thrive in radon rich environments without the poisoning that 
happens to unprepared human genetic material. It is like a food source for me, you see. This is the only 
mine in which its primary source of mining is actually radon itself. Radon is the transformative 
substance, the elixir.” I frowned.

“It isn't transformative for us! It's killing humans!”
“The weakest ones, yes. But the ones who are strong, they take on a subtle likeness of the Fiorjah 

and their genetic material changes., if only a far echo.”
“Our genetic material is being deformed by what you're doing! They're not changing into anything 

but dead people!” I said, growing angry. The creature regarded me curiously for a few moments.
“Yes, you may do rather well. Fire! I like that. You do not understand yet, so I will forgive your 

outburst.”



“What do you mean?”
“You will know, in time. I presume you have noticed the people in the tanks on your way in? You 

cannot help but see them before you come to this room.” I shuttered, those people momentarily 
forgotten.

“Yes.” I said quietly.
“Then you well know that not all are completely destroyed by the radon.”
“But they look as if they are dying.”
“In order for us to progress and create, there must be destruction. Each death brings us closer to the 

goal. In each death we learn what works and what does not. It is a problematic thing, I realize. But I 
will make it work. I need it and the older I get, as time passes by, I need more of it.”

“The radon. What does it do for you?”
“It is an element I need for my power to grow.”
“Was Eraut radon rich?”
“No, it was not. Interestingly enough. Only the highest families could feed upon it. We were the most

powerful of the Fiorjah. It was us who ruled even over all the other Fiorjah and the whole world and its 
moons. One day, I will carry you all out into the universe to explore it with me to the full.”

“I don't think humans need help on that front. We are already in the midst of spreading ourselves 
throughout the universe without alien help.”

“Oh, but there is so much more to life than existing in such leaden bags of flesh. I will free your kind
from the disgusting bags of meat you now exist in and then you become like myself – beautiful.” She 
cocked her head to one side. “Such impudence. From anyone else I would have killed them. I like you.”

“Will that stop you from changing me?”
“No.” There was silence.
“I have a question Who is. . Ancus? I've heard that name before.” The room slowly darkened and the 

air became very cool, bluish and purple.
“How do you know that name?” The creature's voice sounded very different, strange. Cold.
“I merely over heard it said. By one of your own species.”
“I am the very last of his line. The last of his essence, of my distant kin. The great one of old.” She 

now seemed to be staring off into the distance and I couldn't tell what she was talking about. I decided 
to file this tidbit of information away for later use, if I remembered or recalled it from memory again. I 
found that though her mood had changed when I mentioned it, I was still alive. 

“I-”
“SILENCE, YOU MUCK EATING WORM!” The room turned on with the light and heat of the sun 

in summer a thousand times. And I was almost seared and blinded. I fell over in pain and submission to
the bright and painful light. 

“You will speak when spoken to from now on. I have entertained your fraudulent questions long 
enough, human! As for Ancus, do not speak his hallowed name again. Security! Come, take him and 
put him with the rest of the specimens for transformation.” She examined me again as I heard footsteps 
descending upon me suddenly. I reached for my lasgun but it wasn't there. Suddenly I felt other 
creatures descend on me. “He will be the first one to be given the serum. Tell Dr. Dorn of my desire. He
will not be happy but he will comply.” As my sight came back fully, I felt powerful, hard hands grab 
me and pull me up to my feet. I looked to my sides and found that large security mechs had hold of me.
Where they had come from and when I don't know. It was as if they had appeared out of nowhere, out 
of the walls. I got a good look at them and they looked very different from the other security mechs in 
the building. These were shaped more like insectoid creatures and I saw others creeping silently along 
the ceiling and down the walls to join the ones who had me in custody. One deftly relieved me of my 
bag. There was no way I could fire my vambraser as they had me splayed out as if ready for 
crucifixion.

“What are you going to do with me?” I panted.



“I am curious. I want to see how normal human flesh reacts to the divinity serum. I find you 
impudent, odd and crude but you interest me greatly. Perhaps if it works in you, I will have a true 
companion I can talk to. So far, Dr. Francis Dorn's experiments have failed, and so have the scientists' 
whose efforts I employed before him.”

“But I haven't been given the prep drugs yet!” I struggled against the mechs.
“I know. Perhaps the drugs are a hindrance. I am hoping this time will be different. We will see.” 

Struggling uselessly, I felt a sharp crack on the top of my head and blackness surrounded me.
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When I came to, I found myself naked and strapped to a hospital bed. Far off in another part of the 

complex I heard unnerving cries and screams. I cursed myself and Robin and everyone under the sun 
for my predicament. My wrists and ankles were held under energy bands and each time I moved too far
from the bed I was strapped to I felt sharp jabs of heat, like small knives poking my flesh. I heard low, 
intermittent moaning somewhere in the room. I looked over to my left and I saw who I had been 
looking for; the man that had been taken from the bullpen. He too was naked and strapped down. Sweat
was pouring off him like water. He looked as if he were also bleeding and delirious. I fervently hoped 
not.

“Hey. Hey!” I whispered. He was breathing but didn't seem to hear or acknowledge my presence.
“Hey!” I said louder. Suddenly his eyes flew open and he turned and looked in my direction. His 

eyes were red-rimmed and bloodshot.
“What did they do to you?”
“What? Who are you?” He asked weakly.
“I'm investigating this mining company. My name is Bob. I got lost in the wrong section around 

here.”
“You're still alive? I'm still alive?” He was looking around, his eyes were unfocused and he seemed 

confused. He shut his eyes again.
“Yes. For now.” I already knew what was going to become of us, but to hear that! The man started 

whimpering to himself as if I weren't there. It seemed he was slipping into a fever.
“I only wanted a job, man. I only wanted to put away some money. I was just looking for a job. What

did I do to deserve this?” He began to weep.
“Please! I need you to focus!” I pleaded. “How did you get here?”
“What do you want from me?” he cried. I started to feel panic grow inside. He was getting 

hysterical. I had to find some way to calm him down.
“Hey, hey, look! Look, I don't mean anything bad, no harm, man, alright? Just calm down.” I thought

of what next to say. “I can get us out of here! Don't worry.” I whispered. The man's eyes widened in 
disbelief.

“The hell you can! You're trussed up just like me!”
“I know, but I'm gonna get us out of here. This looks bad, I know, but I've been in worse scrapes than

this and I've escaped. Trust me. I just need to know some things.” I was feeling my way through this 
one and even though I had no idea how I was going to get out, I wasn't exactly lying. There was still 
Will, out there somewhere. I hoped the little mech hadn't been caught, probed and dismantled.

“What things?” He seemed to calm down a little.
“How did you come to work here?”
“The same as everyone else. Littel Staffing.”
“Littel Staffing?”
“Yes. I was recruited by a guy who works for them. It's a job placement agency. Why?”
“I'm curious as to how they're getting people to come here. The process and who is involved.”
“Why?”
“Well,” I looked around to make sure no one had come in though I wondered if someone could be 

listening in on our conversation even now. “I'm on a fact-finding mission. And I'm not the only one 
who's come here looking around.” I whispered this last part.



“Really?” The man looked at me with hope in his face. No matter what happened now, I was obliged 
to project confidence after getting his hopes up.

“Anything you can tell me? Just anything, no matter how insignificant?”
“Do you know what is about to happen to us? Do you know what they're doing?” The man asked, the

timber of his voice rising. I nodded. He seemed to jump forward, even in his bonds and weakened state.
“What?”
“First, just tell me what you know or experienced. Please. I need to know.” I said trying to remain 

calm and hoping Will would bring the little recorder mech round before it was caught and destroyed. I 
really had no idea where it was or whether it would find us. The man sighed, gathering his thoughts. I 
hated to pressure him after what he'd been through but this was a life or death matter for both of us.

“Well, I first got a job working for a mining company down Earthside. It paid decently. Pretty good, 
actually. But on the passenger work-carrier that we all rode to and from work there was an ad on the 
carrier room leader-board saying that you could make twice as much the money working in the lunar 
mines. And of those, working for the northern lunar mining company Hussa, the money was even more 
lucrative. It was said you could make three times as much as you could at any other mine this side of 
the solar system. Of course, quite a few guys that worked in the mines in the south heard about it that 
way too. That's how we got our jobs.” He paused in fatigue for a while and then continued. I didn't 
press, I only listened intently. “Sometimes they get your information if you inquire about the ad and 
then agents from Littel Staffing contact you about working here.”

“Do they place you at any of the other mines here?”
“No. The Littel agents only seem to work for Hussa. Every one of the people I've talked to, my 

workmates here and others said they had all been contacted or saw the ad and were placed here through
Littel Staffing. I heard a woman say one time that Littel Staffing is really a front for Hussa anyway. Not
that I would know. I'm just guessing.”

“I'd say that was a good guess. What is it like, working in the mines?”
“Horrible. Sometimes there's no air to breathe. No clean air, ever. You have to buy and bring in your 

own air tanks. Like in the old days before modern space suits. The bio-dome is never regulated 
properly for air quality or temperature. They claim it's too expensive so we work in extreme conditions 
at all times. Sometimes it's unbearably hot if the bio-dome is working but most of the time it's almost 
unbearably cold because it's not working at all. We have work spacesuits to wear, but those are cheap. 
Sometimes the suits will tear or the helmets will crack during work and the worker dies from exposure 
to the elements. It's a truly horrific thing to see. You never want to see a guy dying right before your 
eyes when there's nothing you can do to save him. They give us nothing to help with the situation and 
medical personnel aren't stationed close enough to deal with the situation. Only after the fact. By then, 
you're dead. People die in there and you are required to climb on top of them and keep working while 
their bodies are eventually dragged out by security mechs. When they get around to it. We all signed a 
waiver to keep quiet about the conditions, but nobody ever thought it would be this bad. I've seen too 
many men and women die right before my eyes because of the conditions, or from accidents due to bad
equipment and negligence on the part of the company. Two men had to work with faulty equipment a 
few weeks ago and they died of extreme cold and asphyxiation. Now, you gonna tell me what's going 
on? Why are we trapped down here in a lab room?” The man was growing afraid. And so was I. My 
mind raced on what to do. If only that little recorder mech would show up!

“I wonder if you've seen anything strange, besides the usual horrors. I ask because before I was 
brought here I found a. . .a lair,” I said.

“A what?”
“A lair. Someone here is doing genetic experiments on humans. On the injured. I saw rows and rows 

of experimental tanks with people. . .transformed. There's more than meets the eye to this place. These 
are experiments gone awry. Something sinister is happening here. The mining company itself is a cover
up for genetic experiments being conducted on humans.” I left out the alien part. No need to give him 



more horrors on top of those he'd already seen. The man studied me for a while before he spoke again. 
His eyes widened in surprise, then he frowned.

”So maybe I'm not crazy after all. The security personnel and office personnel call it “lunar aural 
hallucinations” whenever miners complain of seeing them. It's supposed to be this phenomenon 
suffered by lunar miners, specifically. They say it's a side effect of the cancer drugs they give us. We 
say it's an effect of the working conditions and exposure to dangerous gases.”

“So you must have realized that something weird was going on after you got here. I witnessed you 
and another woman being taken from the mines and you both clearly did not want to go, even though it 
was evident that you were either sick or badly injured. The security mechs grabbed you up as if you 
were criminals going to a prison cell. Now, why would a man have to be knocked out and carried off 
for medical help? Something bothered you about the place, right?”

“Well, yes. I just didn't know what it was. I saw. . . things. I wasn't the only one.”
“What things?”
“Just, I don't know. Strange lights. Creatures. At first the lights and gases would become greatly 

active. We would hear of outside reports of the lunar lights looking unusual. Then. . .there were reports 
of people who would creep about and hang out around the mines. People. . . or beings, that looked 
humanoid. You know there's a sickness miner's get, right?”

“Lung cancer.”
“Well, besides that. The hallucinations I told you about.”
“Right.”
“Yeah, well the equipment and the pills they give us are supposed to guard against cancer and 

radiation poisoning but apparently it happens to some people anyway. And those pills they give us look 
different from what we received from the other mining companies.”

“They give you red pills?”
“Yeah. All miners at Hussa get these red pills. Supposed to help protect against the high levels of 

radon. Anyway, most people wrote off the sightings of these weird looking beings as hallucinations 
affecting the mind from not being protected. Shoddy uniforms and equipment and stuff like that being 
the reason. Sounded like a good explanation so I thought no more on it. But one time, I saw something. 
I'm not sure how to describe it, except that I thought I was losing my mind.”

“You saw someone in the mines?”
“Yes, deep underground. We had tunneled down very far that day. The lunar lights were especially 

active that day too. Out of the lunar cloud, I saw it wandering around down in a cave ahead of us. I 
don't think the other guys saw it. I turned and blinked and it was gone. I never said a word to anyone. 
And it wasn't the first time I'd seen something like that either. I don't think it was human.”

“And they blame it on the side effects of the pills? It isn't the pills and no, you're not crazy. There is 
something foul going on around here. Most likely you saw one of the workers who had been taken, 
experimented on and released. They eventually die, either during experimentation or sometime 
afterward. The changes they go through are catastrophic on the mind and the body. I suppose the people
who are released are the so-called successful ones.” I wasn't a scientist, but I didn't need to be one to 
understand that. He shuddered.

“Why did they bring us here? To this room?” His voice deepened nearly an octave lower, in despair.
“The people who fall sick from the working conditions are then picked up and used for the genetic 

experiments. Their bodies have been prepared from their over-exposure to radon. There's a specific 
reason why conditions here are so bad. Someone here wants to create a super race. Problem is, I've seen
the results. Most of these changelings are kept in vertical tanks. It isn't working. I suspect those pills are
for another reason entirely. ” 

“What?”
“I think they are drugs that prepare future patients to undergo the experimental treatments. Probably 

more reliable than just the exposure from the working conditions.”



“What do those failed experiments look like?” He asked fearfully. My face twisted in disgust.
“You don't want to know.”
If I didn't find a way to bust us out of here, we'd be going the way of the other failed experimental 

victims, human and alien. 
“You know, I sensed something was wrong the moment I got here, but I'd already invested so much 

time in getting hired, in getting this job. And the money seemed so phenomenal. I went ahead and 
ignored that little voice in the back of my mind, you know?”

“I know. I've done that plenty of times. Money can do that to you,” I said, that sinking feeling 
washing over me again. I thought I might have been hired by The Boss because of that very quality. I 
wondered how long my luck would run. As if in answer, my thoughts were interrupted by the coming 
of several footsteps. A door slid open and in walked three people, human scientists, by the cursory 
glance of them. One of them had a shock of yellowish-white hair, wiry and hard looking that stood on 
his head as if he were the bride of Frankenstein's son. His eyes were unnaturally wide and large and so 
was his mouth. In fact, he had a frozen, crazed expression on his face. The other man beside me 
moaned and wailed in terror. I fought the fear rising in my own chest. The odd looking man, or rather, 
crazed man, drew out a slim remote control and touched it. The energy bands around my wrists buzzed 
and crackled, sending blinding pain throughout my body. The other man screamed out in terror. I 
gritted my teeth but lost control elsewhere and urinated on myself. When he was done I found him 
standing over both our stretchers, with that unnerving grin. There were two others I could only guess as
assistants, standing silently behind them, dressed in white, with white hair caps and face masks hiding 
their faces. The man chuckled and just when I thought no one's smile could get any more maniacal, his 
grin got broader. It was a chilling look.

“There, there now, Jason.”
“Justin,” the man whimpered. The other man just laughed and patted him on the head. He looked at 

the puddle around the floor that I'd just made and made a tsking sound, shaking his head in irritation.
“Such filth, such useless effluvia!” His voice was unnaturally high-pitched, like a mosquito whine. 

"Ruthie, get one of the mechs to clean this up!" He called to one of his assistants. So it was him! He 
bent over me, leaning in close so that I thought I was staring into a fun house mirror.

“I forgive your trespass in my pristine lab rooms. Her Majesty will forgive you too, once you have 
transformed into the next phase of human existence. Frankly, if it were left up to me, I would require 
you to tell me how you got in here. However, she seems to be quite taken with you. You and he will 
hopefully be the first to transform into the Fiorjah. You, especially she wants to try the serum on. I 
wonder. You haven't been prepared by the Erautian growth hormones yet.” 

“Growth hormones?” So that's what they were.
“The red pills, sir. It will be interesting to see how they react in your body. Each human and alien 

body is different. Some have a stronger constitution than others. You see, one of the interesting side 
effects of the drug is excessive blood thinning. Some people bleed and bleed and bleed. From every  
orifice and pore. Such a mess they make! I wonder what effect the pills will have upon you?”

“You can't make me take them!”
“Don't be stupid. Of course I can,” he said. He stopped smiling suddenly, his expression darkening. 

“She promised it would be me to be the first one for the serum.” His voice took on a petulant tone.
“She wants to make sure all will work before you are injected with it, sir,” said one of the assistants.
“I know that!” He snapped, making me flinch. He appraised me again.
“Ah. A nervous one,” he murmured. “suggests a sensitive nervous system. Experimentation upon 

such people is quite rewarding.” Then he straightened up and lifted his arms as if looking at the 
heavens. “I will continue the cleansing process, to clean out all the excrement, bile and filth before I 
begin my work on you two. Humans must transform, we must. . .evolve. This is the way forward, our 
next step in existence. Not in ships of metal, polluting other planets and polluting space, but as beings 
of fire and light who travel in bio-genetic ships. She has given me a glimpse of the glorious past of the 



Fiorjah race, and that past will be our future. The first successful trans-species project ever conceived! 
Into a race of Fiorjah!”

“But you've failed with the others. I saw them out there. They're dead.”
“Yes, well, when one wants to achieve greatness, failures are necessary. You cannot get away from it,

but each experiment in those tanks brought me closer to the truth of genetic splicing and manipulation. 
Nothing like this has been done before.” He seemed to be talking to someone else, in reverent awe.

“Without anyone's consent? Just grabbing people up and bringing them in here for your 
experiments? I wonder how cruelly they suffered before they died!” He suddenly snapped out of his 
trance and gave me a dangerously unhappy look, a frown which was just as unsettling as his smile.

“You'll find out soon enough. Don't lecture me. Humans are incapable of making change without 
being forced to for their own good! That has been proven in history time and again. Her Majesty has 
seen this to be the case as well.” He softened his expression. “Believe me when I say it's for our own 
good. All of us, me as well, not just you and everyone else. All of us must bow to the brilliance of Her 
Majesty.”

“What if Her Majesty simply wants to see the destruction of the human population?” I countered.
“Why would she want that?”
“I don't know. How do you know she's telling you the truth? How do you know you haven't been 

duped?” He became agitated at this.
“Don't you dare speak against her in that manner! I know because I know! I have worked for her for 

years, perfecting my experiments for her vision. I don't need to be questioned! Her vision is my vision 
and it will be everyone's future!” He lowered his voice again from shrill, high-strung baying to more 
soothing tones. “I know you are frightened. Don't be. I have all that I need to help humans and aliens 
make the transformation. All of us. The work is now complete and the final phase shall begin in a few 
weeks. Starting with you two. Do not fear, for you will be glorious.”

“No, it won't be glorious! You're making a terrible mistake and you're torturing people for an insane  
vision that will never come true!” He smiled.

“You will thank me later when you are a beautiful Fiorjah, traveling the galaxy with the help of the 
type of quantum and biological technologies that humans have barely dreamed of.” He turned sharply 
to his assistants.

“The loudmouth. Get him ready first. And clean this urine up, Ruthie!” He said, pointing to the 
puddle. He went to a wall in the room and dialed something on a keypad. One of the assistants dutifully
put on clean rubber gloves, gathered some clean towels and wiped up the mess.

The roof suddenly opened up and soon I saw a vista of a starry sky. A tiny meteorite streaked across. 
And it looked like the entire sky had come down to embrace me with its cold, black emptiness.

“Behold the true home of the humans of the future!” He left the lab room and I saw them bring up a 
large hover table full of sharp, frightening looking medical utensils and liquids in clear vials. One of 
them took up a vial with a luminous looking liquid while the other washed her hands after taking off 
her rubber gloves. She put on a brand new pair, snapping them smartly and came to stand next to her 
partner.

“What is that?” I asked, feeling myself hyper-ventilate.
“Calm yourself,” said the assistant coolly. “This will not hurt.”
“Look, don't so this! It's not going to work! This is wrong!” The assistants prepped me for the 

experiment without another word.
“I thought you said you could get us out of here!” Said Justin in rising terror. The assistants went 

about their tasks like efficient automatons. In fact, I wondered if they were very sophisticated androids 
like Will. One of them rubbed my left arm down with alcohol. Then they gave me a full body scan with
a small hand scanner. While the other one took up a long syringe and filled it with the luminescent, 
gaseous looking liquid in the vial.

“Wait! Wait!” I cried in a panic. One of them held me still while the other placed the syringe against 



my arm. The short, thick needle shot out and injected this serum into my arm. A fat stream of blood 
rolled down my arm. My whole body felt as if it had been set on fire. I screamed out as pain tore 
through me like hidden land mines detonating throughout my body. The two assistants merely watched 
me without any discernible emotion, holding me down as my body shook involuntarily and then, again,
I lost consciousness.
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When I came to, again, I had the sensation that I was floating in space and a spooky feeling that 

someone was watching me. Specifically the being that was suffering from insanity. I guess anyone 
would if they were the last of their kind and had been forced to live alone for countless aeons. But this 
plan had to destroyed. 

As my thoughts became more organized I realized that I was in a room and the room was nearly 
black except the sky vista of stars above me. I was in the same room as before, but it looked different. 
Or maybe it was my imagination? I thought that it seemed bare now, as if everything had been emptied 
out of it. My body felt different too. I felt an intense tingling sensation throughout it. The serum must 
have been doing its work. What sort of work, I had no idea and I was afraid. I didn't want to be 
anything other than what I was. I didn't want to “evolve”.

“Do you feel changed?” Came a disembodied voice out of the darkness. I jumped at the sound.
“My, what a nervous creature you are.” My eyes searched the darkness for the source. I saw another 

meteorite streak across the sky.
“Who are you?” I whispered.
“You've forgotten me already?” I realized that it was the Fiorjah. “You don't have to whisper. We are 

alone.”
“I feel. . .sick. What's happening to me?”
“The change. I am raising you up. To be my companion. Dr. Dorn would have been in your place, 

but his mind is. . .unstable. I doubt he will survive the transformation when his time comes to take the 
serum. You are new here. Fresh blood. I sense your mind is stable. Daring. You found me and came 
here, unbidden, to this hidden place. You interest me in a way he never will.”

“You detected all that?”
“I did. I also detected that you have a low ranging ability to do the same thing, to sense things others 

can't, though you do not use it to full advantage. I can help you,” she said. I chafed against my bonds.
“Who are you, really?” I felt the room grow warmer, the air grew sweeter.
“I told you. I am the last one of my kind. I am Tathiea of the Tabriok. Before the Dusk, I was once a 

princess of my people. My mother was a queen. I came from an empire that spanned the great Ratha 
Desert. I was betrothed to a prince of the people of the cold fires, the Fiorjah that lived in the vast 
forests of Eraut that lay within the Ring of Cold Fires.”

“Ring of Cold Fires?”
“The great mountains that ringed the northern and southern hemispheres and the world's forests. The 

lands where snow fell. He was to be my prince-consort. But it was all so long ago. Lost in ancient 
memory. The wars robbed me of my betrothed, my would-be companion. You are somewhat like him. 
Your soul and essence, that is.” I was highly intrigued now. A connection was being forged. I felt that 
mental pull from her.

“Come with me and I will show you the many wondrous things that I've seen.”
“How?”
“My memories I can share. I can show you the past and a possible future.”
“No one knows the future.”
“Possible future.”
“I thought Dr. Dorn was your favorite?”
“As I've said before, he is not as desirable to me any longer. Oh, make no mistake. I still find him 



extremely useful but in any other way, he bores me. You do not. Yet. You have been filled with my 
essence. I have given you a gift.”

“The serum?”
“Yes. You have survived, I noticed. Many who were given only a synthetic version, while they 

changed physically, their minds could not comprehend the change and their bodies couldn't tolerate the 
serum. They eventually died. But you have been given the full, pure measure of it and still you survive,
intact.”

“I've got good genes, I guess. Good constitution.”
“Good genes indeed. I hope you realize how very important that word is. Everything hinges on it. 

Your entire race. But more on that later. Let me take you on a journey. What is your name?”
“Robert.”
“Robert. I will show you some of what I have seen in my travels.” The dome went blank and then 

images flooded the screen of the dome. I saw Eraut, its little moons, and its beautiful ice rings.
“This is Eraut before its fall. Near pristine in its beauty.”
“I can see it,” I said in quiet wonder.
“Isn't it beautiful?” The scene changed and I was now in a forest filled with towering trees and exotic

plant life and animals and we passed by a great waterfall and a rushing river. Then we soared over red 
and purple deserts. Then there was a war that I saw unfold before me. It started in what looked like a 
massive mountaintop citadel, between Glia and Miku. This war spilled out over half of the planet until 
there was nothing I saw but death and destruction the world over. “This was the great war that 
consumed everyone after my race disappeared from the world. The great families of the world vied for 
power over the grand civilizations we had helped them create.”

“The Kriani Wars?” I recalled what my mysterious rescuer on Mars had said.
“You know of the Kriani Wars?”
“I heard many things while I was on Mars.”
“Yes. The Kriani Wars. They consumed the vast majority of the Fiorjah, destroyed us. Our ancestral 

houses and realms fell into ruins. After those devastating planetary-wide wars rose the Nine Princes of 
the Realm. It was the nine who brought order to that terrible chaos.”

“But at what price?” I murmured. “And how could they have destroyed the Fiorjah?”
“Of how they did it I will not speak. For it is unspeakable. It is like a child rising up in rebellion 

against his forebears. An abomination. As for the Nine and their order, they have created, what price 
would you have them continue to pay? Continued chaos? War? There would be nothing left without a 
strong arm.”

“But how long ago was this? Surely, they don't need such domination from a powerful government 
forever?”

“You do not know the Erautians. Strange, considering they are not that far removed from humans in 
their thinking. They are chaotic and wild blooded as a rule. Lift the lid off their base impulses and you 
will never regain it back. The Nine had the wisdom of the Fiorjah within them as well as our 
bloodlines. That is why they brought salvation to the whole world. For a time.”

“Surely though, some are wanting something different. It's a different age now. The people want 
change. Not all want to continue under totalitarian rule.”

“A nice hope but futile and foolish. In any case, one day they will all become like me. I will help 
them with the transition as well as the human race. Humans as a species will become greater than they 
ever have been. That is my new found purpose after all my travels and ponderings over the ages. You, 
Robert, will be my crowning achievement. Great things we will do, you and I. We can rule together, 
rule all of humanity and all Erautians.”

“Why rule? Why that word?” I asked. She laughed.
“Do you fear power? Does it make you uncomfortable?”
“A little. I don't need or want to rule over anyone. I see it only destroys.”



“It also builds up and creates. Power is the greatest creative force in the universe. It turns upon the 
great, eternal cycle we all live in. This quirk of abhorring power makes you different from most 
humans and Erautians. Don't worry. You will see the wisdom in it, in time. You will not be able to help 
it now that you have the essence of the Fiorjah within you. Right now you are deeply flawed, weak, 
made of flesh and blood. With the serum being perfected and replicated by my scientists and given to 
more and more human beings, you will see things differently. Your kind will become strong. You will 
see the universe the way I see it. The way it was meant to be seen.” She was hell bent on this and I 
would not be able to change her mind. So I went in a different direction.

“What actually happened to your people? What happened during the Dusk?” I asked slowly. There 
was a long silence.

“It was the beginning of the end for us. The lower beings called that period the Kriani Wars. For us, 
it was the Dusk, a long, slow descent into extinction. In its beginning, we did not recognize it as such. 
We did not see it coming and it began with a whisper. There was one, one of the Fiorjah forebears of 
the Nine and of one of the great families, who was in a power struggle with the imperial family, the 
greatest dynastic family Eraut had ever known. He thought that his people had become too decadent, 
lazy, corrupt and immoral under the ruling imperial family. They had ruled Eraut for over one thousand 
years and he wished to end their rule once and for all. He devised two things; a device, a weapon to 
destroy us and a defense of that weapon for his own use to protect himself. He gave this weapon to our 
lesser enemies. He had found a way to destroy us all, his own people. Before him, we were the most 
powerful beings of Eraut and rightly worshiped as gods. He brought the ruin of Eraut and he took a 
wife of one of the lesser beings, one of their noble houses, and formed an intermediate race of 
Erautians, of which the Nine and their families trace their lineage. He wanted his line to be the only one
of the Fiorjah noble families to survive. He sought all their worship for himself. Then came the Kriani 
Wars. Very few of us escaped alive. Only my mother and I escaped. My mother died of a broken heart 
after many years of no comfort and thinking upon her destroyed ancestral home, her glorious lineage, 
her people. My betrothed was assassinated and they then sought my mother and me. Our family, all 
branches of the Tabriok family, was massacred. I can still hear the screams and cries. See the smoke 
ascending the skies. Yet, the lesser beings dominated the same way we did. They began to destroy 
themselves after they destroyed us, their gods!” The room grew hotter.

“Ragnarok, indeed,” I said. 
“Ragnarok! A curse, that word! An abomination! He had a weapon. He was the greatest of us and he 

destroyed us, broke our power. To extend his own.” Her voice trailed off and the tone grew darker at 
the mention of this. 

“Ancus,” I said, waiting fearfully for a terrible reaction. She slowly appeared into the room looking 
like a bird of paradise, her eyes, slices of light narrowed as she gazed at me and her form grew more 
substantial.

“I am a relative of his. A distant cousin. Of the great one who destroyed his own. At one time, his 
name was a pestilence. Even as we fell, we cursed him: “Cursed is Ancus the destroyer and betrayer of
his people!” But the lesser races revere him as the supreme deity of the world.”

“How do you feel about him?”
“He is my kin and blood. I hated him and revered him at the same time, as they did. Even as I cursed 

him as I was taught to do, I was in awe of his charisma, his daring seizure of power and glory. In my 
family his name was cursed to the deepest vortexes of the universe, but not to all of them,” she said, her
voice growing thoughtful. The explanation for this mysterious Ancus was cryptic if nothing else.

“How did he die?” There was another pause, a very long one this time.
“He is Ancus. He is eternal. He gave the lower species rule over the whole world and they once 

again plunged it into chaos and darkness. But he did one thing right. He was behind the ideas of 
creating the Realm, the concept of Nine Princes to rule all the societies of Eraut and he was behind the 
ideas of the modern infrastructure of the various modern societies there now.”



“How tragic.” I could feel her loneliness and great pain, a feeling that was indescribable. “I don't 
understand-”

“It is not for you to understand!” she said harshly. I could feel the heat emanating from her body. It 
took on the countenance like a tiny star ready to expand and explode. The pain from the heat was 
almost unbearable but in a split second I felt the heat infuse me with vibrant energy. Something I had 
never experienced before. Then she softened and the energy from her lessened. The scene in the sky 
before me changed and I saw a great fleet of ships. Or it seemed so. Then the scene changed again as 
she drew our views of its scope out and much wider until it panned across a swath of the Orion Spiral 
Arm. What I saw were two, distinct fleets of ships. And one, a fleet of insectoid-looking ships looked 
sleek, dark and intimidating crossing against that arm of stars in the Milky Way. That first fleet was 
smaller and some light years behind it was a far larger fleet of bigger, and I could only guess, civilian 
ships. I wondered if they were all powered by black hole engines.

“There. The greatest military fleet this galaxy has ever seen. The Mordurum. They are on their way 
here and behind them the second fleet of civilian ships.” We came in for a closer view as if flying 
through space.

“The Black Fleet,” I said fearfully.
“Is that what you call them?” She asked. The warships looked like dark predators flying through 

space. Across that spray of stars, they looked like a nightmare, like venomous, hungry animals looking 
for prey.

“They are coming this way, headed toward the only other safe harbor there is in this galaxy, Earth. 
But when my experiments are through and successful, they will get a surprise. They will find that the 
old gods of Eraut have returned in a new form. They will find that we have returned to take our place as
the stars in their firmament and it will be a reversal of fortune, as the saying goes.”

“Why?”
“The very species they hope to destroy will have been subsumed into those they once worshiped. 

Look at the fleets making their way here. Thousands of ships, Robert. They will descend upon you like 
winged oqir and they consume your planet as they have already consumed and exhausted Eraut.”

“Like they consumed the Fiorjah.” 
“Join with me! Together we will destroy the Realm and rule as progenitors of the new race.”
“I don't want to rule anyone! And I have a wife and children!” I averted my eyes from her hypnotic 

gaze. I had to fight the urge to be pulled in with her. A very difficult fight, as her words sounded like a 
siren's call, but her ideas underneath the winsome words were no glorious future but quicksand. The 
mention of my wife and kids seemed to make her angry.

“What is that to me? I am far superior to any human female consort you may now have! Besides, 
they too will be subsumed into the new species! Come with me-”

“No! I will not! Your experiments are destroying the human race and I won't have anything to do 
with it! I'm sorry about what happened to you and your people, I truly am, but I want to remain what I 
am, human. I like my simple meat bag well enough!” There was silence and then the room grew cold 
and black as space. I could feel the deadly chill in my bones.

“You have been given a great gift and this is how you choose to show your gratitude.” The voice was
no longer inviting or seductive but cold as an Arctic wind.

“It was a gift I never asked-”
“SILENCE! Go, then! I'll send you back to the labs and instead of becoming my consort, you will 

become a drone! I will tell Dr. Dorn to use your body for genetic material. You will serve me and the 
race, very well, whether you like it or not!” The scene of the vast fleet of ships flying through the 
Milky Way Galaxy appeared again.

“Look, and know that they are coming. Know that you could have helped me stop them from 
devouring your people. No matter. I will stop them! You would rather see your own kind die than use 
reason. Farewell, Robert of Earth!” And the room grew unimaginably cold as I felt her essence 



withdrawn from the room. I shuddered violently and then my body seemed to grow warm on its own in 
response to the surroundings. I lay there for hours, dreading what my fate held. 

. . .

I wondered who else knew about this; if it was only the little cabal in the upper levels of the mine out
here that knew of it. It really wouldn't matter if I couldn't find a way out of this predicament. I could 
hear, dimly, cries and screams far off again which further frightened me. It was the cries of a woman, 
which really upset me. Fear turned to rage and that rage began to build until I remembered that 
whatever was happening to her was soon going to happen to me. As my eyes began to focus and the 
room became clear I felt a hammering heat in my body that was just beginning to subside. I'd hoped 
those pills the bartender sold me would do me at least some good, but I had serious doubts. I looked 
over to my left and I saw an object fly down from the ceiling and behind a tank. I looked up and the 
ceiling was still opened to the plexi-glass like a planetarium scene. What looked like a little star seemed
to fall toward me until my eyes could focus and I saw that it was my salvation!

“Will! Thank God! What happened to you?” I whispered, ready to jump and tear off my bonds. I 
looked around to see that Justin was still gone.

“I did what you asked. I'll tell you later what I've found. I see you are all tied up.”
“Thank you, Captain Obvious! Can you find a way to untie me from these energy bands?”
“I can try. You look. . .sick, Bob.”
“I'll worry about that later!” The little mech circled around the room once, taking in everything. It 

then landed upon a panel at the far side of the room to the north and suddenly my energy bands began 
to buzz and hum, growing brighter – and very hot!

“Will! Whatever you've done do the opposite! They're burning!” I said grimacing and twisting in 
pain upon the bed. Soon the pain was dialed down but it seemed an eternity before they finally were 
shut off. I closed my eyes in mental exhaustion and lay there.

“Bob. Like you say, we must hurry,” he said. I heard screams from a man in another room again 
which spurred me to get up.

“Where are your clothes, Bob?”
“I don't know. When the security mechs grabbed me up they didn't exactly inform me of what they 

were going to do with my clothes. I need to find a man and a woman taken here with me. They're 
torturing them. You can't imagine the terrible things that are going to happen. I have a chance to help 
them get out of here!”

“I think I can imagine, after what I've seen here but before you think of others, you need to get your 
clothes, your spacesuit, and your guns back, if possible. You can't help anyone in your birthday suit.” 

“So where do we find them?”
“I think I found a room with an incinerator where the labor and security mechs take things to be 

thrown out. They were separating useful things from the trash. I saw perfectly good space suits along 
with the trash in there to be thrown out. Follow me.” He went to a door leading to a small hallway, 
having hacked the security codes of the locks in a few doors, keeping them in memory storage. Sure 
enough, down the hall there was an incinerator and labor mechs were busy throwing garbage and 
unwanted items onto a conveyor belt leading off into the fires.

“How do we get down there?”
“Dog whistle.”
“Dog whistle?”
“I've come up with an alarm that can alert only the labor mechs. I can get them to leave the room. I 

have to program it from here first and it will take me a while. They'll leave, thinking they have an 
emergency. Then you go in and get that suit lying there. I think it's yours anyway, and then we get your 
weapons, which I believe are on that table beside the conveyor belt.” The little mech bobbed to and fro 
in the air as Will remotely communicated to the labor mechs in the trash room. Suddenly, I saw 



shadows coming from the opposite end of the hall.
“Security mechs!” I warned. We hid around the corner as they passed and went on down the hall and 

out the door. I felt desperate and vulnerable, like a newborn baby. Finally, when it seemed safe enough, 
I peered through the window and saw that the labor mechs had left the trash room.

“Hurry Bob! Before they come back to resume their work!” Or detect that something is wrong! I 
thought. I pushed open the heavy metal door and went down the rusted metal staircase and toward the 
conveyor belt. My suit was almost down the fire chute. I ran and jumped onto the belt, scrambling 
through the garbage, old clothing, and equipment cast offs along the belt. I nearly fell off, feeling 
unsure of my own feet, wobbling from side to side. I stilled my balance glancing worriedly at the suit 
up ahead, then crawled wildly up the belt and grabbed at the suit, nearly losing my balance as the chute 
took me close almost to the ovens. Inside the chute was a steep drop off into fires far below, looking 
like the maw of hell. I swung myself on a long metal rod right above me, hands slippery with sweat, 
back toward the belt and swung myself off the belt, crashing to the floor. I snatched my pair of gravity 
boots from the far end of the belt and struggled to put them all on. The little mech came swinging near 
to me.

“They're coming! We need to go!”
“I need my guns! Where did you see them?”
“Right over there on that table!” I ran to the table and digging my arms in the piles of various items. 

I didn't find the guns I had originally come in with – except the vambraser. I put on the vambraser and 
stuffed a lasgun in a pocket just in time to see the labor mechs making their way back into the room. 
Ducking under the large table, the recorder mech hiding with me, I crouched silently as the mechs filed 
in and resumed their work. I counted the seconds until I would be discovered. I didn't have long. As I 
struggled quickly to attached my vambraser to my arm and get it powered up, I did so just in time for 
one of them to detect me.

“Intruder! Intruder!” It alerted its workmates who all whirled around toward where the mech was 
pointing. I rolled out from under the table and immediately began firing my vambraser. I destroyed the 
one who'd alerted the others. It shattered into a million, smoking pieces. The laser gun strapped to my 
arm had more power and accuracy than I'd suspected and I was surprised and glad for it. I took out two 
more as the others shuffled for the exit. I chased after them, shooting them all down before they could 
reach the alarm by the door upstairs.

“Where to now?”
“You wanted to help two others captured? We go back to the lab room.” This time, I was much better

prepared and I would be not afraid to blast down anyone who posed a threat.
“Make sure you keep the second lasergun close at hand, Bob. With all the security mechs here with 

unlicensed gun power, you'll need it.”
. . .

Back in the lab room, which was once my prison, I was slightly disoriented by the night sky of the 
ceiling. I saw great mists and clouds of bright, colorful gases rising up from around the complex and 
the mines, dissipating away. I went down toward the door that said: “Main laboratory! Keep Out!” I'd 
discerned that was where the screams were coming from. The doors slid open at my presence and I 
stepped in, arm at the ready to blast. What I saw shook and angered me. The shocking part were a few 
alien corpses in tanks and one strapped to a stretcher. Justin was inside a sealed, vertical holding tank, 
his body writhing in convulsions as light and streams of what looked like electricity coursed through 
the side panels of the inside of the tank. His mouth was contorted into silent screams; I could no longer 
hear him. The other sight was even worse. The woman I'd heard previously, the one captured with 
Justin, her body was contorted into a hideous, painfully impossible position, her mouth open in a 
permanent howl and her eyes were yellowish white glowing orbs. There was a faint glow to her skin 
and she looked as if she had radiation burn marks all over her body. She was floating in fluid inside a 



tank, tubes springing forth from her mouth and nose like tentacles. It was clear to me that she was dead.
I had lost any chance to save her. But I could do one thing. I could mete out retribution to those who 
had tortured and killed her.

“Call security!” One of the assistants screamed. It was too late. I fired on one of them as they ran to 
set off the alarm. He fell like a stack of moon rocks and I ran after the other and fired on him. But not 
before he had managed to activate an alarm on one of the computer screens at the console they'd been 
working at. 

“So you're not automatons after all!” I yelled. The head scientist was gone before I could get to him, 
out the doors and down a hallway, screaming maniacally. The vambraser had a long range, but it wasn't 
long enough to get to him. The recorder mech made to go after him.

“Forget him, Will! Let's get Justin out of here! How do we open this thing?”
“If we open it we will be exposed to increased levels of radioactive gas. He is receiving some type of

radiation treatment, I think.”
“We're already exposed to high levels of radiation by coming to this mine, now how do we get the 

guy out of here? Do we open it from a panel on the tank itself or from a control panel around the 
room?” I hurried over by the tank which was starting to fill up with fluid from tubes coming from the 
bottom. The man was banging desperately on the windows of the tank.

“I can't find anything that seems obvious,” said Will who was over at the computers' control panels, 
hovering. 

“I think I've found them!” The fluid had now reached the level of his neck. His eyes had the look of 
someone who was defeated. And I felt a rising panic as well and a feeling of helplessness after what I'd 
promised him. I heard the doors around the room lock down and seal themselves shut. We were losing 
time. In the distance, I heard security mechs coming.

“Hurry, Bob! I've managed to lock the room down, but they'll eventually get in!”
Calming myself so I could think straight, I came to the tank. Running my hands along the left side of

the tank I finally found a small panel of controls. One button had a green light on it. I punched that one 
and the tank opened with a loud suction sound and bio-embryonic fluid and gases came gushing out. 
The tank opened just as I heard loud, persistent banging on the doors. Justin came peeling out and 
collapsed into my arms.

“Look! You have to bear up! We have to get out of here! Come on, stand up, man!” I demanded. He 
stumbled to his feet, weakly trying to tear the long feeding and breathing tubes from his mouth and 
nose. I helped to pull them out and blood gushed from his nose as we finally cleared them from his 
body and threw them aside. Just then I heard a keening cry for help behind me. I saw, lying on a 
stretcher a creature I thought was dead at first but wasn't; an alien Glia female with reddish orange and 
black wings like a monarch butterfly.

“Please! Help me get out of here and I can help you escape this building!” She panted. Her eyes were
very wide and dark, slightly resembling an insect's. She looked similar to the Suwudi. Her wings were 
folded against her body and it looked dangerously damaging to her wings, on the bed, folded up. She 
too had no clothes on and her hair was splayed out in long braids and there were cuts and wounds all 
over her body.

“The woman there, the human woman, she did not survive the experiments long.” 
“I kind of figured that out already.” I looked to the control panel near her stretcher and turned her 

energy band restraints off. She rose quickly and as she turned I could see that the whole right side of 
her body had been poorly sewn up, with dried blood along the wound which ran from her breast down 
to her hip.

“What did they do to you?”
“They use Erautian gene material to splice with human genes. They are more butchers than 

scientists,” she said bitterly.
“So you're basically this guy's walking toolbox, is that it?” I asked. She frowned as if she didn't 



understand.
“He's using you for genetic material?” She nodded.
“One of many. The others of my kind they used have died. I merely took their place. I didn't know 

your people still used such barbaric practices in this kind of work!”
“Legitimate scientists and doctors don't. I think Dorn just enjoys seeing others in pain. He's a sadist,”

I said. She frowned.
“I see.”
“How did he find you?” She hesitated for a second, her expression dark.
“I was found working in Langrenus, in the Mayor's office. I looked like any other human, but he 

seemed to tell I was. . .different. As if he could see right through my disguise. I don't know how. They 
kidnapped me while I was on a short jaunt in the Caucasus Mountains and brought me here.”

“What were you doing out there?” she shrugged.
“Just wanted to see the mountains.”
“You're a spy, then.” I said and I admit it sounded accusatory.
“We should go,” she said coldly. I turned to Will, immediately feeling a growing discomfort with this

alien woman, but there was no time to question her further and she might be of some use in getting us 
out of here.

“Will. We aren't getting through those doors anytime soon, are we?”
“No, Bob.” I looked around the room while the security mechs were banging on the doors outside, 

and high up in the wall I saw our escape, the way we originally got in. A vent.

 



12
 We had gone so deeply into the complex above the mines that I was lost. And now we had two extra 

people with us. Justin was barely able to walk and he hobbled along frantically, with me helping to bear
him up. The Glia woman, her name was Liatel, brought up our rear. We had a big problem. We needed 
to outfit everyone with space suits, helmets, and weapons to make it out of here alive with a fighting 
chance. We needed this before we could even consider finding our way back from where we came 
from. Thankfully Will's GPS system was in ticking, good order.

“It will take me awhile Bob, but I can trace our steps back from where we came in.” The other 
problem was that now security was alerted to the fact that there were intruders loose in the complex.

We came upon a long corridor with several ventilation doors and far down there was a fan with 
blades as big as air taxis. I could detect an oddly metallic, smoky smell and it was noticeably hotter in 
this area. We had been climbing upward, following the recorder mech, searching for a supply room.

“We're getting close,” whispered Liatel.
“Close to what?”
“Close to a supply room. We need to make a move now. Security mechs will be swarming all over 

the place soon.”
“Well, we still have the element of surprise and they aren't outfitted with top security personnel 

around here,” I said. I'd noted that they were kind of lax, which was probably why I wasn't dead yet.
“Perhaps, but we don't have the option of simply calling the police to our rescue out this far. And our

advantage of surprise is dwindling fast,” she said dryly.
"Okay, so where's this supply room?"
“The supply room, I believe, is behind this panel here,” she said, pointing to a panel door. I set Justin

down and he crumpled to the ground, moaning. He was in terrible shape. Honestly, I didn't feel that 
much better. Adrenaline and fear kept me going.

“She's right, Bob. We can get most of what we need in here before we leave.” Will bobbed up and 
down before us.

“There!” I pointed to the holes in the vent. “Someone is there. Security mechs,” I whispered. We 
watched as the security mechs checked the room and then passed down the hall. After they'd passed, 
quietly, I pushed open the panel door and climbed down.

Breathing quietly, I grabbed two suits and threw a couple of helmets and some gravity boots back 
into the ventilation opening, hoping they would fit the two of them.

“I'm going to look for some guns,” I whispered. Unfortunately, that plan immediately ended when a 
security mech suddenly came back into the room. Wasting no time I fired but this mech was quicker 
than most and avoided my laser fire at the last second. I ducked and rolled behind a cabinet just as laser
fire from its lasergun exploded into the top of the cabinet, searing it off. I peeked out from my hiding 
place only to be forced back from another stream of blasts from the security mech's lasergun. It was 
slowly making its way toward me, searing off and destroying furniture and tables where I was hiding, 
systematically getting rid of any decent hiding place I might have. I wasn't able to get a good bead on 
it. Suddenly, there was a lasergun blast that exploded in the back of the mech's head which was seared 
off and fell to the floor. Another blast put a hole through its chest as it still fired wildly into the air. I 
rose from my hiding place and finished it off. From the vent space I saw Liatel duck her head down. 
She had my extra lasgun in her hand.



“I needed a gun and thought it would come in handy. Sorry for stealing it,” she said.
“Well, you saved my bacon down here!”
“Come on! Hurry up!” She urged. The alarms in the complex were getting louder. I ran and jumped 

up into the vent and we all continued on our way. But down the corridor that continued upward, the 
massive ventilation fan started to crank up and turn. Air currents were quickly picking up speed into a 
strong gale and soon we felt an inexorable pull upward toward the humongous blades.

“Well who the hell turned that on?” I cried.
“The complex gets overheated frequently. Those are there to help with the problem. Not very 

efficient but that's what they're there for!” I could feel the force of the winds becoming stronger. I 
grabbed hold of Justin's arm and put it over my shoulder to bolster him up again.

“What is that?” He asked.
“The ventilation system! We need to go a different way or we'll end up ground meat!” I said.
“This way! Come on!” Shouted Will hovering down a dark and narrow tunnel that descended down a

steep incline. Lasergun fire came through the panel door opening. We all slid down, the steep incline. 
Liatel came rolling down on top of us as we landed in yet another corridor as we followed the recorder 
mech through the maze of ventilation corridors.

“I hope you know where you're going, Will!” Justin was doing his best to run with gravity boots on. 
Alarms were now going off everywhere in the complex. Shouts of confusion could be heard and armed 
security mechs were on the move. They had detected that we were in the ventilation system.

“Liatel! Can you fly Justin out of here?”
“Not without room. There's hardly any room to take off in here!” She gave me what seemed like a 

scathing look.
“Then we all run like hell!” And that's exactly what we did as laser fire tore into the ventilation 

system from beneath us. As the little recording mech whirled around the corridors with us fast behind 
it, I got the distinct feeling that we would not escape unscathed from this, if at all. 

“We're almost there!” Said Will. There was a huge crash and we all fell through the vent floor and 
into what looked like a large, holding room. There was a giant floor to ceiling window looking out on 
the eastern wall of the crater. I heard raging screams from somewhere in the complex. It was her.

“Where are we, Will?” I asked getting up from the tangle of limbs.
“We are in the room right above the back entrance that we came in through.”
“Well that's good!” I said.
“But the place is on lockdown.”
“Well that's bad!” I put the helmet on. It wasn't the one I came in with, but it fit the suit. This was the

only time I was glad to be wearing an inexpensive factory made space suit, which were made to fit a 
variety of helmets. Liatel did the same and so did Justin. I turned on my space suit. At first I had red 
visual warning alarms flash across my face plate but then the suit's systems calibrated themselves to fit 
my body and body temperature. I saw atmospheric levels, air pressure, breathing apparatus systems and
other system controls display themselves, racing across the faceplate screen. We listened quietly at all 
the alarms in other parts of the complex. Will had zeroed in on the lock to the doors on the other end of 
the room, hacking the key code for them while we waited for the other doors to open, guns ready.

“Justin, stay by the recorder mech there in case he gets the door opened quickly,” I said. He nodded 
weakly and limped over to the other end of the room while Liatel and I waited behind the wall by the 
other doors. I felt sweat coursing down my body under my suit as I heard voices and footsteps coming 
closer. Closer.

Finally, Will got these last doors open but they shut immediately again. He opened them again and 
this time they opened just partially. Justin leaped in between the doors.

“Hurry!” He strained, trying to hold them open. We ran through the doors which closed shut again 
with thundering finality.

“Good! My rider should be just outside!”



We came to a ledge.
“Someone's coming,” whispered Liatel. I crouched down to survey the scene below. I could still 

detect the footprints in the dust I'd made on the way in on the path below. We were outside in the small 
cave. The lunar lights were going crazy, lurid with color. The drop wasn't too far, maybe twenty feet 
down.

“They must really be working them overtime today,” murmured Justin, looking fearfully at the 
lights. I glanced at him.

"What do you mean?"
"The colors. Mandatory overtime," he said. 
"That comes from crews working overtime?” I asked. He nodded.
“Stirs up whatever gases lie below the surface of the moon. It's a sign of overworked crews. Not 

unusual at Hussa. So, what about that drop down?” He asked.
“We can adjust the levels on our boots to soften our landings, maybe,” I said.
“These boots, like everything else around here, are too cheap for that,” Liatel said in disgust.
“Well, we'll have to drop down. There's no way around it. Maybe on that side down there, where we 

can climb down at least half the way. Once I get down I'll pull some of those rocks over there and build
stair-steps up to the cave opening.” I pointed up ahead.

“Where is your rider parked, exactly?” She asked. My mind went to full alert. It was a perfectly 
reasonable question. And it bothered me. I had no time to ponder on it but it got my hackles even 
further up about her and it brought to my memory the fact that she'd taken my gun without my knowing
it.

“Just outside. You'll see,” I said simply and hopped down against the rock wall of the cave. I slid part
of the way before jumping down the rest of the way and then scampered under the walkway ledge the 
other two were still standing on. I went to the rocks by the opening and piled them up together as best I 
could. Will simply lowered himself and hovered by me. Liatel, far more limber that I'd suspected, slid 
part of the way down the wall and then leapt down the rest of the way, landing lightly, even in her 
gravity boots.

Justin's descent was difficult. He climbed down gingerly and then slipped. I could hear the inhuman 
screams of that Fiorjah creature getting louder. 

“What is that sound?” Liatel whispered quietly. I looked at her strangely.
“You mean you don't know?”
“Should I?” There was a sudden alert beeping from the recorder mech. I turned around and Justin, 

struggling to get down fell backward the rest of the way.
“Uggh!” He yelled.
“What happened, Will?” I asked.
“We don't have time! We must go now!” Urged Liatel. I frowned at her but was spurred on.
“This way!” I said and I took hold of Justin's arm and bounded several times upward until I reached 

the cave opening. I extended my legs outward until my feet touched the opening and then I used the 
force of my body to fly through before we landed on the ground just outside. Liatel ran down the path 
and jumped out of the cave with the grace of a cheetah, just in time for us to hear laser blasts raining 
down from above inside. Finally out of the cave, I led them to the moon buggy. As I hopped in I looked
back to see the Glia woman raise the lasgun at me and power it up. Will's little alarm went off like a 
shrieking siren and all this while we were still being hunted. I ducked down just in time to avoid the 
blast of laser fire. I aimed with my vambraser and let loose a stream of laser fire but my aim was off 
and she was quick. She leaped out of the vehicle and away from the line of fire, ducked beneath the 
vehicle and then rose up, reaching over quick like a snake, and grabbed my arm, nearly tearing me 
from the seat. I had no idea how strong alien females were but at this rate she would rip my spacesuit 
right off me if I didn't so something fast.

“Thanks for the help, human trash! To have my own precious genetic material taken from me and 



used for creatures nearly as low as beasts! A curse on you all! Scum!” Her wide mouth curled into an 
ugly snarl as she raised the gun to fire again. The owl mech came rushing in only to be batted away by 
a swing of her arm which sent it sailing through the air and crashing against a rock. Justin, with a 
sudden and surprising burst of energy, struck her with a rod he'd unhooked from the back of the 
vehicle. She turned on him and shot him. He fell back and out of the vehicle, his helmet hitting the 
dust. 

“We're coming to take your precious Earth and there's nothing you can do to stop us!” Her gloating 
enraged me and it gave me just enough time to recover and fire. This time, I met my mark and hit her 
right in the chest, twice. She went sailing back and floated slightly in the air. I got out of the vehicle, 
scrambled over to the drifting body and grabbed the lasgun. I started up the vehicle, pulling Justin over 
back inside with one arm. Driving with a half shot off steering wheel with the other arm, I made a 
difficult ascent up the side of the crater wall. Will, half smashed and malfunctioning but able to move 
finally came and attached to the vehicle support column on Justin's side, but it looked that I would get 
no more audio help or communication from that front. I felt strange vibrations under me as if the moon 
was quaking. 

They're coming! And indeed they were, with frightening insectoid-looking vehicles, things out of a 
nightmare. As we were coming out of the crater on to the plain, I saw them from far off across the lunar
desert coming from around the front entrance of the mine. In the air, I saw a large work-carrier outfitted
with lasers under it. Justin was losing air, even with the suit's automatic repair mechanism kicking in 
and he was slowly losing blood. I could see globules of it floating around behind his faceplate. At this 
rate, he would either die of asphyxiation or choke on his own blood. Damn these cheap Hussa suits! 
The owners of these companies that did business with each other should be drawn and quartered.

“Hang in there Justin! Here, take this laser gun!” I took the second lasgun and pushed it into his 
hands and roared the buggy to more vigorous life and we made it just over the rim of the crater. I saw a 
rock formation about a mile off with scarce hiding room, but it was better than nothing. I drove toward 
it like a madman, lunar dust flying behind in my wake. Swerving around a jagged pillar and under the 
natural arch formation, I barely avoided the firepower of the carrier coming up behind me. The buggy 
lurched and rocked and we nearly fell out as I circled around a huge meteor, dragging it in a tight circle
back under our scant hiding place. Laser fire blasted holes into the rock beside us and a small 
avalanche of rocks toppled down from above. I floored the pedal and raced out from under the archway
right before the carrier ship fired upon it again. This time, it came crashing down in a cloud of dust. I 
raced the buggy across the desert, desperate for another hiding place. I perceived a bright cascade of 
light folding around me and I wheeled the buggy around ready to make a last stand defense. Raising 
my vambraser, I looked in shock as the Mother Fiorjah ascended from the carrier. She looked like a 
bright star but in her eyes was hot, white rage. She grew what looked like wings of light and raced 
toward me. In an aura of bright light, I could see her form inside what looked like a biological suit that 
moved like the liquid she was once encased in. I fired, missing the first few times but hitting her the 
third time and the fourth. With each hit, she turned either blue, green or violet, seemingly consuming 
the power from the lasers. Finally, I turned the power up and blasted her again and she shrieked and 
howled, grew to fearful size and rose up and away. Even through the tinny sounds of the audio in my 
helmet it was frightening.

“My God, my God! What is that?” asked Justin weakly. I could hear him panting through the audible
intercom system in my helmet. I felt a rumbling beneath me as the carrier backed away. I could clearly 
see the security mechs commanding the carrier, deliberating on whether to fire on me or not. Why don't
they fire already? Soon I had my answer. A huge black shadow was cast over the area and I looked up 
to see another ship approaching from the south. The carrier then fired on this new ship. A thin shield 
was activated on the second ship and it fired back. Under the fight of these two large ships, the Mother 
Fiorjah seemed to eat away the laser fire from the new ship growing even larger and then she turned 
and fled across the lunar desert. A smaller, fierce looking fighter ship descended from the loading bay 



of the second ship and chased after her.
“I will find you, interloper! You have taken my divinity and you are not worthy of it! I will destroy 

you and devour your entire race!” She screamed as she fled across the desert and toward the mountains.
Just as crazy as Dr. Dorn. I thought. As the carrier turned to flee as well the second ship fired an 
unrelenting volley of laser fire and the carrier was seared nearly in half, then exploded. I felt movement
beside me and saw that Justin was struggling with breathing, his skin turning blue. He was slowly 
dying of asphyxiation.

 I waved wildly at the second ship half in hope they would notice and not accidentally fire on us.
“Help! Help! Help us!” I cried. The second ship turned toward us and slowly settled down over us. 

It's walkway was lowered from the bay and finally I saw Magnum descend through the exhaust mists.
“Thank God!” I cried. I drove the buggy up the ship's broad walkway.
“I see you have actually found something for The Boss on your mission out here. That alien creature,

for instance.”
“That creature is called a Fiorjah.”
“Interesting detail. I've heard a little about them.”
“You've heard about them?” I exclaimed in shock.
“I have. The Boss knows more about aliens than you think, Robert. I've sent one of my assistant 

mechs after it. If we can capture it, perhaps it will be a key to unraveling some mysteries we've found 
on Earth.”

“But she's very dangerous! And insane!” I protested.
“No doubt. But having her in captivity or dead is better than having her free and roaming about the 

solar system. Who is this?” Asked Magnum, pointing to Justin.
“One of those important details. He's choking for lack of air. He needs medical attention right now.” 

Justin's face had nearly turned blue with the merciless cold air of space that had seeped into his failing 
suit and the slow bleed of breathable air from it.

“Take him to the medical bay right away!” Magnum commanded and three labor mechs bore him 
away. The walkway lifted and the ship's doors sealed shut.

“Shields up!” Magnum commanded and left down the corridor toward the cockpit. I slumped over in
the buggy, once more feeling the breathable air surround me again. I shut it down and I sat there as the 
ship bore us way from the northern craters. Now I understood the reason for the mysterious lights of 
Langrenus. But was there anything we could do about it? I hadn't gotten anything tangible from the 
labs. Except for Justin. Maybe that was enough, though. I picked up the broken little recorder mech still
mounted on the support column. I was sure Will had all the information he needed recorded and 
downloaded remotely from the mech back home. I would have the information sent to Robin later, but 
it still made me feel a little sad that the mech had come to the end of its usefulness. It also made me sad
that the silver beauty of the moon was marred by corruption, greed, and conflict. This place too had 
been polluted. My romantic ideals of space were slowly being fouled.

And then I remembered that I had been taken into the beginning stages of Fiorjah genetic 
experimentation. Unlike most of the other human victims of those experiments, I had been given the 
so-called divinity serum and I was lucky enough to escape the next several phases. I felt nothing as of 
now, but worry grew in my mind as to what effects this would have on my body and my future. I gazed 
over through the viewport near the ship doors, looking to see if I would get a glimpse of the Fiorjah 
Mother. I saw nothing but black space. What would happen to me now?
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“Don't get too comfortable, Robert,” said Magnum as a service mech helped me out of one of the 

medical tanks.
“What do you mean?” I mumbled, feeling very relaxed.
“Because we're going back. Orders from on high. You must finish the job.”
“Finish the job? I did what I was supposed to do already!”
“Apparently, there is more to do. For instance, that Fiorjah creature must be contained. I will take 

care of that, but there must be more information and evidence to gather from the company complex. I 
will be sending a squad of warrior mechs with you back into the mines.” He turned to one of his 
assistant mechs.

“Inform the authorities of this place out here,” he said. The mech warbled an affirmative and left. 
Magnum turned back to me. “Soon, you must choose your armored space suit.” I rolled my eyes.

“And what if I say no?”
“With us being the only first line defense against the alien shadow groups and the alien invasion, 

why would you do something foolish like that?” I said nothing, glowering at Magnum as he left the 
medical bay.

When I was finally recovered from the tank, dried with a light shift on, resting on a hospital bed, he 
presented to me a small array of impressive looking space armor to wear on a rolling hanger.

“They will also be outfitted with electrical field shields.”
Having no real choice, that's exactly what I did. I suited up and made my way back to the illegal 

mine, this time with twenty mechs outfitted with serious firepower and military issued shields, 
Magnum himself in the lead. We came in with powerful bullhorns warning the miners to leave the 
premises immediately. One of Magnum's assistants dispatched a group of mechs to go down into the 
mines with the bullhorns to warn those still at work. 

After a pitiful resistance against us by security mechs and a few guards, everyone scattered from 
before us or tried to hide and issue sniper fire. The entire place was in an uproar. Employees were 
fleeing or attempting to, overloading the passenger freighters and barges, trying to escape. One 
freighter overturned, frightfully, crushing some of its passengers. It was a harrowing sight and I was 
sorry to see it, but the place had to be shut down. What we did do was make short work of the security 
mechs and top brass working there who tried to interfere. Magnum's mechs put most of the humans 
who did not try to fight under citizen's arrest and held them in energy bonds. Our team didn't trouble 
the miners or other low-level employees, who were abandoning the place as if it were a spaceship on 
fire.

“I've called police from Atticus Station. You won't get away with this!” Said a supervisor. I looked at 
Magnum worriedly.

“We've been in communication with Atticus Station. They are well aware of the fact that we are here 
and you will have some questions to answer when they arrive.” Said Magnum as-a-matter-of-factually. 
“There are a great number of questions this company and the station may have to answer to the media 
if this gets out. I'm sure they will not want that.” 

“Yeah, such as why Atticus allowed all this corruption to go on under their noses in the first place!” I
snapped. “Who in Atticus got paid off to keep quiet?” Magnum put the supervisor under civilian arrest.

With my squad I made my way back to the labs, this time outfitted with a body armor suit, helmet, 
and personal shield to protect against the lesser firepower of the mechs at the mining complex. I made 



my way back to the holding tank lair where the Fiorjah was now hiding out and what I saw surprised 
me. She looked as if she were gestating or hibernating and did not wake even with all the noise we'd 
made.

“She will be this way for a while until she digests all of the fire power we put upon her in our fight,” 
said Magnum's assistant. 

“How did you subdue the creature?” I asked in disbelief.
“We used a special type of laser fire. It can't be bought or made anywhere else outside our special 

labs. The Boss is busy developing all sorts of technologies for the coming confrontation. Most that 
we've tested don't work well, but some of them work brilliantly,” the mech said.

“We don't have time for discussion,” said Magnum, ever the taskmaster. “Bring your ship overhead 
and cut open the roof to lift her out. Place her in the super tank. We'll take her back to headquarters,” he
Magnum. I saw the strange apparatus that she used to animate humans that she used as flesh bags, or 
puppets, to walk amongst us. Now there was another kind of grim human disguise. There was no 
corpse sitting in the chair, presently. It made me shudder. I went to the far wall and put my gloved 
hands over it, feeling for what looked like a thin band of light penetrating through. I took a scanner 
from my suit and scanned the room. I found something hidden behind it.

“I think there's a secret doorway through here,” I said. Magnum and his squad scanned the wall 
further and finally found a tiled metal brick, pushed it and that opened the door. Down was a small, 
dark corridor and beyond that, a doorway.

“Stand guard here,” he told his team. “I'll go in with him.” He followed me down the hall and into 
the other door which was locked. I stood back and blasted it open. Inside was a small room with a table
filled with tiny file disks and a computer.

“Let's get everything and take it home with us,” I said. Magnum took all of the disks and hard drives.
I turned to see something intriguing. It was a space behind a curtain. I pulled it back to find a miniature 
version of what I'd found on the gorgon ship a year ago. It was a small blevdas, but there was another 
thing different from it. There was the holographic image of planet Eraut, with its three little shepherd 
moons encircling it. After a few seconds the planet hologram disappeared and another hologram took 
its place. It was a Fiorjah creature, but this one looked male and he was dressed in flaming armor. He 
held in his hand some kind of weapon, like the ceremonial blade I'd found on the gorgon ship, and 
raised it high above his head. A ring of fire encircled him as his body changed into many colors. Then 
he pointed it at me and I felt the heat from it or thought I felt it in my mind and on my face, even 
through my suit and armor. I backed away from this quickly and closed the curtain, feeling my heart 
beating rapidly.

“Are you ready to go?” Magnum asked. I nodded. As we emerged from the lair, with the exception 
of one laser battle after encountering the largest mech security force Hussa had, whose firepower 
couldn't touch ours, we had no resistance from anyone else. If there was anyone left they remained 
hidden somewhere in the complex. Finally, as we got outside we saw the flashing blue, red and white 
lights of the Atticus police ships. Anyone trying to flee in a ship would be caught now. At least that was
my hope.

“Go inside. I will inform them of what has transpired here,” said Magnum. I took our booty and with
the squad went back into our ship.

. . .

I felt anxious about these things being left untied and up in the air. I had a feeling that I would be 
back here whether I wanted to be or not. I also felt ambivalent about what they were carrying back to 
Earth – the Mother Fiorjah. She was in stasis. Why they didn't destroy her, I didn't know. I didn't like it 
and I put up a big protest about the matter while we were en-route to Langrenus.

“The Boss will decide whether or not she will be destroyed.” Said Magnum. “Furthermore, I do not 
work for you. We both work for The Boss. Good day, Robert Astor.” The mech said and that was the 



end of it. Maybe it was a good thing he didn't destroy the Fiorjah. After all, she was part of me now. 
What would that mean?

We headed back to La Luna spaceport and I went back to my quarters to write up my report to send  
to Robin. I also informed her of the disks we found and that I was going to have them examined by my 
own team on U-net. I left parts of the incidents out, such as finding the blevdas. But I put a note of it in 
my own private journal that I was now keeping. There, I made a note of Peter Crawford's contact 
numbers. I also made another note of Archibald's serial numbers and possible usefulness if I happen to 
be staying at Bradford or Butler Towers again. I wanted to study these things on my own and since the 
Big Boss had decided to be mysterious, I thought nothing of keeping some secrets for myself.

Sending the disks back home to Chip and Will by special mail, I sent a note along telling them to 
explore what was one these disks and to get back to me. And to have all the recorded files from the 
recording mech sent back to me. I also asked Will if the mech had recorded anything unusual in the 
mines.

“Apart from the illegal and horrible working conditions? Yes. But it would only confirm the things 
you saw in the labs. Humans with alien genetic material roaming around in the lower levels of the 
mines. I saw and recorded two such creatures. I have no idea if they are still alive.”

“Thanks, Will.” Later, I contacted Robin.
“I found out the issue with the lights on the moon. I wonder if Magnum's told you anything?”
“Not yet. We wanted to hear it first from you. Magnum may fill in any other details as needed,” she 

said.
“There's an illegal mine here planted in the north in the Poncelet Crater. They over work the miners 

there to fill large quotas of radon and other materials. So far, more radon gases are being produced 
there than anywhere else. So much so that it disrupts the natural phenomenon and has increased the 
emissions of gases in the lunar craters on large parts of the moon. Their dangerous and illegal 
production techniques affect the entire area and that is why the lights are so unusual. They've been in 
full operation for a few years, but I've ascertained that only the last year or so have they kicked up their
production speed.”

“An illegal mine? I had no idea. And no one, not even the authorities are aware of this?”
“I'm not so sure they are unaware, at least not from how the miners recruited to work there talk. I 

think there's some tacit agreement between the authorities and the companies involved in the whole 
mess. I think money is changing hands, especially on Atticus Station, which is why they keep quiet and
do nothing about the issue. However, it looks like Magnum has forced them to get involved. I'm not 
sure how he did it.”

“With the evidence that you and Will gathered, we've got something on them and they know it. Plus 
there's an eyewitness, Justin. Besides, Magnum often works as The Boss's voice when The Boss is not 
there. There's power there and wise people do not often wish to cross the one we work for.”

“Good to know. There's also an unusually high incident of lung cancer and radiation poisoning with 
the miners who work at this particular mine. The company name of this particular mine is Hussa.”

“Hussa. Noted. You were able to infiltrate the workforce, then?”
“Not exactly. The lax company security up there worked in my favor. Otherwise, I'm not so sure I 

would have accomplished anything.”
“I see. Anything else?”
“Yes. NCO is also indirectly involved in this. While snooping around, I found plain boxes full of 

certain kinds of supplies. I pulled back the covers from these boxes and found that they were sent by 
the NCO.”

“Did you get any recordings or pictures of this?”
“I did. I'll have my team send them on to you. I also found out that there's another company selling a 

patented drug to only one mining company, Hussa. This drug is very different from the drug cocktail 
issued to employees by the other mining companies. This company is called Lane Pharmaceuticals. 



They operate behind a dummy corporation called I.E.M.”
“I.E.M.?”
“International Emergent Medicine.”
“This is wonderful information, Robert! Did you get  a hold of a sample of the drugs they're using?”
“Unfortunately, no.”
“Why is this drug different?”
“It's a growth hormone and is used to prep employees at the mine for genetic experiments. 

Employees are disappearing there and dying either from the bad practices and if they don't die, the sick 
ones are herded off to secret labs and used for alien genetic experiments.”

“Oh my God.” She paused for a long time. “I'm thinking that Justin, the man you rescued from there 
can tell us more about this?”

“Yes. Has he?”
“Right now he's so sick that we're having him under treatment. He was shot and the laser grazed 

pretty deep, but it didn't hit any internal organs.”
“That's good.”
“But he has lost quite a bit of blood. We just want  him to rest for now. Get his strength back. We'll 

talk with him when he recovers. We'll need him.”
“I'm sure he's going to need protection.”
“We'll take care of that. Thing is, I can't say too much except that NCO has been a thorn in the side 

of Vartan for a while. This kind of information will help us build our arsenal against them. We plan to 
take them down along with Hussa and I.E.M., if possible.” I didn't say anything to this but wondered if 
that was Vartan the corporation or Vartan the Boss. Did I really care about whether Vartan was having 
some kind of pissing match with another company? Not really, but I was helping to uncover 
wrongdoing and for now that was good enough for me.

“You'll find some interesting things once I get my team to send you the recorded files. The aliens are 
there as well. A very different kind of alien. They were a race once thought extinct by their own 
species.” She was silent for a few seconds.

“I look forward very much to seeing these files. As will The Boss.”
“I'm curious, Robin. Did The Boss have some idea what was going on out there?”
“We knew something odd was happening, but we didn't know exactly what. There was no clear plan. 

We needed to put a nose out there to find out.”
“You guys got anybody for your Plan B when Mr. Plan A finally drops dead?” I said, feeling a little 

irritated.
“What do you mean?”
“There were several times I could have died out here and no one would have been the wiser. I have a 

family, you know.” I recalled the unfinished experiment I went through. It was close on my mind every 
day now. I heard her sigh.

“I hate to put anyone in harm's way but with the shadow alien groups here and what's coming, what 
other option do we have Robert? And no, as far as I know, we don't have a Plan B. You're it,” she said 
unhappily. “And we would always care for your family should anything happen to you.”

“I'm sorry. I didn't mean to take anything out on you.” I guess I was being a bit hypocritical. After 
all, I decided to throw in the towel with Robin and The Boss, whoever he was, on this whole thing 
anyway. I wasn't too much different from the workers at Hussa on that account. Sometimes you did 
dangerous things because you saw an important gain on the road ahead. You just hoped you got down 
that road in one piece.

“I know you didn't. Your job is very difficult and dangerous.”
“So what's going to happen now?”
“We intend to drop a massive tide of cold water on Hussa's plans for all the pain, death, and 

problems they've caused. And if NCO is sending them supplies and materials they'll be taken down 



right along with them. And whatever else is going on there, that will also be investigated. Atticus will 
feel the heat when this bomb goes off. Your evidence will start the ball rolling, Robert. You're doing a 
good work and don't worry. We haven't been sitting around twiddling our thumbs. We've just 
spearheaded a preliminary investigation of Atticus. We think it might be of interest to conduct it right in
the news media. See how they like that. We're also slowly building a network of people friendly to our 
cause. People we can trust. It's small, but all of this means so much. We're on our own, Robert. The 
Boss has power and influence. It's being used for your benefit, but we can't make a false move. We still 
have to be very careful.”

“The problem is we're all feeling this out on our own without a strict game plan. So in this confusion 
and secretiveness, what is a false move, really?”

“Good question. But remember the alien plants. They're everywhere. And we don't know who they 
are.”

“That's true.” I'd found one by accident on my mission. “I have another gem for you. But I have this 
only on hearsay, no actual evidence. There's another space station out there in the north. Unnamed from
what I've heard.”

“You don't mean Atticus?”
“No. Like I've said, I heard this only in passing conversation and didn't have the time to investigate 

it.”
“I see. I may send someone else out there to investigate,” she said.
“I wonder how all of this will work when the new city is finally built.”
“St. Anthony? I do too. What I do know is scant but there will be a special base there for those of us 

in the network to carry out our missions. It's very preliminary, but that's what I've been told.”
“The city for lost souls, I guess?” That was truly interesting and a great move forward for us, if true.
“You might say that. Or maybe the city for those of us who have found our real purpose in life. 

Anyway, enough about that. I have something that may help you greatly in the near future! The Boss 
has had several proto-fighter ships built in a secret project and wishes to know how they will perform 
in battle. It's one of the important plans we're putting into motion.”

“Really? New ships?”
“Yes. If they perform well enough more will be built. We also need to know what kinds of extra 

equipment they should be outfitted with for a space-faring militia.”
“Space-faring militia?”
“Oh yes.”
“Well now. Things really are moving along!” That sounded like grand news to me. It was about time 

we started building an army. “I have a new friend whom I'm sure would be more than happy to help me
figure that out.”

“I thought you might.”
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I was resting in my room, after a short convalescence at Central Langrenus Medical Center. I had an 

odd, under-the-weather feeling that I couldn't shake. It came and went. As of now, I was feeling fine. I 
knew it was the genetic material that Dr. Dorn's assistants injected into me. An untied thread, there, and
about as serious as the stellar being some members of our network had decided to capture and examine.
Would these be advantages or not? They were unknown quantities. I was now an unknown quantity.

I had most of my luggage packed – it wasn't very much. And I was watching construction workers 
some miles up in the sky over Langrenus, working on a new skyscraper, a new hospital I heard it 
called, Cherryh Hospital. The small medical center I was now in would eventually be moved into the 
new structure, once finished. I watched absently as the worker mechs along with the human workers, 
their little flashing lights attached to their suits, went about their tasks so high up in space. I watched 
the lights from the lifts and the work ships blinking at regular intervals. It calmed me in a way that I 
suppose one might be calmed by being in a blevdas. After an hour of this I decided to write to Peter. I 
pulled out my data tablet and sent off an electronic note to him:

Dear Peter,
I am finally back from my mission and you were absolutely right about your suspicions. I found that 

there is a very high incidence of corporate abuse coupled with governmental laxness in the north, in 
the northern mine of Hussa, specifically. That mining company is responsible for the overactive lunar 
light activity all over the moon. They are also responsible for the serious illnesses their employees 
suffer from. I found something else as well. The drug cocktail they are given at Hussa is not the same 
drug cocktail given to workers at the other mines. This drug is used for a very different purpose. It's a 
growth hormone and it's given to them to prepare their bodies for genetic experimentation. 

I would urge you not to say anything to anyone else. It's possible that someone at the conservatory 
where you work may know what is happening there. After all, it is hard to believe that absolutely no 
one knows what's going on up there without being paid to keep quiet or worse – someone there may be 
actively involved in the corruption. I really don't know and I could be wrong on that but say nothing. 
Only know that you were right all along. I can't go any further into the matter. I hope you are well and 
perhaps we can talk again.

Sincerely,
Bob

I hoped that I would be able to call upon him again in the future. It was a long shot and I had no idea 
what part he could play, but I was sure he would add value to our cause if he were interested. 

It was then that I received two momentous messages. First was an electronic note from Chip. It was 
about the hive wire I'd asked back from Robin:

Bob,
I managed to install it successfully inside Will's brain. Will seems to be in full operational working 

order with the hive wire installed. Will has informed me that besides getting a slight buzzing sensation 
in his head he is not able to read or process any information from the wire right now. There is a vast 
amount of information there but whether he or I have the ability to access it is another matter. So far, I 
couldn't access anything on it either. Perhaps Will can if he is ever near an alien base. As you've said, 



it is probably a connection to a first level mech. I believe you on that. I have no idea what to expect at 
this point. 

Take care, 
Chip

Before I could jump for joy after reading this message, I heard a beep from the audio intercom 
system. A call had come in from my hotel suite and had been forwarded to my hospital room. I'd 
thought of ignoring it for the time being and going down to the patients' dining room to eat before bed, 
and then call up Chip to talk with him. I'd be on my way to Earthside planetfall by tomorrow. But as 
always, I was curious and loathed to let a message go by for too long. I slowly rose and sat up in my 
bed.

“Virtual Voice, please play the forwarded voice message from the intercom,” I commanded.
“Message source from beyond recognized parameters. Message from unknown source.” Well, of 

course. At first there was silence and I thought that the message wasn't cleared to play. I made a mental 
note that I would play back such messages manually in the future. Then the Virtual Voice came back:

“Message marked private. Message is being played now.”
It was Genevieve. Genevieve! I hadn't heard from her in nearly a year. I was keenly interested now, 

but a growing sense of dread came over me as I listened to her message:
“I know it's been a long time since we've last communicated. My team and I and the other members 

of the Martian Allied Powers have been spying out the alien base near Jupiter. There are several. The 
largest and most significant one is on Europa. We've gathered a lot of information and have finally 
devised a plan to strike and destroy the one on Europa.” She paused. “I know it may be a long-shot 
Robert, but. . . if you can help us in any way with fire power, or any resources, I would forever be in 
your debt. We plan to attack the big base in six months. I don't know if you've forgotten about us. I 
hope you haven't. If you can help us in any way, please help us.”

. . .

I listened anxiously as the engines of the Phoenix roared to life. I switched on the intercom channel 
on my new headset. I'd called my wife and had a tense discussion with her about my new and third 
mission. The second personal one for me. I couldn't quite shake the stress and tension I felt and the fear
and anguish in her voice I could still hear now. I turned in my seat and strapped myself down, trying in 
vain to forget it.

“All systems on board the Phoenix are go,” said a familiar voice. He was actually right beside me. 
Will, finally in android form, once again. But he wasn't quite finished. Half his face was still a skeleton 
of wires and bio-metallic parts. I could still see the veining tubes of fluid suctioning in and out of his 
cheeks and chin. But he was here and fully operational with the alien hive wire built into his brain and 
that was a small victory. I punched the intercom channel on the board in the cockpit.

“All systems go on the Phoenix,” I said.
“Good. All systems go on the Ghost Train!” Said my second new partner on this mission, his voice 

merry and filled with excitement. Diamond Dog was part of the network now and when I'd asked him 
to come with me after receiving Genevieve's message, and after he was paid a fat commission by The 
Boss, he was game.

We would be discussing a possible pay raise from The Boss when I returned. If I returned. That was 
always a caveat.

The Ghost was Diamond Dog's smuggling ship and it was a powerful if small ship, outfitted with the
latest weapons technology and a few “unique” and less than legal equipment enhancements of his own. 
Behind him, we were bringing up along a train of the new, secret fighter ships sent by Robin and The 
Boss. We were en-route to Mars via La Luna. I also felt like a lunatic right now. Fitting. 

Genevieve had given me the coordinates of where to land and I told her I was bringing in new fighter



ships with me. She sounded ecstatic if someone as serious and single-minded as her could ever be 
ecstatic. I tried to think of myself as the Great Hero coming to the rescue of the ragtag group of humans
and alien rebels on Mars, fighting against the Great Evil Empire that was hurtling toward us through 
space. With a line of untested ships in my wake. Rebel Alliance anyone?

I caught the blue aura surrounding us as we made the jump to near light speed, feeling the air around 
me morph and twist as the gravity dampeners were activated. I thought about how long it would take to
actually get to Europa from Mars. Depending on where the ice moon was situated in its orbit around 
Jupiter, it might take a week or a few months. Luckily, the ships the aliens and humans on Mars used 
were a lot faster than my little Phoenix. These thoughts of the distances between planetary and lunar 
cities reminded me of the numerous meals of food pellets and warm, distilled water awaiting me. I 
stifled my gag reflex at the thought.

“You still there, Diamond?” I turned the intercom on again and contacted him to take my mind off of
the long, dull stretches of time I would have to face for the next few weeks to Mars. Let alone, what 
we'd have to face once we arrived there.

“Right behind ya captain!” He said cheerily. I could hear mischief in his voice. Where we were 
headed, he might turn out to be a very good asset. I just hoped we wouldn't drive each other nuts on the
way there. I turned to my co-pilot.

“Will, I wonder what wonders we'll see out there this time?”
“So do I, captain. So do I.” I turned to him, giving him a surprised look. He smiled at me innocently. 

Then I eventually smiled back. I suppose I was a captain. We would be in planetfall in twenty-eight 
days. I started to feel a little better about the whole ordeal, even though I longed to see my family 
again. I had to keep remembering that this was for them.

I settled in for the long ride out, with the train of ships and the Ghost pulling up the rear, behind the 
intrepid little Phoenix.

On our way to Mars, once again.
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